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Index Introduction
Scope
The index to the Guild of Book Workers Newsletter covers the years 1976-2001 and
focuses on Guild business, news, chapters, members and events, but material about nonGuild related people, institutions, organizations and events is also included.
Sections/Items Indexed
Sections and items indexed include Guild News, Annual Meetings, Reports, News of
GBW Members, Other News, Noteworthy, Chapter News, feature columns, articles,
letters and queries, photographs, illustrations and technical diagrams. Corrections and
clarifications are indexed if the original material was indexed.
Annual elections, meetings and reports of the Guild are indexed when they appeared in
the Newsletter, but the specific results and discussions are not indexed. However, Guild
committee or chapter business discussed outside an annual meeting is indexed under the
committee, chapter, or name of person. For example, a mid-year change in officers of a
chapter will be indexed under the chapter and person's name, but a routine report
submitted by a chapter (or committee) at the annual meeting will only be indexed under
''annual reports (GBW)." Other headings include: ''annual elections (GBW)," ''annual
meetings (GBW)," ''From the President 's Desk (col.), and ''letters and reports from the
President (GBW)." For a complete list of Guild-related headings, see the list under the
entry, ''Guild of Book Workers (GBW)." Routine items indexed under GBW chapters
include: exhibitions, lectures and presentations, meetings, officers, publications and
workshops.

•

Members are indexed only when identified as a member in the text. Names are indexed
under the fullest form found and name changes are noted with a reference to a new or
former name. All GBW member and non-member deaths and obituaries are indexed
under the name of the person as well as the heading ''deaths and obituaries.'' See also
references appearing under a person' s name refer to any columns authored or edited by
that person. Items routinely indexed under a member' s name include: exhibitions of
work, lectures, presentations and workshops given, publications by, about or reviewed,
GB W offices or positions held, other offices or positions held, reviews of conferences,
exhibitions, lectures and workshops attended or given, as well as awards, honors,
marriages and deaths. Non-members in the index include authors, speakers or presenters
at Guild events, or those who are well known in the book arts.
Conference, exhibition, lecture, symposia and workshop reports and reviews are indexed
under the sponsoring organization, the person submitting the report or review, the subject
and one of the following collective headings: ''exhibitions (GBW)," ''lectures and
presentations (GBW)," ''workshops (GBW),'' and ''Standards of Excellence Seminars
(GBW)," or ''exhibition reports and reviews (non-GBW)," and ''conference, symposia
and workshop reports and reviews (non-GBW)."

Aaron : Jane, (ro9:4), (111:7), (135 :I1)
Abbey Newslett~r·, (77:6). (78:4), (109:9),
(r10 :6) . (131~6 ), (139:12)
Abbey Publications, (95:5), (98:17)
Ab1·an1s, George, (I37:ro)
Academy Boole Bindery, (93:1)

account book bindings, (135;16)
accreditation of ~arbli11g t~achers,
(88:5), (89:4)
acid-free paper, (50 :6)
Acme Bookbinding Co ., Inc., (58:2)
See a.lso Booktab. l11c.
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(13 2:4,13) (r34: 5) (137:8) '
Ag11cultu.1·al Notations (Ro.racl1 Press),
(9r:r6 )
I

Agro, Elizabeth R. (au.), (123 :13)

Agilera y Areas , Blaise, (135:8)
Ah Haa School, (74: 5); (89:5) 99 :4 )
Ainsworth, Julie, (91 :4)
1

(

AIR nettf (L'Assoctation Internationale
de Relieurs Neuf), (95 :5), (96:9),
.
(97:9), (100:9), (108 :10)

Allen, Martina John son, (86 :4)

Allen. Sarah, (49:1) , (57:1 )

I

Africa, Dorothy (98: 2), (105:4) , (ro6:3),

Alexander, Charles, (107:12) , {ro8:6
Corr.), (111 :4). (112:11)
All Union Society of Lovers of the
Russian Book (VO K), (84:6)
Allen , Brian, (88:2), (111 :4)
Allen. Greer, (10 3:10)

I

adhesives, (31:2), (57 :12), (78:6).
(1r4:1r), (133:r1)
methyl cellulose, (48:r1), (50:6)

Akers, Robert (rvwr.), (52:5)
Akzo Chemicals Inc. , (76:6)
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Adam, C. (ai.l), (69:Io)
Adarn.s, Doug, (94:4), (95: 4 )
Adam.s, Frede1ick, (13 5:9)
Adams, Ma1ilyn, (132:3)
Adelman, Cathy, (138:5)
Adelman, Sh1art Lee, (95 :5)
adhesive bindings, (1r4:11)

I

Albro, Tho~as C. II. (25:1), (27:inscrt)
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Allen, Sue, (19:2) , (22:3) , (98 :2,r3),
(121: 8'9)
lectures and prese11tations , (100:2) ,
(ro2:2) 1 (124:9)
Alleyn, Philip, (20:3), (46:10), (48:11) ,
(62:2)

AllwejJ, Walter, (18 :3), (23:1)
Alstrom, Eric, (r18 :7) , (r21 :4), (122:4}.
(129 :8) , (r32:j) , (r3 5:6 )
publications reviewed l1y, (r18:r4),
(126 :9), (x3t:19), (r3 4:r3)
Altepeter, Jeff, (120:5)
Alte1·man, Benj a1TJi.n , (45 :11), (50:5)
(55:6), (72:2), (105:8)
exhibitions of work, (29:3) , (37:5) , (44 :r)
See also Married Mettle Press

Alterman, Deborah, (37:5) . (72:z),
(10 5:8), (r33 :15)
See also Married Mettle Press
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An1erican Antiquarian Society (AAS) •
(30:3), (33:2), (102 :4)

iI I

American bookbi11ding, (73:2), (74:2.3) ,
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(79:3), (122:10)

See also book reviev/s; catalogue and
pam phlet reviews; exhibition reports
and reviews (11011-G BW); exhibitio11s
(GBW); lectures and presentatjons
(GBW); programs (GBW); worlcshops
(GBW)

Book, catalogue, journal, pamphlet, and video reviews are indexed, if signed or lengthy,
under the author, reviewer, subject and by title under one of the following collective
headings: ''book reviews," ''catalogue and pamphlet reviews," ''journal reviews'' and
''videos and video reviews.'' Reviews appearing in a feature column are indexed under
that column, for example, ''Marbling News (col.): books about marbling.''
Photographs, illustrations and technical diagrams are indexed under a name or subject
and under the heading ''photographs (GBW Newsletter)'' or ''illustrations and technical
diagrams (GBW Newsletter)." The page numbers for photographs appear in boldface and
page numbers for illustrations and technical diagrams are italicized.
Sections/Items Not Indexed
Material of a timely nature or information that can be found elsewhere such as in the
minutes, archives, or member directories and include: Publications (only signed or
lengthy reviews are indexed, abstracts or summaries are not), Supplies, Positions
Available, New Members, Reinstated Members, Calendar, Booksellers' Catalogues,
Announcements of conferences, exhibitions, workshops (indexed if later reviewed),
Scholarships Available, Study Opportunities. New additions to the Guild Library are not
indexed by title, but the list itself is indexed under ''Library (GBW): holdings of''
Fon11at
Entries are alphabetized word-by-word. All numbers are indexed as spelled out, for
example, the heading ''9/ 11 '' appears alphabetically as ''nine eleven.'' Book and
periodical titles and names of Newsletter columns are italicized. Subheadings are
arranged alphabetically, but in a few instances, chronologically.

Each entry includes a main heading, a subheading if necessary, and an issue and page
number in parentheses. Main headings may be followed by an abbreviation in
parentheses and are self-explanatory, for example, Calligraphy News (col.), name (rvwr.),
title (rvw.).
The page number is the first page of discussion or where a particular name is found. The
page may refer to where a report begins, not necessarily where the name of the person
who submitted it appears. Corrections or clarifications are noted as (100:9 Corr.).

Years and Corresponding Issue Numbers
1976= Nos.1-4
1977= Nos. 5-8
1978= Nos. 9-12
1979= Nos. 13-17
1980= Nos. 18-21
1981 = Nos. 22-25
1982= Nos. 26-29
1983= Nos. 30-33
1984= Nos. 34-3 7
1985= Nos. 38-43
1986= Nos. 44-49
1987= Nos. 50-55
1988= Nos. 56-61
1989= Nos. 62-67
1990= Nos. 68-73
1991 = Nos. 74-79
1992= Nos. 80-85
1993= Nos. 86-91
1994= Nos. 92-97
1995= Nos. 98-103
1996= Nos. 104-109
1997= Nos. 110-115
1998= Nos.116-121
1999= Nos. 122-127
2000= Nos.128-133
2001 = Nos. 134-139
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American Antiquarian Society (AAS), (30:3), (33:2),
(102:4)
American bookbinding, (73:2), (74:2,3), (79:3),
(122: 10)
See also book reviews; catalogue and pamphlet
reviews; exhibition reports and reviews (nonGBW); exhibitions (GBW); lectures and
presentations (GBW); programs (GBW);
workshops (GBW)
American groove binding, (134:9)
American Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (AIC), (20:6), (78 :6), (120:8)
Book and Paper Specialty Group, (24:6), (72:6),
(102:3), (108:8), (125:13)
American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA), (4:1),
(5:1), (8:1), (9:3)
affiliation with Guild of Book Workers (GBW),
(4:1), (8:1), (12:2)
American Library Association (ALA), (11 :3), (20 :6),
(58:2)
American Philological Association, (38 :3)
American Printing History Association (APHA), (94:3),
(95:5), (102 :4)
chapters, (101 :4), (102:4), (112:5)
meetings, (68:3), (11 2:5), (122:7), (134:9)
American Printing History Association in South
California, (I 02:4)
Amert, Kay, (58 :1), (6 I :8)
Amis de la Reliure d'Art, Les (L'ARA), (70 :8), (97: 13),
(103:8), (1 15:7), (120 :7), (123 :7)
Amis de la Reliure Orginale, Les. See Societe Les Amis
de la Reliure Originale
Anderle, Sylvia, (7:4), (10:4)
Anderson, Carol S., (132:13), (137:8)
Anderson, Frank J., (11 :4), (40:4), (99: 10)
Anderson, Susan K., (98:5)
Andersson, Mark, (81 :3), (82:4 Corr.), (109:6), (119:7),
(126 :10)
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, (76:5)
Andrews, Theresa, (131 :5)
Angel, Marie (au.), (112: 12)
annual elections (GBW)
1977-78, results of, (7:4)
1979-80, call for nominations, (13:1)
1979-80, results of, (14:2)
1980-81, call for nominations, (15:1)
1980-81, results of, (19:2)
1981-82, call for nominations, (2I :1)
1981-82, results of, (24 :1)
1982-83, results of, (27:3)
1983-84, call for nominations, (30: 1)
1983-84, results of, (31 : I)
1984-85, call for nominations, (34:2)
1984-85, results of, (36: 11)
1985-86, call for nominations, (39: 1)
1985-86, results of, (40: 1)

A

Aaron, Jane, (109:4), (111 :7), (135:11)
Abbey Newsletter, (77:6), (78:4), (109:9), (110:6),
(131 :6), (139: 12)
Abbey Publications, (95:5), (98: 17)
Abrams, George, (137:10)
Academy Book Bindery, (93: 1)
account book bindings, (135: 16)
accreditation of marbling teachers, (88:5), (89:4)
acid-free paper, (50:6)
Acme Bookbinding Co., Inc., (58:2)
See also BookLab, Inc.
Adam, C. (au), (69:10)
Adams, Doug, (94:4), (95 :4)
Adams, Frederick, (135:9)
Adams, Marilyn, (132:3)
Adelman, Cathy, (138:5)
Adelman, Stuart Lee, (95 :5)
adhesive bindings, (114:11)
adhesives, (3 1:2), (57:12), (78: 6), ( l 14: 11 ), ( 13 3: 11 )
methyl cellulose, (48: 11 ), (50:6)
Africa, Dorothy (98 :2), (105:4), (106:3), (132:4,13),
(134:5), (137:8),
Agricultural Notations (Rarach Press), (91: 16)
Agro, Elizabeth R. (au.), (123 :13)
Agiiera y Areas, Blaise, (135:8)
Ah Haa School, (74:5), (89:5), (99:4)
Ainsworth, Julie, (91 :4)
AIR neuf (L'Association Internationale de Relieurs
Neut), (95 :5), (96:9), (97:9), ( 100:9), (108: 10)
Akers, Robert (rvwr.), (52:5)
Akzo Chemicals Inc., (76:6)
Albro, Thomas C. II, (25 : l ), (27:insert)
Alexander, Charles, (107:12), (108:6 Corr.), (111 :4),
(112: 11 )
All Union Society of Lovers of the Russian Book
(VOK), (84:6)
Allen, Brian, (88:2), (111 :4)
Allen, Greer, (103:10)
Allen, Martina Johnson , (86:4)
Allen, Sarah, (49:1), (57:1)
Allen, Sue, (19:2), (22:3), (98:2, 13), (121 :8,9)
lectures and presentations, (100:2), (102:2), (124:9)
Alleyn, Philip, (20:3), (46:10), (48: 11 ), (62:2)
Allweil, Walter, (18:3), (23:1)
Alstrom, Eric, (118:7), (121 :4), (122:4), (129:8),
(132 :3), (135:6)
publications reviewed by, (118:14), (126:9),
(131: 19), (134: 13)
AJtepeter, Jeff, ( 120:5)
Alter111an, Benjamin, (45:11), (50 :5), (55:6), (72 :2),
(105:8)
exhibitions of work, (29:3), (37:5), (44:1)
See also Married Mettle Press
Alter1nan, Deborah, (37:5), (72:2), (105 :8), (133:15)
See also Married Mettle Press
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1988, announcements of, (5 7: 1), (58: 1)
1988, report of, (59: I)
1989, announ cements of, (63: 1), (64 :1)
1989, reports of, (65 :1,10), (67:2 Corr.)
1990, announcements of, (69: 1), (70: 1)
1990, reports of, (71 :insert)
199 1, announcements of, (75 : I)
1991 , reports of, (76: 1), (79:2)
1992, announcements of, (8 1: 1), (82: l )
1992, reports of, (83:2,19), (85 :4)
1993, announcements of, (87: 1)
1993, reports of, (92 :5, 17)
1994, report of, (97:2)
1998, report of, ( 122 :3)
1999, report of, (127:3)
2000, report of, (133 :3)
2001 , report of, (139 :3)
special meetings, (27: 1)
annual reports (GBW), (110: 1)
1981-82, (27 :8)
1982-83, (32: 11)
1983-84, (36: 11)
1984-85, (41 : 12, 14)
1985-86, (47:6)
1986-87, (53 :6), (54:3)
1987-88, (59:7)
1988-89, (65: 10), (66:1), (67:2)
1989-90, (71 :insert)
1990-91 , (77:2, 14)
1991-92, (83: 19), (84:19)
1992-93, (89: 15)
1993-94, (97: 19), (98:20), (99: 16)
1994-95, (103 :1,insert), (1 04:6)
1995-96, (109:18), (110:1,insert)
1996-97, (116:4,insert), ( 11 7:3)
1997-98, (12 1:insert)
1998-99, (128:insert), (1 29:4)
1999-00, (134: 1,insert)
2000-01 , (137: l ,insert)
Anonymous (au.), (82 :9)
ANSI IT9.2 Standards, (72:5)
Anthony, Wi lliam (Bill), (37:6), (43 :4), (46:15), (55 :1),
(63: 1), (64 :4)
exhibition s of work, (30:2), (31 :3), (52: l ), (55:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (40: 1), (46:2),
(49:1), (57:1), (59:1), (61:1)
lectures and presentations, (40: I), (46 :3)
reviews of workshops offered, (27: insert), (43 :4),
(44 :3), (49:4)
workshops offered by, (25: 1), (4 7: I), (54: 1)
Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America
(AABA), (5 1:1), (67:5)
Antonetti, Martin, ( 101 :2)
Arch Foundation, (104: 15)
Archer, Dr. Francis, (99:4)
Archer, Francis L., (83: 1)

1986-87, call for nominations, (44: 1)
1986-87, results of, (46 : 1)
1987-88, calI for nominations, (51 : 1)
1987-88, results of, (52 :1), (55:2)
1988-89, call for nominations, (57: 1)
1988-89, results of, (59: 1)
1989-90, call for nominations, (63: 1), (64 :1)
1989-90, results of, (65 : 1)
1990-91 , cal I for nominations, (69: l )
1990-91 , results of, (72 : 13)
199 1-92, cal I for nominations, (75 : 1)
1991-92, results of, (76: 1)
1992-93, call for nominations, (8 1: 1)
1992-93, results of, (83 :4)
1993-94, call for nominations, (87: 1), (9 1: 1)
1993-94, resu lts of, (89 : 1)
1994-95, call for nominations, (92: 1), (94: 1), (95: I),
(96: I )
1994-95, results of, (97 :1)
1995-96, calI for nominations, (99: 1), ( l 00:2)
1995-96, resu lts of, ( 103:2), (109: 1)
1996-97, cal l for nominations, (106:1)
1996-97, resu lts of, (I 09: 1)
1997-98, call for nom inations, (1 13:2)
1997-98, results of, (116:4)
1998-99, call for nominations, ( 11 9:3)
1998-99, results of, ( 122:4)
1999-00, call for nominations, (125:3), (126:3)
1999-00, results of, (127:2)
2000-01 , call for nominations, (130:8), (131:3)
2000-01 , results of, (133:3)
2001 -02, call for nominations, (1 35:5), (137:4)
ann ual meetings (GBW), (84: 1), (121: 12), ( 134:4,6)
1977, announcements of, (5:1), (6:2)
1977, report of, (7:4)
1978, announcements of, ( 10: 1)
1978, report of, (12:1)
1979, announcements of, ( 13: 1)
1979, report of, (14: 1)
1980, announcements of, ( 18: 1), (20 : 1)
1980, reports of, (19: 1), (2 1:2)
1981 , announcements of, (22: 1)
198 1, reports of, (22:4), (24: 1)
1982, announcements of, (26: 1)
1982, reports of, (27 :2, 1l )
1983, announcements of, (29:1), (30:1), (3 1:1), (3 1:1
Corr.)
1983, report of, (32: 1, 11)
1984, announcements of, (34: 1)
1984, reports of, (36: 1, 11 ), (37: 1)
1985, announcements of, (37: 1), (39: 1), (42: I)
1985, reports of, (40: 1), (4 1: 12), (43 :4)
1986, announcements of, (44: 1), (45 : 1)
1986, reports of, (46 :1), (47:7)
1987, announcements of, (5 1: I), (52 :6)
1987, reports of, (52: 1), (55:3)
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Archimedes Palimpsest, (136: 13), ( 139: 11)
architectural drawings, (132: 19)
Archival Aids (U.K.), (32:3)
Archival Document Conservation Center (OH), (36:4),
(41 :3)
Ardouin, Jacques, (123 :7)
Arion Press, (122:7), (125 :5), (131:5), (134:8)
Armenian manuscripts, (94:4)
Arnold Bank Memorial Fund, (48:8)
Arnott, Julie (rvwr.), (73: 10)
Arregui, Cannencho, (108:13)
arson, ( 101 :4)
Art & Antiques (magazine), (105 :8)
Art et Metiers du Livre Gournal), (65:2), (139: 12)
Art of Bookbinding Gournal), (93 :6)
Art of Bookbinding (video), (100:5)
Artists Book Works and Paper Press, (93 :5)
Artists Bookworks Houston, (108 :6)
arts and crafts movement, (97:10,16)
Ascoli, Jan, (91 : 15)
Ascona/weaver's knot, (1I2 :8)
Ash, Nancie C., (81 :4,5)
Ashbee, Charles Robert, (97: 10, 16)
Association for Calligraphic Arts (ACA), (11 5:7)
Association for Research Libraries (ARL), (76:5)
Association for the Promotion of the Art of
Bookbinding (A.F.E.D.A), (93:6)
Association for the Recording and Reconstruction of
Historical Bookbindings (AEB), (135:8)
Association Internationale de Relieurs, Les (AIR neut),
(95 :5), (96:9), (97:9), (100:9), (108:10)
Association of Book Crafts (New Zealand), (8 1:7),
(91 :7)
Atwood, Catherine, (58 :1), (61 :7), (120:3)
auctions, (60:3), (75:6), (100:7), (101 :11), (1 29:10),
(1 3 1:8)
Standards of Excellence Seminars (GBW), (105 :2),
(110:10), (112:11), (115:11), (119:3),
(1 3 1:3), (133 :10), (139:3,11)
August ofBrunswick-Wolfenbilttel, Duke, (119:8),
( 1l 9:cover)
Aurand, Gudrund, (104:7)
Auraria Library, (98: 18)
Austin, Alice, (124:8), (126:3), (1 33:7)
Australia, (77 :3), (79:7)
Avadenka, Lynne, (66:2)
Avenue Press, The, (121 :7)
Avrin, Lei la (au.), (78:7)
awards and honors
American Printing History Association (APHA),
(68:3), (122:7), (1 34:9)
Car I Hertzog Book Design Award, ( 117: 11 )
Florida Artist Book Prize, ( 109:9)
Gaylord Conservation Collections Award, (101 :4)
Goudy Award, (91 :5)

Helen Warren DeGoyler Triennial Exhibition and
Award, (105:7), (11 1:8), (11 3:5, 11), (131:1),
(1 31:10)
Ki ssing the Bookbinder's Daughter Award, (63:3)
Leah Wollenberg Prize for Excellence in Hand
Bookbinding, (74:4), (79:2), (84 :3)
New Generation Book Arts Award, (106:5)
Positive Steps Award, (1 20:7)
Preservation Publication Award (SAA), (132:6)
Prize for Plan, (105 :6)
Saidye Bronfinan Award, (103:3)
Sheldon and Caroline Keck Award, ( 10 I :5)
University Products Award, (101 :4)
Axford, Cathy, (93 :3)
Ayvazian, Kim, (15:3)
Azevedo, Pedro de, (100: 10)
B

Baart, Robert, (55: l ), (57: I)
Baer, Norbert, (135:6)
Bailey, Ali cia, (126:3), (1 27:8), (1 28:4), (1 30:10)
Baker, Cathleen, (107:5)
Baker, Nicholson, (1 32:4), (136:14)
Baker, Richard, (55:1), (64:2), (68:1), (72:2), (107:4),
( 132:3)
Baldwin, Pat, (85:6), (114:4), ( 135:7)
Ballinger, John, (121 :10)
Balloffet, Ana, (37: 1)
Balloffet, Nelly, (14:3), (23 :3), (33: 1), (66:2), (86:3),
(137:8), (139:8)
GBW offices or positions held, (1 5:1), (46:2),
(72:2), (93 :2)
lectures and presentations, (62:2)
other offices or positions held, ( 18:6), (20:5), (46 :2),
(99:2)
publication reviewed by, (78 :6)
publications by, (83 :5), (86:4)
workshop offered by, (21 :4)
workshops reviewed by, (55 :5), ( 132: 10)
Bancroft Library (University of California, Berkeley),
(49:8)
Bank, Arnold, (48:8)
Banks, Paul N., (13 :2), (18:5), (84:6), (1 31:9), ( 135:6),
( 137: 15)
lectures and presentations, (13:4), (16:1), (27:3),
(114:1)
offices or positions held, (10:1), (20:4), (23 :4),
(53: 1), (108 :7)
See also Paul N. Banks Endowed Fellowship
Bannister, Tom, (94:8), (101 :5)
Barber, Doug, (81 : 12)
Barbicon Centre (London), (122: 10)
Barbour, Mark, (1 23:5)
Barker, Nicholas, (1 33: 16)
Barlee, George, (66: I)
Barlee, Roger, (11 5:1)
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Bertin, Randolph, (119:6), ( 123 :7), (126:3), ( 131 : 13)
GBW offices or positions held, ( 11 3 :4), ( 11 5: 1),
(137:7), (137:8)
Bertonaschi, John, (73 :7), (94:2), (108:3), (118:5),
(119:5)
Betts, Kathleen, (78:6)
Bible, The, (116:1), (119:14), (122:7), (135:7)
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(Shannon), (6 1:5)
Papier Marbre, Le (Doizy), (54:8)
Papyrus (Parkinson), (112: 12)
Permanence and Care of Color Photographs:
Traditional and Digital Prints, Color
Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures, The
(Wilhem), (93:15)
Before Photocopying: The Art and History of
Mechanical Copying 1780-1938 (Rhodes),
(126:7)
Practical Guide to Book Repair and Conservation,
The (Johnson), (63:9)
Practical Guide to Marbling Paper, The
(Chambers), (52:5)
Practical Typecasting (Rehak), (94: 10)
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Manuals 1514-1800, The (Becker), (134: 14)
Preservation Issues and Planning (Banks), (137: 15)
Preservation ofLibrary and Archival Materials: A
Manual (Ogden), (92: 15)
Preserving Library Materials: A Manual
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Typography and Book Production
(Dreyfuss), (128 :13)
Printing on the Iron Handpress (Rummonds),
( 130: 19)
Printmaking (Cunningham), (87:11)
Printmaking Techniques (Ayres), (99:9)
Private Presswork. A Bibliophilic Approach to
Printing as an Avocation (Anderson), (11 :4)
Repair and Binding of Old Chinese Books
Translated and Adaptedfor Western
Conservators, The (Xiao), ( 127: 15)
Restauration des Livres: Decouvir, Re,<;taurer,
Conserver (lpert), (61 :9)
Restauration des manuscripts et des livres anciens
(Adam), (69: 10)
Restoration of Leather Bindings: A Classic Work
Revised and Expanded, The (Middleton),
( 131: 19)
Scribes, Script and Books, The Book Arts From
Antiquity to the Renaissance (Avrin), (78:7)
Sewn and Pasted Cloth or Leather Bookbinding for
Book Artists (Smith), (130:18)
Six Years Experience as a Book Agent in California
(Likins), (92: 12)
The Sixteen Pleasures (Hellenga), (94: 10)
Speaking ofBook Art: Interviews with British and
American Book Arti,<;ts (Courtney), (124: 13)
Studies in British Paper History: The Ox.ford Papers
(Bowers), (118:17), (119:14)
Studies in the History of Bookbinding (Foot),
(102: 10)
Suminagashi-Zome (Yagi), (8 1:9), (85: 11)

Harold Patrick McGrath: Fifty Years in Letterpress
Printing, (82 :8)
Headband<;, How to Work Them (Greenfield), (85:8)
Henry E. Huntington's Library of Libraries
(Dickinson), ( 101 : 10)
Historical Source Book for 1.)cribe.<;, The (Brown),
(134:16)
How Typography Happens (McLean), (138: 16)
Ignatz Wiemeler Werkverzeichni.<; (Londonberg),
(87:11)
Instructions for Assembly (Barton), (98: 18)
Intimate Leaves from a Designer's Notebook
(Ryder), (95: 11)
lsoperms, An Environmental Management Tool
(Serbera), (98 : 14)
Jackets Required(Heller), (105 :14)
Japanese Bookbinding, Instructions from a Master
Craftsman (Ikegami), (53 :5)
Late Fire Late Snow: New and Uncollected Poems
by Robert Francis (Bourbeau), ( 11 3: 16)
Leather: Preparation and Tanning by Traditional
Methods (Rahme), (124: 15)
Leather Books, An Illustrated Handbook (Frigge),
( 115: 15)
Leather Books (Frigge), ( 122:13)
Lettering on Books (Johnson), (92: 13)
Lexikon des gesamten Buchwe.<;ens (Corsten),
(66: 11)
London Bookbinders 1780-1806, The (Howe), (90:7)
Making Albums for Photos and Paper Collectibles
(Horton), ( 11 5: 16)
Making Paper: A Look into the History of an
Ancient Craft (Rudin), (91 : 12)
Marbled Designs (Schleicher), (97: 16)
Marbled Vignettes, Including Muir Dawson and
Norma Rubovits in Conversation (Rubovits),
(85:10)
Marbling, A Complete Guide to Creating Beautiful
Patterned Papers and Fabric.<; (Maurer),
(76:8)
Marbling Methods and Receipts from Four
Centuries: With Other Instructions U.<;eful to
Bookbinders (McKay), (9 1:14)
Maziarczyk Paste Papers (Bolton), (79:14)
Modern Bookbinding (Vaughn), (111 : 17)
Multicultural Books to Make and Share (Gaylord),
(11 2: 12)
Non-Adhesive Binding (Smith), (78 :6)
North American Permanent Papers (McCrady),
(98 : 17)
Off the Deckle Edge, A Paper-making Journey
Through India (Premchand), ( 11 2: 12)
On Book Design (Hendel), (125:6)
105 Helpful Marbling Hints (Nevins), (76:8)
Paper from Plants (Thomas), (129: 14)
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Talking the Boundless Book: Art, Language & the
Book Arts (Alexander), (112 :11)
Technically Speaking: Article.5 on Library Binding
(Rebsarnen), (96:15)
33 Miniature Designer Bindings of 'You CAN Judge
a Book by its Cover' (Kavin), (125:1,7)
Ticketed Bookbindings from Nineteenth-Century
Britain (Spawn), (130: 18)
Traditional Marbling (Nevins), (56:4), (66: 13)
Traite de Dorure sur Cuir (de Verbizier), (89:8)
Tranchefiles Brodees: Etude Historique et
Technique, Les, (85: 8)
Treasury ofAlphabets and Lettering (Tschichold),
(93 :13)
Twentieth Century Type Designers (Carter), (107: 15)
Twenty Five Gold-tooled Bookbindings (Tidcombe),
(126:9)
Used Book Lover',<; Guide to New England, The
(Siegal), (90:8)
Victorian Illustrated Books 1850-1870 (Goldman),
(104 : 13)
Visual Design on the Computer (Wong), (98:15)
What is a Designer: things, places, messages
(Potter), ( 107: 14)
Which Paper? A Guide to Choosing and Using Fine
Papers (Turner), (93:12)
Women Bookbinder.<;, 1880-1920 (Tidcombe),
(114:14)
Works Now Newly Imprinted, The
(Chaucer/Kelmscott), (133 : 16)
You Can Judge a Book by Its Cover: A Brief Survey
ofMaterials (Middleton), (108:14)
See also Calligraphy (col.); Calligraphy News (col.);
catalogue and pamphlet reviews; journal
reviews; Marbling News (col.); Notes on
Marbling (col.); videos and video reviews
Book Works (U.K.), (34:3)
Book Arts-L, (95 :4), (98:7), (99:5), (100:1), (102:1),
(106:6)
bloom on leather, (106: 10)
making your own book cloth, (137:14)
warped vellum bindings, (123 :15)
bookbinders, (86 :3 ), ( 106:8), ( 124: 13)
certification of, (18:2), (24:1), (43:4), (98:6), (134:6)
education of, (126:10), (131 :10), (138:12)
health and safety of, (39:3), (92:2), ( 116: 15)
women bookbinders, (92:9), (114:14), (116:7),
(130:11)
See also awards and honors; exhibitions (GBW)
Bookbinders International, (56:1), (57:3), (60:3), (61 :2),
(66:3), (68: 1)
bookbinding, (35 :5), (78:7), (102:10), (113:2), (130:6)
See also awards and honors; book reviews; catalogue
and pamphlet reviews; conference, symposia
and workshop reports and reviews (nonGBW); equipment and tools; exhibition

reports and reviews (non-GBW); exhibitions
(GBW); Guild of Book Workers (GBW)
ListServ; illustrations and technical diagram s
(GBW Newsletter); inquiries, letters, and
queries (to GBW); Internet News (col.);
lectures and presentations (GBW); programs
(GBW); Question Box (col.); Questions and
Answers (col.); Standards of Excellence
Seminars (GBW); Tips and Techniques
(col.); type of binding, e.g. "vellum
bindings"; videos and video reviews;
workshops (GB W)
bookbinding (business aspects), (29: 1), (31 :3), ( l 03 :2),
(108 :2), (125:6), (130:16)
insurance for GBW members, (98: 1), (99: 1),
( 101 :4), ( 104: 1)
legal aspects of, (29: 1)
starting a smal l business, (56:8), (58 :8,9)
BookLab, Inc., (58:2,3), (91 :6), (95:2,4), (100:3),
(121 :7), (124:8)
Books 'n Letters Studio, ( 131 : 11)
Bookways Goumal), (77:6)
Boone, Terry, (124: 10), (128:7)
Boorstin, Daniel J., (51 :5)
Borghese, Livio, (22:2)
Borghese, Susanna, ( 13 :2), (17:1), (24:6)
Botnick, Steve, (48:4)
bouquet/peacock frame, (138: 15)
Bourbeau, David P., (113:5,12)
exh ibitions of work, (30:2), (3 1:3), (89:2), (91 : 16),
(113 :5)
GBW offices or positions held, (26:3), (27:4),
(34: l ), (83: l)
portrait of Amo Werner by, (83 :1)
proposal to restructure GBW, (36:1, 15)
publications by or about, (84 :4), (113 :16)
reviews of workshops offered, (27:insert), (80:6)
workshops offered by, (57:2), (75: I), (79:1)
Bourns, Victoria Panella, (134:4)
Bovill, Clive, (138: 11)
Bowers, Marianna Remick, (9:3)
Bowers, Peter (ed.), ( 118: 17), (119: 14)
boxes, (77:6), (117:15)
Boyajian, Alice, (8:3)
Boyajian, Bob, (8 :3)
Brandenberger, Sto11ny, (106:4), (107: 1)
Brandt, Fr. Charles A.E. , (24:5), (47:2), (65:3), (84 :3)
offices or positions held, (21 :4), (29:2), (36:3),
(37:6)
Brandt, Nancy, (126:3)
Braun, Janice, (103: 10)
Brealey, John M., (51 :5)
Brenner, Rochelle, (95:7)
Breslauer, Bernard H., (86:7)
Breuer, Lee, (95:4)
Bridgeport National Bindery, Inc., (58:2)
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programs, (130:9), (131 :4), (135:6), (136:11),
(137: 10)
workshops, (109:4), ( 111 :2), (118:5), (125 :3),
(127:8), (128:4), (131 :4), (137:7), (138:7)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
California State University, (89:3)
Callery, Bernadette G., (40:1), (43:4), (51 :2), (52:2),
(53:2), (67:3), (139:9)
exhibition organized by, (62:2), (63:3)
lectures and presentations, (91 :2), (92: 16)
profile of, (139:9)
calligraphy, (106:7), (112:12), (114:4)
Calligraphy & Lettering Arts Society (UK), (96:9)
Calligraphy (col.), (44:5)
Arnold Bank Memorial Flll1d, (48:8)
books about calligraphy, (44:5), (45:5), (46 :14),
(49:7), (50 :7)
calligraphy as a fine art, (51 :6)
convention reviews, (48:8), (51 :6)
suggested readings, (5 1:6)
See also Calligraphy News (col.); Calligraphy Notes
(col.)
Calligraphy Idea Exchange (journal), (95 :5)
Calligraphy News (col.), (41:8)
books about calligraphy, (42:6), (43 : 13), (76:5),
(85:8), (104:3)
convention reviews, (43:13), (137:14)
copyright laws, (120:10), (122:8)
death of Barbara Cash, ( 113: 10)
death of Dick Beasley, (85 :8)
death of Paul Standard, (81 : 11)
gilding and illumination, ( l 07:9)
letter Arts Review (journal), (126: 15)
Pierpont Morgan Library, (75:5), (101 :5)
Saint John's Bible, The, (130: 12)
Society of Scribes and Illuminators (SSI), ( 101 :5)
videos reviewed, ( 107 :9)
workshops reviewed, (88 :4), (107:9)
See also Calligraphy (col.) ; Calligraphy Notes (col.)
Calligraphy Notes (col.), (86:7), (92:7), (94:4), (97:12)
retirement of Fran Manola, (112:7)
See also Calligraphy (col.); Calligraphy News (col.)
Calligraphy Review (journal), (95:5)
Cambridge University, (138:9)
Campbell, Carolee, (115:1), (117:4), (129:7), (131 :4),
(137: 11)
Campbell, Gregor, (84:4), (136:15), (138:15), (139:11)
Campbell, Harry, (66:1), (67:2), (83:6), (89:2), (9 1:16),
(1 14:2)
Campbell, Ken, (96: 14), ( 108:3)
Canadian Association for Conservation of Cultural
Property, (125: 12)
Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild
(CBBAG), (32:3), (63 :8), (80:9), (104: 14),
(I 17:10), (139:13)

See also BookLab, Inc.
Bridwell Library (Southern Methodist University),
(89:2), (91: 16), (93: 14), (99: 11)
See also Helen Warren DeGoyler Triennial
Exhibition and Award
Brigham Young University, (I 0l :10)
British Library, (68:4), (1 15:6)
Brock, David, (43 :5), (64:4), (70: 1), (89:2), (91 :16),
( 138:14)
Brockman, James, (53:1), (68 :1), (72:1), (73 :5),
( 13 I : 18), ( 13 8: 1 I)
Bromer, Anne C., (47:2)
Broward County Library, (I 09:9)
Brown, Barbara, (135 :7)
Brown, Jane, (57: 12)
Brown, Meg, (134:5)
Brown, Michele E., ( 111 :5)
Brown, Michele P. (au.), (134: 16)
Brugalla, Emilio, (52:3)
Brunwin, Mike, (138:11)
Bryn Mawr College, (120:6), (124:8), (135:8)
Buchan, Virginia, (80:3)
Buchanan, Sally, (40:7), (43 :3)
Buchbinder, Der, (122 : 1)
Buchbinder-Colleg (Stuttgart, GE), (91 :6)
Buckley, Terry, (110:9,10), (111 :3),(133:10),
(1 38:4,9,11)
Buescher, Jean, (71 :2), (80:3), (86:4), ( 107:5), ( 135 :7)
exhibitions of work, (74:5), (112:3), (126:4), (138 :5)
Buffum, Clara, (124:5)
Bullen, Bridget, (94:2)
Bultman, Jane, (43 :7), (139:8)
Burke, Diane Clare, (20 :5), (27:4)
Burke, Michael, (116:14), (136:11), (137:7)
Burkhard, Catherine, (119:7), (131:12), (133:12),
(134:5), (139: 1)
conferences reviewed by, (128:10), (138:12)
exhibition reviewed by, ( 113 : 12)
GBW offices or positions held, (9 1: 1), ( I 0 I :3 ),
(137:7,8)
workshops reviewed by, (132 :10), (133 :11)
Burman, Lorene, (54 : I 0)
Burn, Henry Pelham, (34:2), (35: 1), (49:4), (59:2),
(72 :4), (82:5)
"burst" bindings, (32:3)
Butler, Jon, (135 :7)
Buxton, Frank, (17:7), (21 :3), (29:4), (35 :4)
bylaws (GBW), (47:1,5), (48:1), (87:1)

c
Cains, Anthony, (118:16), (12 1:11), (131 :18), (132:10)
California Chapter (GBW), (102:1), ( 103:2), ( 109:4),
( 111 :2), (112:5), (131 :4)
meetings, (102:2), (111 :2), ( 11 3:4), (115 :1), (118:5),
(122:4), (123:5), (129:8)
officers, (1 10:1 ), (123 :5), (125 :3)
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Canary, Jim, (79:1), (107:4), ( 114:2), (135 :6), (137:7)
Carbone, Denise, (98:2), (111 :3), (114:3), (117:5),
(119:5), (123:6)
cardingian bindings, (84:5)
Carl Hertzog Book Design Award, (117:11)
Carlow, Viscount, (99: 10)
Carlson, I. Marc (rvwr.), (130: 18)
Carlson, Lage Eric, (29:2), (35:5), (44:2), (50:2,8)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (31 :3), (36:3), (37:5),
(38:1 ,2), (41:3), (52:1)
Jan Sobota benefit workshop, (31 :6), (32:5)
publications by, (31 :4), (32:2)
Carnegie Mellon University, (76:6)
Carolyn Horton Fund, (55 :3), (58:2), (72:6)
Carothers, Martha, (108:2)
carpal tunnel syndro01e, (92:2)
Carr, Laurence H., (72:2)
Carr, Lucinda, (133:7)
carrageenan (Irish Moss), (87:5), ( 100:7), ( 105:9),
(120:9)
Carrera, John, (120:5), (130:9)
Carruthers, David, (29: 1), (43 : 10)
Carter, John (au.), (100:14)
Carter, Sebastian (au.), (107: 15)
Case, Barbara, (74:5)
case bindings, (80:6), (132:13), (134:9)
Casey, Sheila Fione, (29:4), (41 :3), (102:2), (108 :3),
( 109:4)
Cash, Barbara Luther, (112:3), (11 3: 10), (114:2),
(127:8)
Cassidy, Helen, (121 :3)
Castle, William A., (89:2)
catalogue and pamphlet reviews
ABeCedarium, (122:3), (127: 13)
Jn Aedibus Aldi: The Legacy ofAldus Manutius and
His Press, (101: 10)
Art of Publishers' Bookbindings 1815-1915, The
(Morris), ( 134: 15)
Art of the Book, The, (63:8)
Book as Art: Modern Illustrated Books and Fine
Bindings, The (10 1:11)
Catalogue ofthe Second International Marblers'
Gathering Exhibition, (89: 10)
Century For The Century: Finely Printed Books
1900-1999, (130:20)
Collector as Bookbinder - The Piscatorial Bindings
ofS. A. Neff, Jr., (123:13)
Contemporary American Bookbinding (87:8)
Europdische Einbandkunst aus Sechs
Jahrhunderten, (87: 12)
50 x 25, a catalog to an exhibition of 50 Rarach
Press books bound by 25 American binders,
(93: 14)
Fine Printers Finely Bound Too, Catalog of the 86th
Anniversary Exhibition of the Guild ofBook
Workers, (86: 13)

Fine words - Fine books, (85:9)
Gaylord's Preservation Pathfinder Series, (I 01: 11 )
Hand Bookbinding Today: An International
Competition in Memory ofLeah Wollenberg,
(82:9)
Jeweler'.'i Eye: Islamic Arts of the Book From the
Vever Collection, A, (64: 12)
Masters of the Art ofBookbinding, (80:9)
Page.') of Perfection, (104: 15)
pamphlets for classroom teachers (Gaylord),
(131 :2 1)
Peter Koch, Printer, Cowboy Surreali.')f, Maverick
Poets and Pre-Socratic Philosphers,
( I 03 : 10)
Pica.')SO, Les Poetes et la Reliure, (83: 10)
Plat Dessus, Plat Dessous, (108:13)
Washi in the 19th Century: Homecoming of a
Collection from Leipzig (132:7)
Catanach, J. N. See Bum, Henry Pelham
Cavasin, Rick, (115:1)
Caxton Club, (92:5)
CD-ROM book fascimiles, (133: 16)
Celestine, Saint Peter, ( 118:3)
Center for Book Arts (New York), (67:5), (7 1:4),
(75 :6), (77:6), (91 :5), (115 :6)
exhibitions, (102 :10), (121 :6), (125:5)
Center for Paper, Print and the Book (NYC), (84:5)
Center for the Book (Library of Congress), (I 0:2),
(38:3)
Center Interregional de Conservation des Livres
(CICL), (56:8)
Centro del Bel Li bro (Ascona, Sw. ), (9 1:6)
certification of bookbinders, (18:2), (24: 1), (43 :4),
(98:6), (134 :6)
certification of conservators, (98:6)
Chadwick, Carolyn, (129:6)
Chaika, Betty Lou, (35 :2), (46:1), (50:3), (54: 1),
(1 02:2)
exhibitions of work, (29:4), (30:2), (31 :3), (4 1:3),
(55:6)
publications by, (31 :4), (45: 1)
Chalfant, Roberta (Bobbie), (43 :3), (55: 1), (68:2)
See also Pilette, Roberta (Bobbie)
Chalmers, John P., (64: 11 ), (81 :3), (102: 10)
Chambers, Anne (au.), (52:5), (8 1:8)
Charbeneau, Brett (rvwr.), (93: 12)
Charriere, Gerard, (22:2), (35 :5), (51 :2), (79:3)
exhibitions of work, (8:5), (27:3), (28: 1), (29:1),
(37:5), (49:5), (65:2), (68:2), (73 :7), (85:6),
(94:2), (128:3), (136:11)
publications by or about, (20:3), (3 1:4), (60:2),
(73 :2), (100:5)
workshops offered by, ( 18: 1), (20: l ), (21 :2), (22:3),
(24:4), (34:1), (35: 1), (41:2)
Chase, Ellen, (89:2)
Chaucer, Geoffrey, ( 133: 16)
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"A tnonth in the Czech Republic," (117: I I)
American Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (AIC) conference, (20:6)
Amis de la Reliure d'Art, Les (L'ARA) weekend in
Basel, (70:8)
Arts of Bookbinding, (80:5)
"Autour du Livre," (108:10)
"Book Arts and a Sense of Place," (104:8)
Bookbinders International, (60:3), (6I :2), (66:3)
"Bookbinding 2000," (131:18), (I32:9)
"Books Illustrated: A Symposium Celebrating the
Work of Ruth Mortimer," (106:7), (107:I 1)
"Cambridge 1980," (22:5)
"Case Binding Decorated," (132:13)
"Case Binding Examined and Refined, The,"
(132:13)
Chicago Hand Bookbinders, (20:6)
Collegiate Press Conference, (59:5)
Columbia University Rare Book School, (54: 10)
Dag Ernst Petersen Lecture, (123 :12)
First Book Arts Conference, (71 :4)
"For1ning and Design of Bone Folders," (116:8)
"Ger1nan Fine Binding at Telluride," (113 : 10)
"Innovations '86," (22:5)
Institute of Paper Conservation, (83: 11)
"International Bookbinding Masterclasses," (63 :9)
International Marblers ' Gathering, (66:4), (84:6)
"Leafcasting and Pulp fills," (88: 10)
"Looking at Paper: Evidence and Interpretation,"
(I25 : I2)
New England Chapter GBW meeting on Ethics and
Standards, (106:8)
New Horizons Conference, (95:2), (96:2), (98:4),
(100:9)
"Paper and Book Intensive," (102:5,6), (114:9),
(l I9:10)
"Protogothic Transitional Hands," (114 :4)
Rare Books and Manuscripts Section (ALA), (I I :3)
Rare Books School (RBS) (University of Virginia),
(121:8)
"Restoration '93," (92:16)
"Servi Textus: Servants of the Text," (108:9)
Society of Bookbinders conference, (125:9), (126:4),
(138 :9)
"Taking a Closer Look at Examples of Cloth
Bindings," ( 124:8)
Technology of the Medieval Book Seminar, (54 :11)
Wehmais Group, (64:5)
Wells College Bookbinding and Book Arts
Symposium", (100:4)
"Xtreme Bookbinding Conference and
Competition," (135:11), (136:15), (138:15),
(139:1I)
See also annual meetings (GBW); Standards of
Excellence Seminars (GBW); workshops
(GBW)

Cheloniidae Press, (82:8)
chemises, ( 11 7: 15), ( 138:10)
Chen, Julie, ( 112:4), (117:5)
Chicago Hand Bookbinders, (51 :4), (59:3), (64:4),
(91:5,7), (129:1)
Chicago News (col.), (91 :4)
Chin, Ellen, (101 :4)
Chinese bookbinding, (127:15)
Christensen, Carol, (78:6)
Christensen, Tina, (81 :3)
Christie's Auction House (London), (131 :8)
Chwast, Seymour (au.), (105 : 14)
Cingolani, Lilias, ( 126: 13)
Clapp, Anne F., ( 132:5)
C lark, Howard, (80:3), (81 :7)
C lark, Jonathan, ( 135: 11)
Clark, Kathryn, (80:3), (81 :7)
Clark, Lisa, ( 114 :2)
Clark, Patricia, (100:2), (101 :3), (106:2), (107:3)
Clarkson, Christopher, (46:1), (125:3), (135 :5)
clasps, (89:6)
Clay, Mark, (101 :4)
Clayton, Ewan, (114:4)
"cleat," ( 114: 11)
Clement, Mrs. C., (3 :3)
Cleveland, Rachel, (96: 10)
Clinton, President William J., (86:4)
Cloonan, Michelle, (100:5), (118:5)
Clooney, John J., (133:15)
cloth bindings, (43:7), (1 24 :8)
Cockerell, Sydney Maurice, (56:4)
Cockerell Bindery, (68:3)
Cockram, Mark, (135:5), (138:10)
Cockram, Midori, (135 :5), (138:10)
Cohen, Claudia, (40:3), (75 : 1), (84:4)
Cohen, Steven, (107:1)
Cohn, Ted, (114:7)
Colby, Sas, (108:3)
Cole, Pamela Fae, (43 :3), (86:4)
Colligan, Dorothea, (74:5)
Collings, Charles, (21 :3), (35 :4)
Colorado State University, ( 113 :9)
Coltman, Sheila, (98:4)
Columbia College (Chicago), (93 :5)
Columbia University, (20:4), (23:3), (27:3), (54: I 0),
(82:7)
Rare Book School, (78:5), (81 :7)
receives grant, (53: 1), (64:5), (72:5)
Colver, Bob, (121 :3)
computers, (98:15), (113:2), (I I5 :7), (119:9), (133:16)
books about, (107: 12, 14)
Cone, Cherie, (8:3)
conference, symposia and workshop reports and
reviews (non-GBW)
"4th Annual Inter11ational Marbler's Gathering,"
(113:12)
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Conn, Donia, (128 :4), (135:19), (137:7), (139 :6)
Conroy, Tom, (5 1:9), (62: 13), (70:7), (86:5), (99:2),
(102:2), (109:4), (111 :7), ( 124:6)
Conservation Administration News (CAN), (92:6),
(93 :9), (95 :4)
conservation and preservation, (16:1), (20:6), (25:6),
(66:9), (86:5), (110:7)
binding treatments, (I 04:7)
certification of conservators, (98:6)
conference and workshop reports on, (20:6), (22:5),
(66:9), (80:7), (83 :11), (92: 16), (123: 12)
gamma rays, (68:4)
in libraries, (14:6), (46:5), (51 :5)
of newspaper clippings, ( 111 : 11 )
online resources, (134:9), (135:8)
Princeton Preservation Group (PPG), (69:5), (75:5)
surveys, (49:8), (92: 16)
training, (15 :3), (20:4), (32:4)
See also book reviews; deacidi fication; disasters and
disaster planning; grants; name of library,
institution or organization; paper treatments
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts
(CCAHA), (88:4)
Conservation OnLine (CoOL), (98:6), (102: 1), (110:6),
(116:12)
Constitution, The (U.S.), (123:8)
Conty, Judith, (120:5)
Conway, Paul, (84 :6)
Cooke, George W., (96:1), (1 03:3)
Cooney, Jack, (133: 15), (134:8)
copying presses, (88:6), (92:9), (96: 10), (97:8),
(106:12), (108:2), (126: 7)
copyright laws, (120:10), (121:14), (122:8)
cords and tapes, (54:9), (108:12), ( 109:12)
Corfield, Sue, ( 138: 11)
Comu, Elisabeth, (1 01 :5)
Corsten, Severin (au.), (66: 11)
Corvin us Press, (99: I 0)
Coryn, Mary S., (15:2)
cosmetic bindings, (129:10)
Coster, Ger111aine de, (86:5)
Council for Library Resources (CLR), (46:5)
County Survey (Rarach Press), (9 1: 16)
Courtney, Cathy (au.), (124:13)
Cowlishaw, Nick, (138:10)
Cox, Morris, (96: 17)
cradles, (139:14)
Craft Emergency Relief Fund (CERF), (103 :2)
Craft Guild of Dallas, (13 1:12)
crafts survey, (20:4)
Craftsman Farms, (97: I 0, 16)
Cranberry Corner (col.)
No. 1, introduction, (107:8)
No. 2, invention of paper, (109: 13)
No. 3, preparing puJp, (111: 11 )

No. 4, western style mould, deckle and waterrnarks,
(113: 14)
No. 5, for111 ing a sheet of paper/paper uniforrnity,
(115:12)
No. 6, "couching," (11 7:12)
No. 7, wet pressing/consolidation of the sheet of
paper, (119:16)
No. 8, drying processes, ( 121: 15)
No. 9, surface texture, (123 :10)
No. 10, basis weight/grammage, (125 :8)
No. 11 , basis weight/grammage, (127: 10)
Cranberry Mills, (95:6), (104:2), (108: 15), (116:8),
(13 1:8)
Crawford, Ted (au.), (130:16)
Creative Arts Workshop (CAW), (66:2), (67:3), (69:2),
(70 :1), (7 1:2) ( 132:6)
Creighton, Sarah, (75: 1), (84:4)
Creighton University, (89:4), (95:5)
Crisalli, Karen L., (96:6), (114:7), (120:3), (132:8),
(133:4)
elected GB W President, (97: 1)
GBW offices or positions held, (61: 1), (75 :2),
(83:4), (99:4), (100:1), (101 :1), (11 3:9),
(121:3)
other offices or positions held, (50:2), ( 110:2),
(114:7), (11 7:3)
retires as GBW President, (133 :3)
Croft, Jim, (63: 1), (68:9), (102:6), (129:8)
Cronin, Ted, (84:3)
Crosby, Taylor, (43 :10), (105:5), (11 3:10)
Crouch, Rodney, (91: 15, 16)
Crump, Lucy Shropshire, (118 :7)
cuir cisele, ( 104: 1), ( 110:7)
Culbert, David (rvwr.), (113 :16)
Cullhed, Per, (130:9)
Cullison, Bonnie Jo, (45 :2), (63 :3)
Culmone, Nancy, (111 :4)
Cunha, Dorothy, (15:7), (28: 1), (62:2)
Cunha, George M., (16:4), (2 1:3), (38:2), (62:2), (98:5)
lectures and presentations, ( 19:4), (83 :6)
offices or positions held, (26:4), (36:4)
publications by, ( 15:7), (28: 1), (92:6)
Cunningham, Eldon C. (au.), (87: 11)
Curtain, Pat, (40: 1), (52:2,7)
Curtis, Lori N. (rvwr.), (96: 16)
Cushing, Stanley, (22:3)
Cusick, Rick, (126:15)
Cyril (Arch bishop of Alexandria), ( 111 :7)
Czemiawski, Debbi, (37:9)
D

DaBoll, Raymond, (26:5)
Dahlstedt, Manne, (62:6)
Dalrymple-Hollo, Jane, (71 :2), (98: 18)
D'Ambrosio, Joseph J., (46:3), (69:3), (135:13)
Danish millimeter binding, (103:5)
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Gerlach, Kathryn (Posy) E ., (87:2), (89: I)
Glander-Bandyk, Janice, (20:7)
Goodwin, Harold, (33: 1)
Harris, Carolyn Hixson, (93 :4)
Henning, John Frederick, (62:2)
Henry, Joan D. , (127:6)
Herrick, Stephen Gale, (138 :6)
Hiller, Barbara Fallon, (64:3), (65 :2)
Horton, Carolyn, ( 139:6)
Houlihan, Philomena C., (46:4)
Hunter, Dard II., (67:5)
James, Louise Russell, (5 :4)
Johnson, William Duncan, (63 :2)
Kner, Elizabeth, ( 117:9)
Lada-Mocarski, Polly, (114:2), (115 :2)
Lauer, Annette Joyce, (51 : 1)
Lecky, Margaret, (58:2)
Lockhart, Beatrice R., (74:5)
Lomelis, Frank, ( 113 :7)
Londonberg, Kurt, (99:5)
Mansfield, Edgar, (108:6)
McGrath, Harold Patrick, (133:8)
Middleton, Dora, ( 115 :6)
Miller, Joann , (82:5)
Nikirk, Robert Lee, (72:2)
Olmstead, Duncan, (130: 10)
Patri, Stella Nicole, (136:11), (137:10)
Peckham, Dr. Lawton P . G., (17:1)
Pennybacker, Inez C ., (81 :4,5)
Powell , Roger, (73 :9)
Rash , Pamela, (62:3)
Reynolds, Lloyd, (12:2)
Roach , Mariana Kendall, (3 :3)
Roberts, William G., (109:7)
Rogers, Frank B ., (55 :2)
Schlosser, Leonard, (77:5)
Skinner, Marilyn J., (126:4)
Standard, Paul, (80: 12), (81: 11)
Stanescu, Catherine, (121 :4), (122:5)
Strouse, Charlotte, (30:2)
Swartzburg, Susan G., ( 109:6)
Thielman, James, ( 105:6)
Thornton, Ann, (118:7)
Tomlinson, William, (82:7)
Ullman, Charlotte, M., (59 :2)
Wallman, Jean T ., (47: 1)
Weeks, Anna A. , (36:3)
Weimann, Christopher Anthony Tyl, (62:2,5)
Welsh, Howard E., (77:3)
Werner, Amo, (101 :1), (102:7), (103:4)
Westapher, Dorothy Jean Krall, (127:6)
Wick, Kathleen Lord, (116:6)
Wilson, Joyce Lancaster, (106:5), (107:7)
Wolf, Edwin , (76:5)
Wollenberg, Harold, (137: I 0)
Wollenberg, Leah L., (70:2)

Dartm outh College, (1 35:8)
Davey C ompany, (82:8)
Davis, Jerilyn Glenn, (32:5), (33:2), (62:2), (109:5),

( 1 12:3), (I 14: 1)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (31 :3), (55 :6)
GBW offices or positions held, (22: 1), (35: 1),

(1 28:4)
other offices or pos itions held, (34:2), (77:3), (99:2)
portrait of Laura S. Young by, (82:3)
publications about, (87:3), (9 l :2)
review of workshop offered, (43 :7)
workshops offered by, (8 :2), (29: 1), (31 :4), (38:2),

(40 :7)
Davis, Mary, (22:4)
Dawson, Muir, (85: l 0)
Dawson's Book Shop, (85: 10)
De Angeles, Anita, (83:6)
deacidification, (31 :5), (39:3), (76:5,6)
diethyl z inc (DEZ), (27:4), (31 :5), (76:6)
Wei T 'o Associates Inc., (28:2), (29:3), (72:5)
deaths and obituaries
Abram s, George, ( 137: I 0)
Adams, Doug, (94:4), (95 :4)
Adams, Frederick, ( 135:9)
Anthony, William (Bill), (63: 1)
Archer, Dr. Francis, (99:4)
Ash , Nancie C., (81 :4,5)
Banks, Paul N ., (1 3 1:9)
Beare, Dr. Robert L., (34:2)
Beas ley, Dick, (85 :8)
Boettger, Helen Lousie, ( 40:4)
Brugalla, Emilio, (52:3)
Carr, Laurence H., (72:2)
Casey, Sheila Fione, (108 :3)
Cash , Barbara Luther, ( 11 3: I 0), ( 114 :2)
Clapp, Anne F ., ( 132:5)
Clement, Mrs. C., (3 :3)
Cockerell, Sydney Maurice, (56:4)
Coryn, Mary S., (15 :2)
Coster, Ger1naine de, (86:5)
Cronin, Ted, (84:3)
Crump, Lucy Shropshire, (118 :7)
Cunha, Dorothy, (62:2)
Cunha, George Martin, (98 :5)
DeGoyler, Helen Warren, (100:4)
Duval, Michael, (72:3)
Duzgunman, Mustafa, (72:3)
Eberhardt, Fritz, (116:6), (117:6), (119:7)
Elkind, Arnold, (95 :2)
Elkind, Miriam, (95 :2)
Everson, Douglas, (65:4)
Flasch, Joan, (61 :2), (62:2)
Freeman, Paul, (20:7)
French, Hannah Dustin, (93 :4)
Frick, Bertha Margaret, (3 :3)
Garrigou, Marcel , (1 20:7), (123 :7)
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Young, Laura S., (105:1), (111 :5), (11 2:4)
deBartha, G. (au.), (76:7)
deBrove, Anne, (135 : 13)
Declaration of Independence (U.S.), ( 123 :8)
decorated papers, (81 :8), ( I 02: 11 ), ( 120: 12)
Decorative Papers (business), (107:8)
DeGoyler, Helen Warren, (100:4), (105:7), (111 :8)
See also Helen Warren DeGoyler Triennial
Exhibition and Award
deGroot, Henk, (103:5)
Delaware Valley Bookworkers Association, (26:5)
Delaware Valley Chapter (GBW), (106:2), (I 08:2),
(123 :6), (126:3)
formation of, (91 :2), (93 :2), (94:2)
meetings, (95:2), (98:2), (99:3), (101 :2), (106:2),
(110:2), (111 :3), (113 :4), (125:3), (129:8)
officers, (93 :2), (94:2), (111 :3), (117:3), (119:5),
(123 :6), (1 26:3), (132:4)
workshops, (98:2), (I 00:3), ( 108:2), ( 111 :3),
(127:8), (129:8)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
Delrue, Paul C., (131 :19)
DeMerritt, John, (98 :5), (99:4), (l 00:3), (101 :4),
(111 :7), (114:8), (131:4)
DeMouthe, Peggy, (137:8)
Designer Bookbinders (DB) (UK), (85 :9), (91 :6),
(130:10), (137:9)
conferences and meetings of, (10:1), (96:2), (97:3),
( l 00:9), (113:7)
exhibitions, (10:1), (11 :3), (12:1 ), (41 :3)
Diamant, Joan, (22: I)
Dickinson, Donald C. (au.), (I 0I :10)
Dickinson, Lenore, (24:6), (66: 11 ), (68: I)
Dickson, Marty, (31 :4)
Diehl, Edith, ( 123:6)
diethyl zinc (DEZ), (27:4), (31 :5), (76:6)
Dieu Donne PaperinilJ, (84:5), (86:5), (96:9), (102:4)
Dillon, Sarah, (70:1), (76:1), (103:3)
Dimeo, Lindsey, (98:2)
Dimmick, Erin Vigneau, ( 126:3), (132:4)
See also Vigneau, Erin
Ding Yu (au.), (127:15)
disasters and disaster planning, (1 11: 16), ( 127 :7)
earthquakes, (67:3), (68 :4), (70:3), (93 :7)
fires, (92:14), (101 :4), (106 :4), (107:8), (111 :12)
Dixon, Ann, ( 11 :3)
Dobbins Mill, (99:8)
Doizy, Marie-Ange (au.), (54:8), (120:12)
Domesday Book, The, (40:4), (49:8), (51 :5)
donations (to GBW), (46:2), (87:2), (89:1), (106:1)
for exhibition catalogues, (79: 1), (81 : I), (83: 1),
(93:1), (118:4), (119:3), (131 :3), (132:3)
Doroshow, Dayle, (135 :6)
Dorothy Westapher Memorial Scholarship, (129:7)
Dorsey, Jim, (93: 1), (97:7), (117:9)

doublures, (49:4), (73 :5)
Downey, James, (118:6, 17), (119:14)
Downing, Elaine, (1 20:3)
Dreibholz, Ursula, (19:2)
Drendel, William H. (Bill), (79:4), (102:5), (105:2),
(109:2), (1 22:5,11)
exhibitions of work, (73:7), ( 11 2:4), ( 114:2),
(117:5), (122:11)
GBW offices or positions held, ( 12 I :3), ( 122:3),
(13 3: 10), ( 139:11 )
lectures and presentations, (61 :7), ( 139:6)
other offices or positions held, ( 102:6), ( 125 :4)
publications by or about, (83 :6), (1 32:3)
Drew University, ( 119:7)
Drewes, Jeanne, (120:4), (1 29:7), (1 33:6, 12), (1 35:7)
GBW offices or positions held, (118:5), (132:4),
(1 33:5), (137:7), (138:7)
Dreyfuss, John (au.), (128 :13)
Dreyfuss, Joyce, (4 3 :3)
Driedger, Kevin (rvwr.), (1 38:16)
Dry burgh, Mary, (98: 18)
Dubansky, Mindell, (32:2), (57:9), (100:2), ( I 07: 1),
(123 :6), (1 37:8)
courses offered by, (20:7), (28:2)
exhibition reviewed by, (132: 14)
exhibitions of work, (30:3), (37:5), (55:6)
lectures and presentations, (73:7), (80:3), (81 :12),
(92 :6), (135:5)
on death of Polly Lada-Mocarski, (80:1), (11 5:2)
on education in the book arts, (72:4)
publication about, (91 :2)
publications reviewed by, ( 115: 16), ( 130: 18)
workshops offered by, (97:1), (99:1), (103:5)
Dube, Liz (rvwr.), (126:7)
Dubois, Lise, (3 1:4), (59:3)
dues (GBW), (4:1), (8 :1), (1 2:2), (23: 1), (50:1), (56:1)
Duke, Maureen, (124 :10), (1 25:9,10), (1 28:8)
Dunand, Jean, (95: I0)
Duncan, A. (au.), (76:7)
Dunham, Ward, (114:4)
Dunn, Edward, (132:8)
Duntog Paper111ill, (52:3)
dust spots, (91 :7)
Dutch Hand Bookbinders and Bookcover Designers,
(75 :5)
Dutlinger, Anne, (20:5)
Duval, Michael, (72:3)
Duzgunman, Mustafa, (72:3)
dyes (use on leather), (43 :14), (44:3), (45: 11),
(46:5,10), (48:11), (50:6), (110:9)
E

earthquakes, (67:3), (68:4), (70:3), (93:7)
East of Scotland Water, (120:7)
Easton, Pheobe Jane, (32:2), (35:4), (51 : 11 ), (72:2),
(93 :9), (120 :4)
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reviews of workshops offered by, (68:9), (70:9),
(71 :4), (92:4)
workshop reviewed by, (37:3)
workshops offered by, (33:2), (63: 1), (85:4), (92: 1),
(92:4), (96:2), (108:2), (123:6), (133:12)
electronic books, (89:3), (125: 11 ), (128:5), (138:9)
Elkind, Arnold, (95 :2)
Elkind, Miriam, (47:4), (82:4), (95:2)
Ellenport, Samuel B., (22:3), (28:6), (51: 1), (92:2),
(104:2), (105:3)
GBW offices or positions held, (20:2), (24 : 1), (34: 1)
publications by, (17:7), (20:3,9), (26:4), (30:3)
workshops offered by, (30: 1), (31 :2)
Ellis, Elsi Vassdal, (127:6)
Ellis, Estelle (au.), ( 134: 12)
Ellis, Janice Stagnitto, (136: 10), (138:7)
Ely, Ruth, (80:12)
Ely, Timothy C., (49:2), (73:6), (78:4), (81 :3), (96:2),
(109:6), (122:11)
exhibitions of work, (48: 1,4), (66:2), (73 :6), (78:4),
(86:4), (91 :2), (93:4), (101:2), (102:2),
(109:4), (121:4), (122:11)
GBW offices or positions held, (64: 1), (65: 1),
(133:6)
lectures and presentations, (74:4), (80: 12), (95:2),
(96:2), (131:11)
other offices or positions held, (68:2), (90: 1)
publication reviewed by, (87: 11)
publications by, (47:2), (55:9), (102:1), (134:12)
review of workshops offered, (116:8)
workshops offered by, (80:4), (93:2), (94:1), (96:2),
(99:4), (129:7)
Embree, Anna, (119:4), (121:3), (137:5)
embroidered bindings, (138: 10)
enclosures and wrappers, (49:3), (52:7), (80:6), (86:2),
(118:7)
endbands, (55:4), (56 :8), (85:8)
Endpaper Project Meeting, (86:5)
endpapers, (49:4), (86:5), (137: 13)
England, Pat, (46:2)
Eqwlibritim Moisture Content (EMC), (68:8)
equipment and tools, (31 :2,3), (43 :5,14), (60:8),
(62:13), (68:8), (108 :1), (133:15)
Jacques board shears, (101 :6), (102:2 Corr.),
(111:9), (133:11), (134:8)
scharf fix, (28:6), (48:7), (77:5), (112:3)
Esper, Karen , (133:5)
Espinosa, Robert J., (91 :2), (93:2), (94:1), (98:3),
(102:3), (102:6)
Esser, Mark, (55:1), (64:4), (102:6), (111 :3), (118:5),
(123:7)
exhibitions of work, (52:1), (81:3), (129:6)
offices or positions held, (47:2), (95 :2)
Essex House Press, (97: 10)
Estick, Vernon, (4:3)

GBW offices or positions held, (52:2), (54:3),
(75:2), (86:7)
Phoebe Jane Easton Collection of Contemporary
Marbled Papers (Harvard University),
( 120:4,8), (121: 16)
publications reviewed by, (79: 14), (8 1:8,9),
(85: 10, 11 ), (89: 10), ( 102:11)
See also Notes on Marbling (col.)
Eaton, Kathleen , (2 1:3)
Eberhardt, Fritz, (85:2), (89:6), (94:2), ( 102:7), (117:6),
(125:3)
death of, ( 116:6), (1 17:6), ( 119:7)
exhibitions of work, ( 15:4), (29:3), (37: 1), (55:6),
(59:2)
lectures and presentations, (12:2), ( 18:3), (51 :2),
(55:1)
made honorary GBW member, (85: 1)
obituary for Pamela Rash by, (62:3)
publications by or about, (14:5), (31 :4), (33 : 1),
(35:4), (36:3), (40: 10)
workshops offered by, ( 14:2), (23:4), (26:2), (28:2),
(29:2), (31 :4)
Eberhardt, Trudi, (33: 1), (36:3), (85:2), (94:2)
exhibitions of work, (29:3), (37:1), (55:6), (59:2)
made honorary GBW member, (85: 1)
workshops offered by, (14:2), (26 :2), (28:2), (29:2),
(31:4)
Eberth, Karl, (101 :3), ( 104:2), (105:3,4), (106:3)
ebooks, (89:3), (125:11), (128:5), ( 138:9)
Ebru, (14:1), (15 :3), (74:6), (113:12), (120:14), (122:6),
(133:19)
Ecclesiastical History, (42:3)
edge decoration and gilding, (37:5), (91 : 13), (98:3),
(106:3), ( 108:1), (112:1)
edition binding, (56:3), ( 103 :5)
80th Anniversary Exhibition (GBW), (38: 1), (46:2),
(47:8), (49:2), (67:1)
location and schedule of sites, (41 : 1), (44:2), (45: 1),
(46:2), (48:1), (49: 1,2), (50:2), (51 :2), (54 :1)
86th Anniversary Exhibition ("Fine Printers Finely
Bound, Too") (GBW), (83: 1), (86: 1), (87: 1)
catalogue for, (79:1), (80:1), (81 :1), (82:3), (84:1),
(86: 13), (87:8)
opening of, (85: 1,3)
Note: This exhibition is also referred to as the 85th
Anniversary Exhibition in the Newsletter
Eigler, Peggy, (108:3)
Eisemann, Elinor, (98: 16), (100: 13)
Eisenhower Library, (76:6)
Eldridge, Betsy Palmer, ( 134:5), (135 :19)
elected GBW President, (133:3)
lectures and presentations, (46:3), (78:3), (95:2),
(100:5), (104:2), (131:19), (134:7), (135:6)
photographs of, (92:4), (134:3), (139:8), (139:11)
portrait of Carolyn Horton by, (81 :2)
publications by or about, (11 :3), (45:2)
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Etherington, Don, (56:2), (92:9), (115:11), (120:3),
( 121 : 10)
exhibitions of work, (15:5), (36:3), (37:1), (52: I),
(55:6), (79:3), (89:2), (91:16), (115:2)
GBW offices or positions held, (15:2), (20:4), (83 :1)
lectures and presentations, (33 :2), (35 :2), (95 :2),
(100:5), (109:5), (111 :3), (131: 18), (132:9),
(133:10)
on death of Roger Powell, (73 :9)
other offices or positions held, (55:2), (105:6)
publications by or about, (31 :4), (86:5), ( 114 :2),
(126:9)
receives award, (113:5,12), ( 115 :2)
reviews of workshops offered, (37:3), (80:6),
(115 :11)
workshop reviewed by, (49:5)
workshops offered by, (30: 1), (31 :2), (34 : l ), (40:7),
(41:2), (79:1), (86:3), (96:2), (109:1),
( l 15: 14), ( 13 8: 12)
ethylene oxide fumigation (ETO), (39:3)
European Art Conservation Trust, (94:3)
European School for the Conservation of Books and
Library Materials (Italy), (107: 10)
Evans, Phil, (133 :14), (137:8)
Everson, Douglas, (65:4)
Evetts, Deborah, (84:4), ( 131: I 0), (139:8)
exhibitions of work, (8:3), (15:5), (55:6), (89:2),
(91: 16)
Jan Sobota benefit workshop, (31 :6), (32:5)
lectures and presentations, (12:2), (15 :4), (22:1),
(24:2), (26:4), (30:3), (31 :4), (64:3), (68: 1),
(79:3), (93:2), (95:2), (100:5), (101:2),
(102:5), (103 :4), (131 :18), (133:5)
obituary for Catherine Stanescu, (122:5)
publications by or about, (20:6), (24:6), (30:2),
(55 :9)
workshops offered by, (5:3), (7:1), (30: 1), (31 :2),
(52:2), (57:2), ( 139:5)
Evrard, Siin, (48:1), (56:1), (93 :2), (100:9), (110:5),
(138:4)
exhibitions of work, (36:3), (98:5), (100: 17),
(135 :11)
GBW offices or positions held, (52:3), (54:3)
lectures and presentations, (43 :3), (99:4)
publications by, (23:3), (36:3), (36:8), (39 :6,9),
(44:10), (100:4,17), (108:13)
review of workshop offered, (92:3)
workshops offered by, (39:6), (42:4), (85 :4), (92: I),
(96:2)
See also Letter from Europe (col.)
Executive Committee (GBW), (12:1), (18:2), (55 :2),
(59:12), (61:1), (115:1)
designates honorary GBW members, (78:2), (79:1),
(113 :3)
membership dues, (4:1), (8:1), (12:2), (23 :1), (50:1),
(56: 1)

See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); Honorary
Members (col.)
Exh ibition Committee (GBW), (40: I), (67: I),
(71 :insert), (72:1), (85:3), (118:9), (133:6)
See al.';O annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); exhibitions
(GBW)
exhibition reports and reviews (non-GBW), (63 :8)
"2nd National Book and Paper Arts Biennial,"
( 132: 16)
"2001 : Fine Hand Bookbinclings for The Book Club
of California Publications," (133:7), (135: 11 )
AIR neuf, (97:9)
"American Bookworks," (122: 10)
"Arists' Books in the Modem Era 1870-2000,"
(139: 15)
"Art in Contemporary Bookbinding," (110:6)
"BeNeLux Bookbinding Exhibition," (62:6)
"Bernard H. Breslauer Collection of Manuscript
Collections," (86:7)
"Best Dressed: Fine Bindings Collected, Created, or
Commissioned by Jill Tarlau," (135:14)
"Bookbinding in Colorado," (98: 18)
"Broken Rules and Double Crosses: Ken Campbell:
An Artist's Books," (96: 14)
"Collector as Bookbinder: The Piscatorial
Bookbindings of S.A. Neff, Jr., The," (76:6),
(132:14)
"Containers for Intragrammes," (133: 19)
"Contemporary American Bookbinding," (73:2),
(74:2,3), (79:3)
"Contemporary French Bookbindings,"(57:4,5),
(58:4)
"C.R. Ash bee and the Guild of Handicraft: An
English View of the Craftsman Ideal,"
(97: 10, 16)
"Created Space," (104:14)
Designer Bookbinders exhibition, (11 :3)
"Designer Bookbinders in North America 20002001 ," (133:18)
Dobbins Mill, (99:8)
"Eric Gill: the Cell of Good Living," (94:9)
"Explorations & Transfor1nation, a Show of Fine
Bindings & Artist's Books by Laura Wait,"
(118:10)
"50 x 25 an exhibition of 50 Rarach Press Books
bound by 25 American binders," (89:2),
(91 : 16), (93 :14)
"Finely Conserved Finely Bound," (110:5)
"Flight 2000," ( 129: I )
"Greenbox II: Handmade Paper and Art Works by
Douglass Morse Howell, 1906-1994,"
(110:6)
"Hand Bookbinding Today," (12:2)
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See also 75th Anniversary Celebration (GBW); 80th
Anniversary Exhibition (GBW); 86th
Anniversary Exhibition (GBW); tmder name
ofGBW chapter
Explore Print! (museum), (74:6), (82:3), (85:3)

"Helen Warren DeGoyler Triennial Exhibition,"
(I 13 : 11 ), ( 13 1: 1, I 1)
"Latin American Book Arts," ( 102: 10)
"'Liures et Reliures' de Siln Evrard," (100:17)
"Miniature Literature: The Stan ley Marcus
Collection of Miniature Books at the
Bridwell Library," (99: 11)
on American bookbinding, ( 12:2)
"Pages of Perfection," ( 104: 15)
"Peter Koch, Printer: Cowboy Surrealists, Maverick
Poets and Pre-Socratic Philophers," (I 00: 16),
(103 :10)
"The Great Tradition of Typography," (94:9)
"Treasures in Heaven, an exhibition of Armenian
illuminated manuscripts," (94:4)
"Westward Bound," (119:10)
"William MacKenzie: America's First Rare Book
Collector," (97:8)
"Wordplay," (133 :18)
See also Letter from Europ e (col.); Marbling News
(col.); Notes on Marbling (col.)
exhibitions (GBW), (85:3), (133 :6)
"ABeCedarium," (11 1:1), (118:4), ( 11 9:3), (120:3),
(12 1:3,10), ( 122:3), ( 123:3), (127: 13)
"Best of the Best," (131:3), (132:3), (133:6, 10, 18)
"Billy Budd, Sai lor: Bound to Vary," (55 :6), (56: 1),
(57: 1), (58: 11)
"Book Thought Through: Smal l Press Comes of Age
in Ameri~ The," (43 : I), (44: 1)
"Fifty Books," (5 : I)
"50 x 25 an exhibition of 50 Rarach Press Books
bound by 25 American binders," (89:2),
(91: 16), (93 :4 ), (98:4)
"Fine Printers Finely Bound," (48:4, 12), (49: 1)
"Forrn, Function, Finish in the Modern Craft of
Bookbinding," (54 :1)
Gerard Charriere, works of, (27:3), (28 : 1)
"In Flight," (138:4)
Lloyd Reynolds, works of, (3 :4)
"Michael Wilcox, Canadian Binder," (32: 1), (33: 1)
at the New York Botanical Garden, (8 :5)
organized by Standards Committee, (35 :5), (38: 1),
(39:2), (40:2), (43:1), (45:1), (51:1), (52:1)
oriental binding styles, (23 :2), (26 :3), (27:4), (28: 1),
(29: 1)
"Paper Bound," (95:1), (97:1), (99:3), (100:2),
(102:1), (103:2), (104:1), (106:1), (111 :1,14)
"Schooled Books: Education in the Book Arts,"
(62: 1), (63 : 1)
"Show and Tell," (34:1), (39:1), (40:1), (43:4)
"Sixteen Fine Bindings on The Art of Trout Fishing",
(30:2), (3 1:3)
virtual exhibition, ( l 06: 1)
work by GBW members, (21 :2), (30:1), (3 1:3),
(35:3 ,4), (37: I), (42:4)

F
Fahey, Edna Peter, ( 109:4)
Fahey, Herbert, ( 109:4), (131 :6)
Farley, Timothy, (34: 1), (36: 1)
Farren, Donald (rvwr.), (94:9)
feature articles (GBW Newsletter)
"Binding a Book in Parchment or Vellum"
(Gerlach), (45: 14), (46: 12), (47: l 0)
"Bookworkers Shine Under the Lone Star," ( 13 1:10)
"Current Methods and Future Standards in the Craft
of Hand Bookbinding" (Frost), (35:5)
"Label-making Technique" (Woods), (86:5)
"Study Opportunities in New England," (126: 10)
"The Lindisfarne Legacy," ( 116: 1)
"Treatment of Wooden Shelving for Books"
(Ogden), (48:9)
Feely, John, (98: 13)
fees (setting of), ( 125 :6)
Ferrini, Heidi, (120:5), (137:10)
Ferrini, Vincent, (123 :6)
Ferris, Davi4 (98:2)
Ferris, Suzanne, ( 68:8), (72: 1)
Field, John, (30:3)
fine bindings, (44:3), (90:8), (135:9,1 1)
Fine Press Book Association, (123:8)
"Fine Printers Finely Bound, Too" (exhib.). See 86th
Anniversary Exhibition (GBW)
Finnegan, Pamela (rvwr.), (102:10)
fires, (92:14), (101 :4), (106:4), (107:8), (111:12)
fish-skin, (39:3)
Fisher, Peter, (63:1), (65:1), (68:9, 10)
Fitterer, Jack, (113:9), (126:3), (130: 16)
Fitzhugh, Elisabeth West, (102:4)
Fitzpatrick, Martha, (99:2), (114:1)
Fixor, (11 8:8), (119:16 Corr.)
Flasch, Joan, (49:4), (61:2), (62:2), (83:6)
flat back case bindings, (134:9)
Flavell, A.J. (au.), (99: 10)
Flavin, Richard, (102:6)
Fleck, Robert, (35 :4)
floods, ( 113 :9)
Flores, Diana, (137:11)
Florian, Mary Lou, (63:1), (65 :1), (68:9)
Florida Artist Book Prize, (109:9)
Florida Center for the Book, (38:3), ( 109:9)
Fogelmark, Steffan (au.), (78:7)
Foley, Lori, (120:5)
Folger Shakespeare Library, (87:4), (90:8), (9 1:3),
(91 :4), (95:5), (102:5), (114:7)
Foot, Mirjam M., ( 102: 10), ( 131 : 18), (131: 19)
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fore-edge painting, (25:2), (31 :4)
Fotinos, Steven, ( 11 3 :7)
Foubert, Didier, (100: 17)
Fox, Gabrielle, (99:2), (122: 11), (125:9,11), (133:10),
(136: 11)
exhibition reviewed by, (122: I0)
exhibitions of work, ( 121: 10), ( 122: 10)
GBW offices or positions held, (132:4), (137:7)
lectures and presentations, (123:6,7), (124:7)
publication by, ( 132:3)
review of workshop offered, (133: 10)
workshops offered by, (78 :4), (130:5)
See also Fox-Butler, Gabrielle
Fox, Polly, (51 :1 1), (111 :4), (115 :2)
home destroyed by fire, (106:4), (107:8), (111 : 12)
workshops offered by, (67:3), (75 :12), (76:13)
Fox-Butler, Gabrielle, (87:3), (109:5), (115:1), (118:6)
See also Fox, Gabrielle
Foyle, William, (131:8)
frames, (138: 15)
Francis, Ke, ( 106:6)
Francis, Robert (au.), ( 11 3: 16)
Franklin, Colin, (103:5), (106:5), (107:4), (135 :1),
(135:11 )
Franklin Institute, (59:3)
Fredericks, Maria, (93:3), (102:5,6), (121 :4)
freedom of speech, (121: 14)
Freeman, Gene (rvwr.), (98: 13)
Freeman, Paul, (20:7)
Freeman, Vera, (34: l ), (36: 1)
Freimarck, Ursula, (66: 1)
Freitag, Doris, ( 18:3), ( 19:3), (32:2), (83:6)
exhibitions organized by, ( 19:5), (22:8), (26:4),
(4 1:3)
GBWoffices or positions held, (55:1), (68:1),
(101 :3), (102:2)
Frellsen, Ann, (139:5)
French, Hannah Dustin, (93 :4)
French bookbinding, (49:5)
See also book reviews; catalogue and pamphlet
reviews; exhibition reports and reviews (nonGBW); exhibitions (GBW)
Frick, Bertha Margaret, (3 :3)
Frieder, Richard, (24:6), (30:2), (32: l ), (39:2)
Friends of Artistic Bookbinding. See Amis de la Reliure
d'Art, Les (L'ARA)
Friends of the Handbound Book, (75 :5)
Frigge, Karli, (79:3), (11 5: 15), ( 122: 13)
From the President's Desk(col.), (116:1)
Crisalli, Karen L., (101 :1), (103:2), (104: 1), (107:2),
(1 08 :2), (109:2), (110:1), (116:4), (118:3),
( 119:3), (124:3)
Giulo Giannini e Figlio, (107:2)
Saint Peter Celestine, (118 :3)
Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE),
(108:2)

Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1996, ( 109:2)
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1998, (11 9:3)
See also letters and reports from the President
(GBW)
Frost, Cecilia, (98:5)
Frost, Gary, (64:4), (95:2), (98:5), (100:9)
conference reviewed by, (96 :3)
"Current Methods and Future Standards in the Craft
of Hand Bookbinding" (article), (35 :5)
exh ibitions of work, (37:5), (89:2), (109:4)
lectures and presentations, (17:6), (20:3), (27:4),
(79:3), (95 :2), ( 107:3)
other offices or positions held, (27:4), (58:2), (58:3),
(102:5), (102:6), (126:3)
publication reviewed by, ( 127: 15)
publications by or about, (27:4), (73:7), (73 :10),
(84:4)
workshops offered by, (2 1: 1), (23:2), (33 :2), (41 :2),
(93 :2,3), (96:2)
Frost, Martin, (109:4)
Fukunaga, Glenn, (79:3)
Fukuoro Tojo (side-sewn binding), (61 : 7)
Fulacher, Pascal, (139:12)
G
Galante, Patricia, ( 135:1, 11 )
Gallaway, Mary-Margaret, (9 1: 1), (93 :4), (98:5)
gamma rays, (68:4)
Garage Annex School, (126: 11)
Garden, Jennifer, (88:1), (93:3)
Gardiner, Matthew, (123 :7)
Gardiner, Rebekah Lord, (98:2), (99:2), (I 05 :4),
(106:3), (107:5), (123:7), (132:4)
Gardner, Tony, (137:11 )
Garlan, Bonnie (rvwr.), (68 :10)
Garlick, Karen, (24: 1,6), (26:4), (27:4), (84:6)
Garretson, Stacey, (97:14), (104:6)
Garrett, Madelyn D., (91 :12), (102:3), (104:13),
(107:5), (120:3), (133:7)
Garrigou, Marcel, (120:7), (123:7)
Garvey, Eleanor, (22:3)
Gaylord, Susan Kapuscinski (au.), (112: 12), (13 1:2 1)
Gaylord Bros., (90:2), (101 :4,11 )
Gaylord Conservation Collections Award, (101 :4)
Gehl, Paul, (12 1:3)
Gehnrich, Babette, (77:6), (91 :2), (93:3), (115 :2),
(135:6), (139:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (98:2), ( 10 l :3)
other offices or positions held, (55:2), (64:3), (66:2),
(68: 1)
Gehnrich, Daniel, (68: I), (93 :3), (98:2), (101 :3),
(1 15:2)
gelatine (parchment), (39:3)
gems, (105:8), (124:4)
General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen of the
City of New York, (38:3)
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Goals and Future Planning Committee (GBW), (7:4)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW)
Goff, Robert (rvwr.), (104:14)
Goggans, Terri, (131 :16)
Gogmagog Press, (96: 17)
Gohstand, Bob, ( 111 : 16), (137: 11)
gold finishing, (138: 10,1 1)
gold tooling, (54:9), (126:9)
and Fixor, (118:8), (119:16 Corr.)
workshops on, (18: I), (24:4), (34: I), (35: 1),
( 115: 10)
goldbeating, (79: 14), (136: 16)
Goldman, Barbara Br off, ( 127 :6)
Goldman, Paul (au.), (104:1 3)
Goldschmidt, Lucien, (22: 1)
Goldwasser, Tom, (29:9)
Gomez, Ramon , (42:4)
Good, Sandra, (114 :8), (135:13)
Good Dog Roger (Francis), ( 106 :6)
Goodwi n, Harold, (33: 1)
Gore-Tex, (123 :15), (135 :19)
Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, The, (125:5)
Goudy Award, (9 1:5)
Gourley, Paula Marie, (46:3), (56:2), (97: 13), (103:8),
( 134:5)
conference reviewed by, (97:5)
establishes book arts award, (106:5)
exh ibition organized by, (98:4)
exhibition reviewed by, (73 :2)
exhibitions of work, (59:3), (89:2), (91 :16)
GBW offices or positions held, (72: 1), ( 103 :5),
(111 :4), (11 5:2), (119:6)
lectures and presentations, (98:5), ( 105 :5)
other offices or positions held, (45:2), (68:2), (70:2),
(81 :5), (84:3), (88:3), (90:1), (111 :5)
publication reviewed by, (85:8)
publications by or about, (50: 1), (5 1:11 )
review of workshop offered, (49:4)
video reviewed by, (73: 11 )
workshops offered by, (46:1), (47:1), (48:2), (49:2),
(57:2), (127:8), (135 :6)
Government Printing Office, (124:4)
Grabowski, Ken, (135:6)
Gracy, David, (124:8)
Graduate School of Library and lnforn1ation Science
(GSLIS) (University of Texas at Austin), (92:6),
(93 :9), (95:4)
Preservation and Conservation Studies (PCS),
(81 :7), (86:6), (95:6), (99:5), (102:5),
(124:8), (131 :13), (132:5)
grammage of paper, (125:8), (127: 10)
Grand, Stanley I. (au.), (123 :13)
Grandinette, Maria, (36:3), (8 1:4), (98:7), (11 5:12)
offices or positions held, (57:2), (66: I), (67:2),
(105:5)

Genest, Louise, (84:3), (93 :4), (98:5), (103 :3),
( 109:2,5), (1 10:9), (139:8)
lectures and presentations, (95:2), (96:2), ( 104: 1),
(132: 10)
publications by or about, (1 26:9)
review of workshop offered, (110:8)
See also Genest-Cote, Louise
Genest-Cote, Louise, (29:3), (30:2), (33 :2), (81 :4),
(84 :3)
exhibitions of work, (31 :3), (37 :5), (55 :6), (59:3)
See also Genest, Louise
George, Thelma, (63 :9)
·
George Peabody Library, (89:4)
Geraty, Peter, (40:4), (55:9), (57: 1), (60:8), (92:2)
exhibitions of work, (89:2), (9 1:16), (92:1)
workshops offered by, (54:5), (55: 1), (75 :1)
Gerl ach, Gerhard, (79: 1), (89:2)
Gerlach, Kathryn (Posy) E., (19:3), (52:2), (79: I),
(87 :2), (89: 1), (92:6)
"Binding a Book in Parchment or Vellum" (article),
(45 :14), (46:12), (47:10)
Gerlach-Link, Kathy, (45 :14), (46:12), (47:10)
Gerr nan bookbinding, (73 :6), ( 113 : I 0), ( 11 5 :9)
See also book reviews; catalogue and pamphlet
reviews; exhibition reports and reviews (nonGBW); exhibitions (GBW)
Getty Museum, (137:11)
Getty Research Institute for the History of Art and
Humanities, ( 11 3 :9)
Gewirtz, Isaac, (98:4)
Giannini, Enrico, (I 07:2)
gi lding, (29:9), (37:5), (73 :5), (89:8), (107:9), (134 :16)
gilt edges, (37:5), (I 06:3), (108: 1)
Gi lissen, Leon (rvwr.), (69: I 0)
Gi ll, Eric, (94:9)
Gilman, Karyn Lynn, (95:5), (126: 15)
girdle bindings, ( 133 :11)
Giuffrida, Barbara, (32: 1)
Giulio Giannini e Figlio, (107:2)
glaire, (43:14), (44:4), (45 :11), (118:8), (119:16 Corr.)
Glaister, Don, (34:2), (82:6), (115:11), (131: 10)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (31 :3), (36:3), (41 :3),
(79:3), (92:2), (105:8)
GBW offices or positions held, (9 1: 1), (92: 1),
( 133 :6)
lectures and presentations, (26: 1), (27:2,4), (47:2),
(5 1:2), (55 :1), (13 1:11 )
other offices or positions held, (92:6), (96:8), (11 7:4)
publications by or about, (55 :9), (73 :2), ( I 02:2),
(105:8)
reviews of workshops offered, (37:2), (80:6),
(11 5:10)
tribute to Stella Patri by, ( 110:2)
workshops offered by, (30:3), (45 :2), (69:1), (79:1),
(85 :6), (93:2), (125:3), (127:8), (129:7)
Glander-Bandyk, Janice, (20:7)
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Granitto, Luisa, (79:3), (105 :4), (106:3,8), (107:3)
Grant-Suttie, Atalanta, (118:5), (119:5), (133:5)
grants (awarded to or sponsored by), (86:5)
Archival Document Conservation Center (OH),

dues, (4:1), (8: 1), (12:2), (23 :1), (50:1), (56: 1)
homepage of, (99:5), (106:6), (120:3), (137:8)
insurance for members, (98: 1), (99: 1), ( 101 :4)
and joining of the Association of Book Crafts
(Auckland), (81 :7)
Ohio State University exhibition, (77: I)
proposal for restructuring of, (36: 1)
proposal to form Professional Bookbinders' Chapter,

(36:4), (41 :3)
Center for the Book Arts (New York), (67:5), (75:6)
Columbia University, (53 :1), (64:5), (72:5)
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts
(CCAHA), (88:4)
John Ruskin Advanced Training Grant, (39:2)
Kress Foundation, (83 :5)
METRO, (86:5), (91 :2), (127:7)
Milton S. Eisenhower Library (Johns Hopkins
University), (48:9)
Minnesota Center for the Book Arts, (58:2)
Morgan Library, (87:4)
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH),

(57: I 0)
summary of article about first 90 years, ( 110: 1)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); exhibition s
(GBW); From the President's Desk (col.);
Guild of Book Workers (GBW) ListServ;
inquiries, letters, and queries (to GBW);
lectures and presentations (GBW); letters and
reports from the President (GBW); Library
(GBW); membership; names of chapters,
committees, or mernbers; programs (GBW);
workshops (GBW)
Guild of Book Workers (GBW) ListServ, (127:4),

(72:6), (83 :5), (84:5), (113:8)
New York Botanical Garden, (16:6), (18:6)
New York Public Library, (51 :5)
New York State Archives and Records
Administration, (88:4)
Northeast Document Conservation Center
(NEDCC), (76:5)
Pyramid Atlantic, (94 :2)
University of Chicago, (76:6)
University of Texas at Austin, (95:6)
graphic design, (98: 15), (107: 12, 14), (110: 16)
Gray, Bill (au.), (110:16)
Greenberg, Lillian, (54:3), (54: 10)
Greenfield, Jane, (19:2), (20:5), (3 0:3), (96: 1)
publications by, (45 :1,2), (71: 1), (72: 1), (119: 13),

(129:3)
GBW as a professional organization, (129:3)
Gore Tex felt laminate, ( 135 : 19)
magnetic closures, ( 135:19)
manual for iron-topped Jacques board shear,

(133: 15), (134:8)
printer inks, (133:15)
sources for colored linen, (135: 19)
Standards of Excellence Seminars, ( 129:3)
Guild of Book Workers Newsletter, (56 :8), (60: 1),

(61 :1)
guest editors, (117:8), (119:4), (126: 1), (131:3),

(128:4)

(132:7), (137:8)
on the Web, (100:1), (118:5)
staffing of, (33 :1), (35 :1), (36:1), (54:3), (63:2),
(75 :2), (79:3), (84: 1), (85 :4 ), (88:7), (89:6),
(97:14), (100:9), (101 :8), (104:6), (1 10:4),
(111 :12), (113:9), (118 :5), (137:8)
See also book reviews; catalogue and pamphlet

publications reviewed by, (78 :7), (85: 8)
Greenfield, Mary E., ( 17:8)
Greenhill, Elizabeth, (36:6), (87:3), (9 1: 15)
Grolier Club, (68:3), (114:4)
"Contemporary American Bookbinding," 1990
(exhib.), (59:1), (60:1), (64:1), (67:1), (68:1),

(70:1), (71 :1), (72:1), (73:1,2), (74:2,3),
(76: 1), (79:3), (87:8)
honors Laura S. Young, ( 111 :5), ( 112:4)
other exhibitions, (119:8), (120:8), (130:20),
(134:15), (135:14)
Gross, Harold, (111: 10)
guarding, (3 1:2), (32:2), (115:14)
Guild of Book Workers (GBW), (12:2), (20:4), (34:2),
(76:2), (129:3)

reviews; feature articles (GBW Newsletter);
illustrations and technical diagrams (GBW
Newsletter); journal reviews; name of
column; photographs (GBW Newsletter);
videos and video reviews
Guize, Brigitte F., (31 :4)
Gullens, Charles (au.), (98 :13)
Gunner, Jean, (12:3), (24:4), (30: 1), (31 :2), (46:3)
exhibitions of work, (29:3), (37: 1)
publications by, (21 :4), (23 :3), (55:9)
Gutenberg, Johann, (135:7)
Guyot, Don, (35 :2), (40:4), (56: 10), (71 :2)
exhibitions of work, (14:3), (17:2), (102:2)
GBW offices or positions heJd, (64: 1,2)
publications by, (35:4), (51 :11 ), (57:2), (59:2)
review of workshop offered, (68:9)

affiliation with the American Institute of Graphic
Arts (AIGA), (4:1), (8 :1), (12:2)
archives of, (138:8)
article in Art et Metiers du Livre regarding, (65:2)
bylaws, (47:1,5), (48:1), (87:1)
donations to, (46:2), (79:1), (81 : 1), (83: 1), (87:2),

(89:1), (93:1), (106:1), (118:4), (119:3),
(131 :3), (132:3)
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Harvard University, (94:9), (120:4,8), (121 :16)
Hasluck, Paul N. (ed.), (92: 16)
Hass, Elaine, (84:3)
Hatcher, Okey, (23 :3), (36:4)
Hatcher, Yvette, (23 :3)
Hatton, Clara A., (22:2)
Haun, Werner, (132:4)
Hauser, Robert, (14:5), (19:3), (26:4), (48:8), (52:1),
(83 :5), (95:2)
Haverstock, Tony, (29:3), ( 119:7), (1 25:3), (130 :10)
Hayes, Kevin, (92:4)
Hazen, Frank, (98: 13)
headbands, (55:4), (56:8), (85:8)
health and safety of bookbinders, (39:3), (92:2),
( 11 6: 15)
heat set adhesives, (57: 12)
Hebard, Barbara Adams, ( 129:6)
Heft, Caren, (100:2), (101 :3)
Hegarty, Amanda, (123 :7), (129:6)
Heim, Edward, (34:2)
Heineman Galleries, (93 :7)
Helen Crocker Russell Library of Horticulture, (90:2)
Helen Warren DeGoyler Triennial Exhibition and
Award, (105:7), (11 1:8), ( 11 3:5,11), (13 1:1,10)
Helfgott, Gloria, (131 :4), (138:6)
Hellenga, Robert (au.), (94: 10)
Heller, Joshua, (48: 1)
Heller, Steven (au.), (105: 14)
Helliwell, David, (127: 15)
Hellman, Margery, (97:3)
helplines, (86:3), (115:7)
Hendel, Richard (au.), (125:6)
Henning, John Frederick, (56:8), (58 :8,9), (62:2)
Henry, Joan D., (127:6)
Henry, Walter, (98:6), (102: 1,3), (110:6)
Hensel, Susan, (8 1:4), ( 12 1:4), (122:5), (129:6), (135:7)
Her1nan Goldman Foundation, (75:6)
Herrera, Ramon Gomez, (49:2)
Herrick, Stephen Gale, (32: I), (47:2), (65:4), (102:2),
(1 17: 10), (138:6)
exhibitions of work, (29:4), (30:2), (36 :3), (41 :3)
Herstein, Timothy, (78:3)
Heyeck, Robin , (81:9), (85: 11), (120:4,8), (12 1:16)
Heyeck Press, (8 1:9), (85: 1 1)
Hickok, William, ( 121 : 12)
Hicks, Carol Pallesen, (111 :4)
Hildebrand, Sharon, (132:4)
Hildebrandt, Bill (au.), (106: 17)
Hill, J.E., ( 15 :3)
Hille, Jenny, (65:2), (74:2), (86:3), (93:2), (1 01 :2),
(120:3)
offices or positions held, (66:2), (72:2), (99:2)
publications by, (45 :1), (7 1:1), (72:1), (128:4)
publications reviewed by, (78:6), (85:8), (134 : 12)
review of workshop offered, (55 :4), (56:8)

workshops offered by, (14: 1), (15 :3), (21 :2), (22:3),
(23 :4), (30:3), (3 1:4), (34: 1), (36: 1), (63 :1),
(85:6), (87:5), (101 :6)
Gwasg Gregnog Ltd., (95: 11)
H
Haas, Elaine, ( 13:4), (95:2)
Hacker, Paul, (54: 1)
Hadgraft, Nichol as, ( 138: 11 )
Hagadorn, Alexis, (125:3), ( 128:4), (137:7)
Haggard, H. Rider, ( 105 :8)
Hagley Museum and Library, (68:3)
Hague, Lindsay, (135 :13)
Haller, Cindy R., (108:6), (114:1), (137:8)
GBW offices or positions held, (79:3), (127:8),
( 138:7)
publications reviewed by, (93:13), (134 :14)
workshop reviewed by, ( 133 : 11 )
Halliday, Peter, (130:9)
Hamilton Museum of Wood Type and Printing in Two
Rivers, ( 111 :8)
Hammack, Rita (au.), ( 105: 16)
Hammarstadt, Patty, ( 126:3)
Hammer, Jonathan, (97:7), (98:2,7)
Hand Bookbinders of California (HBC), (91 :4),
(114:8), (128:6), (132:4), (135:6), (137:10)
death of founder, (130: 10)
exhibitions, (82:3), (11 1:6), (11 5:6), ( 129:1), (133:7)
helps to restore bindery, (101 :4)
honors Stella Nicole Patri, (109:5)
Hand Bookbinding in California, (I 01 : 10)
Hand Pape11naking, Inc., (101 :5), (102:11 )
Hand Papermaking Uournal), (70: 10)
Haner, Sheba, (50: 1)
Hanka, Ladislav, (89:2), (91 : 16)
Hannon, Brian, (102: I 0)
Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales, (120:1),
(12 1:8)
hardback book construction, (110:7), (111 : 10)
Harlow, Terry, (17:7), (20:3), (21 :3), (22:4)
publications by or about, (16:5), (18:2), (18:4)
workshops offered by, (11 :1), (12:2), (13:2), (14:5),
(18:4), (21 :3)
Harman, Barbara (rvwr.), (118: 12)
Harold B. Lee Library (Brigham Young University),
( 101 : 10)
Harriman, Gail, (51: 1)
Harris, Carolyn Hixson, (92:6), (93 :4,9), (95:4), (102:5)
Harris, Kenneth E., (72:5)
Harrison, Faith, (26:9), (29:5), (48:1), (51: 11), (107:8)
Harrison, Richard, (92:8)
Harrison groove binding, (J 35:16)
Harroff, William, (129:5)
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center (HRHRC)
(University of Texas at Austin), (46:10),
(64: 11), ( 13 1: 14)
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workshops offered by, (49:1), (50:1), (52:1), (53 :1),
(55:1)
Hiller, Barbara Fallon, (30:2), (31 :4), (64:3), (65:2),
(102:2), (131:6)
hinges, (54:9), (134:9)
Hinkley, Pat, (99:4)
Hippman, Frank, (112:9)
Hiromi Paper International, (132:7)
historical documents, (92:7), (123:8), (135:8)
History of the Book and Book Technology (GBW),
(134:6)
Hixson, Elmer, (102:5)
Hoener, Arthur, (92:2)
Hofer, Philip, ( 134: 14)
Hofer, Ursula, (26:4), (30:2), (31 :3), (59:2), (89:2),
(97:7)
Hoffinan, William, (89:2), (91: 16)
Hogarth, Tom, (135:7)
Hohneke, Linda, (99:2), (100:3), (101:4), (102:5),
( l 04:3), ( 118: 17), ( 121 : 11)
Hollander, Cindy, (135 :7)
Hollander, Tom, (135 :7)
Holliston, ( 101 :5)
Holmes, John , (26: 10), (29:3)
Holper, Michele, ( 129:6)
Holzi11an, Sandra, (75: 12)
Honig, Victor, (41:3), (109:4)
Honorary Members (col.), (78:2), (79:1), (113:3)
Eberhardt, Fritz, (85 : l)
Eberhardt, Trudi, (85: l)
Gerlach, Kathryn (Posy) E., (79: l)
Horton, Carolyn, (81 :2)
Jane Greenfield, (96: 1)
Lada-Mocarski, Polly, (80: 1)
Manola, Frances, (113: 1), (114: 11)
Patri, Stella Nicole, (88: 1)
Schlosser, Mary C., (127:3)
Spawn, William, (139:3)
Werner, Arno, (83: 1)
Young, Laura, (82: 1)
Hoor, Joan Ten, (73 :7)
Hopkins Library, (76:6)
Home, Alan (au.), (104:14)
Horowitz, Henry, (7:3)
Horowitz Bindery, (24:4), (25:2)
Horton, Carolyn, (22:1,2), (29:2), (37:6), (81:2),
(139:6)
lectures and presentations, (13 :2), (17:6)
publication about, (62:2)
retirement of, (36:6)
See also Carolyn Horton Fund
Horton, Donald, (139:6)
Horton, Richard W., (74:5), (110:8,9), (113:4),
( 115: 1, 16)
Houghteling, Joe, (131 :5)
Houghteling, Judy, ( 111 :7), ( 131 :5)

Houghteling, Signa, (109:4), (115:8), (121 :12), (139:1),
(139:18)
Houghton Library (Harvard University), (94:9)
Houlihan, Philomena C., (46:4)
Howe, Deborah, (91 :5), (99:3)
Howe, Ellie (au.), (90:7)
Howell, Douglass Morse, ( 17:7), (22:4), (31 :4), ( 110:6)
Howell, Robin H., (83 : 1)
Howells, David, (88:5)
Howells, Nancy, (88:5)
Hoyem, Andrew, (122:7), (125:5), (131 :5), (134:8)
H.R. 1042 (Richmond Bill), (9:6)
Hubert, Judd D. (au.), (131 :20)
Hubert, Renee Riese (au.), (131 :20)
Hughes, Milena, ( 102:5)
Hughey, Michael W., (10:4), (13:3)
Hulvey, Monique, (91 :4)
Humphrey, Daniel, (60:8), (62 :13)
Hungerford, Rick, (102:6)
Hunt, Jamie, (137:10)
Hunt, Waldo, (137:10)
Hunter, Constance, (89:2), (91 :16), (102:2), (109:4)
Hunter, Dard II., (67:5)
Hunter-Elsenbach, Annegret, (26:10)
Huntington, Henry E., (101 : 10)
Huntington Free Library, (22:4)
Huntington Library, (23 :3), ( 101 : 10), (109: 11 ),
(110:10), (114:8)
Husby, Scott, (62:2)
Huss, Richard E., (19:8), (46: 11)
Huttner, Elizabeth Stege, (89:6), (95 :6), (112:12),
(117:6)
Huttner, Sidney F., (89:6), (95:6), (117:6), (137:8)
publications reviewed by, (69: l 0), (90:8), (92: 16),
(94:8), (112:12), (115:15), (119:13),
(119:14), (122:13), (130:20)
Hyer, Joan (rvwr.), (92:12)
Hyltoft, John, (43 :3), (84:3), (99: 1), (103 :5)
I

Idaho Center for the Book, (94:3)
Ikegami, Kojiro (au.), (53:5)
Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program (ICCP),
(31 :5)
illwnination, (107:9), (1 34:16)
illustrations and technical diagrams (GBW Newsletter)
account book binding, (135: 16)
American groove binding, (134:9)
board reattachment, (138:14)
board sanding, (37:4)
board shapes, (37:3)
book leaves (mending of), (55 :5)
Book ofRocks, The, (124:6)
calligraphy samples of Frances Manola, (112:8),
(113:1)
case binding, ( 134:9)
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copying presses, (88:6), (92:9), (96: 10), (97:8),
( 106: 12)
craft fairs, (62:13)
decorated paper, (60:8)
Dunn, Edward (regarding), (132:8)
equipment, (60:8)
foreign correspondent wanted, (20:4)
GBW Honorary membership, (114:11)
GBW Newsletter, (56:8)
gilding, (29:9)
Greenhill, Elizabeth (regarding), (36:6)
Hill , J. E. (regarding), ( 15:3)
Hille, Jenny (regarding workshop by), (56:8)
infor1nation on "JWT," binder, (23:3)
Jacques board shears, (133 :15)
Lada-Mocarski, Polly (news of), (108:15)
laser/inkjet ink, (133:15)
leaf books, (70:7)
Museum of the History of Moscow, ( 111: 16)
National Agricultural Library, (60 :7)
Neff, S. A. Jr. (letter from), (87:8)
New Horizons Conference, 1994, (98:4), (100:9)
paper (science project on), (37:9)
paste paper, ( 139: 12)
Rennie, Silvia (exhibition organized by), (57:9)
restoration of 17th and 18th c. books, (41: 11)
scharf-fix, (28 :6)
Scuola del libro, Italy, (75:6)
slide materials, (37:9)
snake skin, (35 :2)
Sobota, Jan and Jarmila (lecture by), ( 101 :8)
Society of Day Working Bookbinders, (74 :6)
Standards of Excellence Seminars, (109:8), (123 : 10)
Stikeman, Henry (regarding), (130: 12)
women binders, (92:9)
wrapper for fragile materials, (52 :7)
Xtreine Bookbinding conference, (136: 15), (138: 15),
(139:11)
Zahn, Otto (regarding), (92:9)
See also From the President 's Desk (col.); letters
and reports from the president (GBW);
Questions and Answers (col.); Que.'ition Box
(col.)
insects, (39:3), (68:8)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (TMLS),
(134:9)
Institute of Paper Conservation (UK), (22:5), (83: 11 ),
(125: 12)
insurance, (98:1), (99:1), (101 :4)
International Association of Hand Paper111akers and
Paper Artists (IAPMA), (45 :4)
International Book Bank, (81 :8)
International Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (ICC), (7:2)
International Society of Booklovers (MOK), (84:6)
Internet, (98:1), (102:4), ( 11 2:9), (113 :2)

chemise and matchbox-case, (117: 16)
cloth re backing, (4 3: 7)
cone-wound thread, (105: 11)
copying press, ( 126:7,8)
comer mitering, ( 132:9)
cradle, (139:15)
endpapers and joints, (137:13)
fine bindings, (44:3)
flat back case binding, ( 134:9)
flexible and sunk cord style joints, ( 137:12)
guarding jig, (32:2), ( 115: 14)
hardback book construction, ( 111 : I 0)
Harrison groove binding, ( 135 :16)
Japanese side-sewn bindings, (61 :7)
joint construction and repair, (1 16:13), (134:9),
(135 :16), (137:12)
lap-back bookbinding, ( 111 : 10)
Latin Apocalypse, (119:8)
leather binding, (37:4)
letterforrns, (6 1:8)
library style binding, (135 :16)
Lindisf arne Gospels, The, (116: 1,2)
Marchetti machine-gilder, ( 108: 1)
"P-Circ Box"/Tyvek enclosure, ( 118:8)
parchment/vellum bindings, (45 : 14), (46: 12),
(47:10)
peacock or bouquet frame, ( 138: 15)
pin head joints, (137:13)
"quarter-sawn ," (45: 11)
rounding upside down, (118:9)
spine sewing, ( 108:12), (109:12)
spine shaping, ( 118 :9)
tacketing/joint repair, (116: 13)
textblock cap, (37:4)
tool sharpening, (43 :5)
weaver's knot/Ascona knot, ( 11 2:9)
wrapper for fragile materials, ( 52 :7)
Imai , Kiyoshi, (129:6)
incunabula, (91 :4)
Indiana Chapter (GBW). See Midwest Chapter (GBW)
Inforrnation Conservation, Inc. {ICI), (105:6)
Ink & Gall (journal), (5 1: 11 )
ink sticks, (41 :8)
InkJings (business), (104:5)
Innes Peroxide (PIRA) test, (50:6), (5 1:9)
"Innovations '86," (48:8), (49:7), (51:6)
inquiries, letters, and queries (to GBW)
Australia (report of the book arts in), (77:3)
binding identification, (29:9)
book covers, (93: 10)
book structures (review of lecture on), (58:8)
Buffum, Clara (regarding), (124:5)
business of bookbinding, (56:8), (58:8,9)
Campbell, Harry (open letter to), (83:6)
clasps, (89:6)
conservation course syllabi on the Web, ( 116: 12)
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See also ListServs; World Wide Web (WWW)
Internet News (col.), (100:1), (102:1)
books in sheets, (128: 12)
copyright laws, (121: 14)
ebooks, ( 125: 11)
exhibiting and exhibits, (118:9)
government sites, ( 114: 16)
making your own book cloth, (137:14)
study opportunities, ( 115:8)
trade journals for the book arts, (134:10)
tree-free paper, ( 116: 11)
typography on the web, ( 120: I 1)
uses for Tyvek, (123 :9)
Interpreting DaVinci, (116:8)
Ipert, Stephan, (40:4,12), (49:2), (52:2), (54:8), (61 :9)
See also Letter from Europe (col.)
Irish Moss (carrageenan), (87:5), (100:7), (105 :9),
(120:9)
Islamic bookbinding, (64: 12)
Istor Productions, (56 : 1)
Ivry, Judith, (91 :2)

Johns Hopkins University, (26:6), (48:9), (66:9), (81 :8),
(89:4), (102:5)
Johnson, Arthur W., (134:9), (1 35:17), (137:12)
publications by, (63 :9), (92: 13), (1 29:10)
Johnson, Bryan R., (70:2)
Johnson, Chad, (137:11)
Johnson, Lois, (117:5)
Johnson, Margaret H., (81 : 1), (83: I), (96:2), (99:4),
(102:2), (111 :7), (114 :6), (120:3)
address on Mary C. Schlosser, (127:3)
conference reports by, (83 :11), (125 :9), (1 33:10),
(139:10)
exhibition of work, (29:3)
exhibition reviewed by, (135 :11)
GBW offices or positions held, (33: 1), (36: 1), (63 :2)
other offices or positions held, (51 :2)
publication reviewed by, (99:11), (100:9 Corr.)
publications about, (62:2)
responds to inquiry, (50:6)
translation of exhibition review, (74:2)
tribute to Stella Patri by, ( 110:3)
workshops reviewed by, (37:5), (66:9), (121 : 12)
Johnson, Mary Parke, (132:4)
Johnson, William Duncan, (63 :2)
Johnston , Peggy, (138:6)
joint construction and repair, ( 116:13), ( 134:9),
(135:16), (13 7: 12)
Jones, Abby, (135: 13)
Jones, Charles, (119:6), (126 :3), (131:16)
Jones, Karen, (98: 18)
Jones, Norvell, (135:6)
Jordan, Fred A., ( 130: 18), ( 131 : 19)
Jordan, Sophia K., (106: 17), (107: 14), (116: 15), (1 29:7)
Jordao, Graca Anjos, (136:16)
Journal (GBW), (5:1), (14:1 ,2), (47:1), (76:2), (93: 1)
officers, (61 : I), (71: I)
Journal of the American Institute f or Conservation
(JAIC), (102:3)
journal reviews
Biblio, (110:16)
Book Arts Classified, The, (94:8)
Bookways, (77 :6)
Hand Papermaking, (70: 10)
Quill, (73 : 11)
Somerset Studio: Paper Arts, Art Stamping. Letter
Arts, (118:14)
Wayzgoose One, (54:9)
Joyce, Carol, (31 :4), (35:5), (37:5), (38:1), (52:1)
Juvelis, Priscilla, (72: 1)

J
J. Hewit & Sons Ltd., (120:7)
Jackson , Donald, (50:8), (99:5), (I 07:9), (125 :5),
(134:8)
Jacobi, Nancy, (115: 11)
Jacobs, Eric, (53 :2)
Jacobsen, Cheryl, (I 07:4)
Jacobson, John , (103 :5)
Jacoby, Nancy, (109:3)
Jacques board shears, (101:6), (102:2 Corr.), (111 :9),
( 133 : 15)' ( 13 4:8)
James, Angela, (91: 16)
James, Louise Russell, (5:4)
James Talcott Fund, (87:2), (104:2)
Janus Press, (96:8)
Japanese bookbinding, (26:2), (61 :7), ( 115: 14), (132:7),
(135:1), (138 :10)
books about, (53:5), (81 :9), (85:11)
Japanese papers, (115 :11 ,14)
jems, (105:8), (124 :4)
Jenkins, John, (67:5)
Jensen, Craig W., (37:6), (52: 1), (56:3), (58:2), (84:4),
(109:4), (124:8)
workshop offered by, (52: 1), (53: 1), (55: 1)
See also BookLab, Inc.
Jensen, Grady, (5: 1), (22:4)
Jensen Bindery, (58:2)
See also BookLab, Inc.
Jer111ann, Peter, (109:5), (118:5), (127:4)
Jestin, Jennifer, (91 :2)
jewelled bindings, (105:8), (124:4)
J.M. Kaplan Fund, (48 :4,12), (49:1)
John Cotton Dana Library (Rutgers University), (104:8)
John Ruskin Advanced Training Grant, (39:2)

K
"Kl 18," (138:11)
Kadysewski, Anthony, (29:3)
Kahle, Anne, (13:3), (28:1), (41:3), (102:2)
Kahle, Theodore, (13 :3), (22:4), (26:2), (28:1), (29:4),
(102:2)
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Kner, Elizabeth, ( 117:9)
knots, (I 12:8)
Knowlton, Daniel G., (83:6)
Koch, Frederick R., (100:7), (103:10)
Koch, Jeanette (rvwr.), ( 122: 10)
Koch , Peter Rutledge, (98:5), ( 100: 16), ( 139: 16)
Koda, Paul S., (51 : 11 )
Koeth, Alice, (22: 1)
Korbel, Barbara, ( 129:7)
Koretsky, Donna (au.), (79:14)
Koretsky, Elaine, (79: 14), (93 :2)
Korey, Marie Elena (au.), ( 105:16)
Korutos, Alexander (rvwr.), (74:2)
Krasnow, Larry, (29: 1)
Krawitz, Anne, (60:4)
Kress Foundation, (83 :5)
Kretzi11ann, Barbara E., (83: 1), (88:3), (100:5),
( 125 :9,10)
conferences reviewed by, (58: 8), (96:6), ( 126:4)
exhibition of work, (135: 11 ,12)
GBW offices or positions held, (54:3), (75 :2),
(85 :4), (97:14), (137 :8), (138:8)
other offices or positions held, (88:7), (89:2), (92:9),
(111 :5)
publication reviewed by, (82:9)
reports on trips to Europe, (58:8), (136:16)
workshop reviewed by, (109:9)
Kristoferson, Susan, (139:11)
Krivatsy, Nati, (90:8)
Kropper, Jean G. (au.), ( 116: 14), ( 118: 12)
Kroupa, Sandra, (1 13:4)
Krupp, Andrea, (64:3), (101 :2)
Kutlik, Louise, (26:4), (59:2), (89:2), (97:7), (98:5),
(139:1)
Kuglar, Richard, (52: 1)
Kuhta, Richard, (91 :4)
Kuller, Alison, ( 120:5)
Kunikata-Cockram, Mark, ( 135:5), (138:10)
Kunikata-Cockram , Midori, (135:5), (138:10)
Kyle, Hedi, (5:3), ( 12 :2), (22:1), (35:5), (46:2)
exhibitions of work, (2 1:6), (30:3), (37:5), (38: 1),
(48:1,4), (52:1), (64:3), (70:2), (73:7), (9 1:2),
( 114:3), ( 11 7:5), (122:11), ( 127:6)
Jan Sobota benefit workshop, (3 1:6), (32:5)
lectures and presentations, (22:8), (30:2), (95 :2),
(98:2), (131 :19)
offices or positions held, (16:6), (18:6), (20:2,5),
(44:2), (5 1:1), (102:5,6)
publications about, ( 19:3), (28: 1), (91 :3), ( 117:5)
publications by, (35: 1), (36:3 Corr.), (37:5), (49:2)
reviews of workshops offered, (27:insert), (43 :6),
(80:6)
workshops offered by, (18:4), (21 :4), (25: 1), (79: I),
(96:2), (108:2,3), ( 111 :3)

Kahn, Miriam B., (66 :2), (68:2)
Kamerick, Kathleen (rvwr.), (134: 16)
Kamholz, Linda J., (75 : 12), (76:8)
Kamph, Jamie, (31 :4), (41:11), (83 :1), ( 11 3:5), (11 3:12)
exhibitions of work, (29:3), (30:2), (31 :3)
Kat, Rolf, (108:7)
Kaufinan, Cynthia, ( 18:3)
Kavin, Mel, (20:3), (35:4), (103 :2), ( 109:2,9), (114:8),
(123:5), (135 :19)
publication by, (125:7)
workshop offered by, (138 :8)
Kearney, Ann Carroll, (89 :6)
Keams, Nina, (27:4)
Kearsley, Martha, (105 :5)
Kehoe, Scott, ( 111 :3)
Kel lar, Scott, (83:1), (9 1:2), (111 :14), (1 20:4), (128:8)
offices or positions held, (49:2), (92:6)
reviews of workshops offered, (49:3), (128 :8)
workshops offered by, (46 :1), (47:1), (124:10)
Keller-Anderson, Craig, (1 11 :6)
Kelly, Jam es R. (rvwr.), (9 1:14)
Kelm , Daniel E., (33 : 1), (47:2), (86: 1), (95 :2), (128:8)
courses offered by, (76 :3), (89:5)
exh ibitions of work, (55:6), (73 :6), (89 :2), (91 :2, 16),
(92: 1), ( 10 1:2)
Garage Annex School, (126: 11)
inquiry into copying presses, (88:6), (92:9)
lectures and presentations, (40:3), (55 : 1), (57: 1),
(87:3), (99:2), ( 102:2)
offices or positions held, (62:2), ( l 08 :4)
publication by, (93 :3)
publication reviewed by, (77 :6)
review of workshop offered, (128 :8)
workshops offered by, (75: 1), (76:13), (79:3), (87: 1),
(93 :2), (93 :3), (98:2), (99:2), ( 100:3),
(1 13 :4), ( 11 5:1), (1 16:5)
Kelmscott Press, ( 13 3: 16)
Kelzer, Marie, ( 101 :2), ( 13 1:6)
KenekJis, James Jr., (77:5)
Kessel, Harlan, ( 107:7)
Ketterer, Janis, (89:2)
Ketterer, Will, (89:2)
Key, Sally P., (97:7), (118:5), (13 1: 11), ( 137:8)
Khot, Arun, (23 :3), (35: 1), (36:4)
King, Susan, (74:5), (10 1:4), ( 102 :6)
King Solomon's Mines, (105:8)
Kinsella, Thomas E., (76:8), (130: 18)
Kirchner, Mark, ( 128:4), ( 129:8), (130 :9), ( 134:7),
(137:7)
Kirschenbaum, Sandy, (79:2), (134:9)
Kissel, E lenore, (99:2), ( 128:4), ( 132:6, 19)
Kissing the Bookbinder's Daughter Award, (63 :3)
Klein, Andrea (rvwr.), (9 1:15)
Klein, Frank, (99:2)
Klein, William M., ( 17 :7)
Kline, Nysa Wong, ( 102: 1), ( 103:5), (109:4), (110:10)
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L
Lada-Mocarski, Polly, (19:2), (3 1:4), (80: 1), ( 102:7),
(107:5), ( 108:15), (11 5:2)
death of, ( 114:2), ( 11 5 :2)
donations made by, (68:2), (69:2), (87:4)
exhibitions of work, (62:2), (64:2), (69:2), (70: 1),
(71 :2)
offices or positions held, (20:6), (24:6), (67:3)
See also Creative Arts Workshop (CAW)
Lada-Mocarski, Valerian, (87:4)
Ladden, Diane, (34: 1)
Laird, Mary, (135:6)
Lallier, Monique, (56:21, (92: 19); ( 11 5:2Y,(120:3~
( 131:10), (133:41
conference reviewed by, (64:5Y
exhibitions of work, (55:6], (59:31, (79 :31,' (89:2),
(9 1: 16'(,( 101 :21, (111: l
GBW offices or positions held, (6 1: 11, (94: 1);(109:2((115 :9{, (121 :3{,(122:3-J,' (123:6Y
lectures and presentations, (1 OO:Sf, (109:5); (131: l 8Y
other offices or positions held, (83 : 1)'
publication reviewed by, (80:9·r
review of workshop offered, (73 :5f
workshops offered by, (68: l J, (70 : 1,2( (1 11 :3}
Lamb, Leyla Lau, (74:4)
Lambert, Lucie, (91 :2)
Land, Barbara, (13 1:6)
Lange, Thomas, (110: I 0), ( 114:8)
Lanning, David, (109:8), (110:10), (136:10)
lap-back bookbinding, (111 : l 0)
Lapidow, Amy, (113:9), (129:7), (137:8)
See also Internet News (col .)
LaPlantz, Shereen, (129 :9)
L'ARA (Les Amis de la Reliure d'Art), (70:8), (97: 13),
( 103:8), (115:7), (120:7), (123 :7)
Larkin, Laura, (128:9)
Larsen, Elaine (rvwr.), (96: 15)
Larsson, Adam, (125:3), ( 127:8)
L'Association Internationale de Relieurs Neuf (AIR
neut), (95 :5), (96:9), (97:9), (100:9), (108:10)
Later, Stephanie, (1 13 :5)
Lauer, Annette Joyce, (51 : I)
Laufer, William, (120:3)
Lawrence, David J., (138:5)
laws and legislation, (9:6), (120: 10), (121 : 14), (122:8)
lawsuits, (87:5), (92:8), (96:9), ( 100:7)
Lazarus, Barbara, (61 :7), (83:6)
leaf books, (70:7)
leafcasting, (88: 10)
Leah Wollenberg Prize for Excellence in Hand
Bookbinding, (74:4), (79:2), (84:3)
leather, (37:3), (49:4), (57:11), (132:9), (133 :12)
bloom on, (106:10)
books about, (122:13), (124:15)
cuir cisele, (104:1), ( 110:7)
PIRA markings, (50:6), (51 :9)
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rebacking of, (56:3), (73:5), (86:2)
testing suitability of, (50:6), (51 :9)
See also dyes (use on Ieath er)
leather bindings, (3 7:3,4), (50:6), (63 :9), ( 132: 10)
books about, (76:8), ( 115: 15), (122: 13), ( 124:15),
( 131: 19)
programs on, (26:2), (27:4), (29: 1,2), (31 :4)
Leather Conservation Center (U.K.), (37:9)
Leavitt, Nancy Ruth, (74 :5), (108:9), (116 :1)
exhibitions of work, (86:4), (111 :6), (124:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (95 :2), ( 111 :12)
lectures and presentations, (125 :3), (127:8)
publications by or about, (82:6), (112:3)
See also Calligraphy News (col.)
Lecky, Margaret, (35:4), (36:3), (48:2), (58:2), (76:3)
publications by or about, (47 :2), (72:2)
lectures and presentations (GBW)
"American Bookbinding" (Spawn), (12: I)
"An Afternoon on American Book Bindings"
(Evetts/Turner), (22: I), (24:2)
"Art and the Craft of Bookbinding" (Glaister),
(26: 1), (27:2)
"Hand Bookbinding Today" (Eberhardt), ( 12:2)
"Handmade Paper Today" (Freeman), (34: 1), (36: 1)
"Philip Smith Lecture," (9:6), (10: I)
"Protogothic Transitional Hands"
(Clayton/Dunham), (114:4)
"Robert Hoe and Samuel Putnam Avery,
Bookbinding Collectors" (Nikirk), ( 18: I ),
( 19:2)
"The Packing of Books and Artwork for Shipping"
(Farley), (34: 1), (36: 1)
"The Private Press in the Market Place" (Rota),
(40: 1)
"The Restoration of a Fifteenth Century Vellum
Manuscript Book of Hours" (Anthony),
(40: 1)
See also under name of GBW chapter; programs
(GBW); Standards of Excellence Seminars
(GBW); workshops (GBW)
Lee, Douglas (au.), ( 134:12)
Lee, Vicki, (69:4), (129:6)
Leech, Tom, (72:5)
Lenoir, Terry, (114: 1)
Leonard B. Schlosser Collection on the History of
Paper1naking, (49:8)
Les Amis de la Reliure Orginale. See Societe Les Amis
de la Reliure Originale
Letourneaux, Mick, (88:3), (100:4)
letter arts, (61:8), (82:8), (92:13), (93 :13), (100:13),
(118:14), (134:14)
Letter Arts Review (journal), (95:5), (126:15)
Letter from Europe (col.), (52:2), (60:3)
Bookbinders International meeting, (60:3)
Center Interregional de Conservation des Livres
(CICL), (56:7)
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Light, Myssie, (101 :3), (107:3)
light boxes, ( 133: 14)
Ligorano, Nora, (49:5), (80:3), (91 :3), (99:2)
Liguori, Angela, ( 13 5 :7)
Likins, J. W. Mrs. (au.), (92: 12)
Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund, (87:4)
Lindisfarne Gospels, The, ( 116: 1)
Lindway, Jen , (100:4)
Lingwood, Richard, (57: I)
Link, William, (89:2)
Lipman, Joel, (56:2), (65:3), (66:2)
Lippman, Bobbie, ( 106:2)
ListServs, (95:4), (98:7), (100:1), (102:1 ,4), (124:5)
See also Book_ Arts-L; Guild of Book Workers
(GBW) ListServ
Little, Martha, (20:7), (29:2), (35:5), (108:3), (111 :4)
exhibitions of work, (38:1), (52:1), (114:3)
GBW offices or positions held, (17:1), (113 :4)
other offices or positions held, (20:5), (30:3), (50: I),
(57:2)
Liverrnore, Mary, (130:11)
Livesay, Marcia, (43 :14), (44:4), (45:11), (46:5, 10),
(48:11), (50:6), (51:9), (54:9), (57:10)
Lockhart, Beatrice R., (74:5)
Lockshin, Nora, (122:4), (123:6), (125 :4), (131: 13),
(137:8)
Loeffler, Katherine, (51 : 11)
Loew, Steven, (102: 1)
Loftus, Erin, (107:4), (108:2), (109:1,2), (118:5),
( 119:5), (120:4)
Logan, David, (139: 15)
Logan, Reva, (139:15)
Lohwasser, Richard, (54: I)
Lomelis, Frank, (113:7)
London College of Printing, (137:9)
Londonberg, Kurt, (99:5)
Lone Star Chapter (GBW), (75 :1), (76:3), (116:5),
(119:6), (129:7)
exhibitions, (82:4), (86: 1), (87:2), (91 : 1), (112:2),
(119:6), (123 :6), (125:3), (126:3), (127:8)
guest edits GBW Newsletter, (131 :3), (132:7),
(137:8)
lectures and presentations, (95:2), (98:2), (112:2)
meetings, (78:3), (81 :3), (86:3), (95:2), (I 00:2),
(110:2), (112:2), (119:6), (129:7), (136:11)
officers, (79:3), (91:1), (100:2), (101:3), (106:2),
(107:3), (113:4), (115:1), (137:7)
programs, (78:3), (81 :3), (93:2), (107:3)
workshops, (114:1), (125:3), (129:7), (136:11)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
Long, Charles R., (13 :4), (20:5)
Long, Sharon, (119:6)
Lopez, Sandra, (33 :3), (37:5), (96:8)
Los Angeles Central Library, (64:5)
Lovett, Patricia, (134:16), (138 :7)

Claude Blaizot bookbinding competition, (62:5)
exhibition reviews, (54: 1 I), (56:7), (58:4), (62:6)
Manne Dahlstedt, (62:6)
Pierre-Lucien Martin, (52:6)
letterpress printing, (81:8), (82:8), (139:14)
letters and reports from the President (GBW)
administration ofGBW, (135:3)
from Crisalli, Karen L., ( 11 3 :2)
effects of computers on the book arts, (113:2)
from Eldridge, Betsy Palmer, (134: 1), (135:3),
(136:9), ( 137:3), ( 138:3)
from Mowery, J. Franklin (Frank), (41 : 14), (74:4)
from Schimmel, Caroline, (25 : l ), (36: 17)

See also From the P1#esident's Desk (col.)
Leutz, Pamela, (91: 1), (131: 12), ( 137 :8)
GBW offices or positions held, (95 :2), ( 101 :3),
(113:4), (1 14:1), (115:1), (132:7)
Lev, Nancy, (108 :4)
Lev-Alexander, Nancy, (118:5), (119:5), (129:6),
(132:4), (139:10)
Levene, Hope W., (47:1)
Levin, Edward S. (au.), (134:15)
Levinson, Patricia Bohen, (29:3)
Levy, Bruce R., (52:1), (53 :1), (55:1,6), (56:3), (60:2),
( 131: 1,10)
Lewis, Dr. David, (131: 16)
Lewis, Jan, (29:4)
Lewisohn, Jeanne F., ( 12:1)
Li, Ingrid, (77 :6)
libraries, (48:9), (89:4), (90:2), (94:3), (95 :5)
See also book-less libraries; conservation and
preservation; name of library or institution
Library Committee (GBW), (14:2)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); Library
(GBW)
Library Company of Philadelphia, (97:8), (136:14)
Library (GBW), (24:2), (37:1), (43:2), (49: 1), (59: 1)
book donations to, (19:8), (20:2), (23:1), (41:1),
(49 :1), (52:1), (54:1), (90:1), (98:1)
cataloguing of books, (71: 1), (76:2), (78: I), (82:4)
holdings of, (22:2), (82:4), (85 :5), (87:2), (93: I),
(104 :2), (112:2), (123:3), (131 :4), (137:6)
monetary donations to, (89:2), (93 : I), (97: 1),
( 102:2), (104:2)
posts catalogue on the Web, (117:3), (119:4),
(121 :3), (123:3)
staffing of, (43 :1), (49:1), (57:1), (67:1), (119:4),
( 121:3), (137:5)
Library of Congress, (22:5), (34:3), (51 :5), (72:5),
(86:5), (132:4)
Center for the Book, ( 10:2), (38:3)
paper deacidification efforts of, (27:4), (28:2), (31 :5)
Library of the Museum of the American Indian, (22:4)
library style bindings, (135: 16)
Liddle, Matthew, (127:6)
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Lowe, Steven, (104:2)
Lowengard, Sarah, (116: 12)
Lowry, Glenn D. (au.), (64: 12)
Lubett, Denise, (100: 17)
Lucker, Jay K. , (14:6)
Lumbeck binding, (32:3)
Lunas, Susan, ( 117:9)
Luoma, Colette, ( 123 :6)
Lyman, Henry, ( 113: 16)
Lyman, Thomas, (47:4)

effects of weather on marbling, (90:2), (97: 12),
(13 1:9)
exhibitions on marbling, (52 :5), (53 :5), (127: 13)
fire destroys home of Polly Fox, (106:4), (107:8)
Inklings (business), (104:5)
Marbling Artists Cooperative Network (MACN),
(94:4)
Marbling Bath Gouma1), (95 :7)
marbling lawsuit, (87:5), (92:8), (96:9), ( 100:7)
moving a marbling studio, (93:7)
9/ 11 , (139:14)
origins of marbling designs, ( 123 :9)
paper polishing and "aging," (135: 17)
Pheobe Jane Easton Collection of Contemporary
Marbled Papers (Harvard University),
(120:8), (12 1:16)
surveyofmarblers, (127: 13), (128:12)
technical advice via the Internet, (112:9)
Turkish marbling, (122:6)
See also Marbling Notes (col.); Notes on Marbling

M

MacKenzie, William, (97:8)
Maddock, Dr. Philip, (111 :3)
Magarian, Laverne, (108:3)
magnetic closures, (135: 19)
Mahler, Janet, (93 :4)
Maitland, Ann, (71 : 1)
Mamet, David, (95:4)
Maneaty, Leah, (26:4), (43:5), (59:2), (89:2)
Manola, Frances, (99:2), (112:7)
calligraphy samples of, (11 2: 8), (113 : 1)
courses offered by, (13 :3), (14:5), (16 :4), (21 :4)
exhibitions of work, (8:3), (86:4)
exhibitions reviewed by, (94:4), (104:15)
GBW offices or positions held, (40:3), (75 :2),
( 111 : 12)
lecture reviewed by, ( 114 :6)
made honorary GBW member, (113 :1), (114:11 )
publications reviewed by, (73 : 11 ), (85 :9)
retirement of, (112:7), (113 :10 Corr.)
workshops offered by, (6:3), (11 :2), (18:3)
See also Calligraphy News (col.)
Mansfield, Edgar, (108:6)
Manutius, Aldus, (101 : 10)
marbling, (74:6), (100:13), (113 :12), (124:4)
books about, (76:8), (79:14), (89:10), (91 :14),
(1 09:12), (120:12), (125:9)
GBW workshops on, (14: 1), (15 :3), (34: 1), (49:4)
See also book reviews; Marbling News (col.);
Marbling Notes (col.); Notes on Marbling
(col.)
Marbling Artists Cooperative Network (MACN),
(94:4), (95:7)
Marbling Bath Goumal), (94:4), (95:7)
Marbling News (col.), (110:12), (113 :9)
accreditation of marbling teachers, (88:5), (89:4)
aluming, (126: 15)
books about marbling, (116:7), (124:8), (125 :9),
(130:15), (133:19)
carrageenan (Irish moss), (87:5), (105:9), (120:9)
color density in marbling, (134: 11)
conferences, (102 :5), (103:8), (129:13)
Decorative Papers (business), (1 07:8)
dust spots, (91 :7)
effects of water on marbling, (93 :7), (132: 18)

(col.)

Marbling Notes (col.), (109:12), (11 1:12), (117:14),
( 138: 15)
See al.'io Marbling News (col.); Note,'\ on Marbling
(col.)
Marchetti, Nicholas V., (105:4), (106:3)
See also R. Marchetti & Bros.
Marcilhac, Felix (au.), (95: 10)
Marcus, Stanley, (98 :2), (99: 11 )
Marder, Olga, (137:7)
Maree, Johann, (96:8)
Mark, Enid, (97:7), (117:5), (131 :20)
Mark Longman Library, (32 :4)
Markees, Kathleen, (78:3), (81 :3)
Maroney, Mary Louise, (83: 1)
Married Mettle Press, (54 :1), (55 :6), (56:1), (57:1),
(58: 11)
Martin, Emily, (1 20:3), (127:6), (131 :6,21), (135:7)
(138:6)
lectures and presentations, (107:4), (128:4), (129:6)
Martin, Pierre-Lucien, (52:6)
Martin, Ruth A. , (89:2)
Martin, Susan B., (43:6), (58:2), (98:2), (105:2),
(122:3), (131:19), (139:8)
conferences reviewed by, (96:2), (125: 12)
Martinez, Joanne, (108:4), ( 129:7)
Maryatt, Kitty, (106:4), (109:2), (111:2), (131 :4),
( 134:7)
Maryland Historical Society, (89:4)
match box cases, (117: 15)
Matthews, Mary Ellen, (9 1:1)
Maude, (49:8)
Maurer, Diane Vogel, (51:11), (76:8,13), (116:7),
( 130: 15)
See also Maurer-Mathison, Diane
Maurer, Paul, (51: 11 ), (76:8), (11 1:4)
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Maurer-Mathison, Diane, (I 02:5)
See also Maurer, Diane Vogel
Mauriello, Barbara, (91 :3), ( 108:2), ( 111 :3), ( 127:6)
Maxwell, William L. III, (23 :3)
Maziarczyk, Claire, (85:4), (92:1,2), (138 :7)
McAfee, Chri stopher, ( 111 : 12), ( 118:8), ( 125 :3),

Michigan Chapter (GBW). See Midwest Chapter
(GBW)
microclimates, (118:8)
Middleton, Bernard C., (46:5), (56: I 0), (86:2), ( 115 :6),
(130:9), (131:18)
Bernard C. Middleton Collection (RIT), (34 :3),

(128:4), ( 133: 19), (134:5), (137:8)
McBirney, Alexander (rvwr.), (89:8)
McCarl, Mary Rhinelander, (111 :4)
McCamey, Scott, (112:4)
McC lafferty, Seamas, (11 :3), (26:10), (29:3), (48:1)
McColgin, Michael, ( 101 : 11)
McConnell, Neil A., (22 :2)
McCrady, Ellen, ( 15 :7), (20 :6), (93: I), ( 114 :3), ( 131 :6),
(139:12)
See also Abbey Newsletter
McCulloch , C. 8 ., (32 : 1)
McCullum, Bill, (83 :6)
McCullum, Jane, (83 :6)
McGowan Film & Video, Inc., (83 :4), (92 :5)
McGrath, Harold Patrick, (82:8), (133 :8)
McGrath, Jeanette, (51: 1), (64:3,6, 12), (70:2)
McGrew, Mac, ( l 00: 13)
McGuiness, Ralph, (97:7)
McKay, Barry (ed.), (91:14)
McKenzie, Gail, ( 102:5)
McLean, Ruari (au.), ( 13 8: 16)
McLean, William, (91 :2)
McMillen, Mary Russell, (129:6)
McMurray, Mark (rvwr.), (130:19)
McNamara, Jim, (110:4)
Meaghan, Dr. Bernard, (118:5)
medieval binding techniques, (133 : 10)
Meier-Husby, Barbara, (91 :1), (115:14)
Meier-James, Barbara, (62:2), (52: I), (53 : 1), (55 : 1,5),
(64:2), (87:3), (91 :1), (95:2)
Meister der Einbandkunst (MDE), (80:9)
Meldahl, Nell, (80:3), (102:6)
Membership Committee (GBW), (7:4), (13: 1), (76:3),
(99:1), (100:1), (101:2)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings

(131 :18), (1 32:9), (137:1)
publications by or about, (108:14), (125:7), (126:9),
(130:18), (131:19)
review of workshop offered, (86:2)
videos about, (73: 11 ), (87:3), (91: 15, 16)
workshops offered by, (8:1), (9:1), (10:4), (15:1),
(16:2), (20:1,7), (27:4), (29:1), (80:2),
(82: 13), (87:1)
Middleton, Dora, (115:6)
Middleton, Erin, ( 54: 11)
Midwest Chapter (GBW), (53 :1), (79:2), (98:2), (101 :3)
exhibitions, (62:5), (74:4), (75: 1), (87:3), (91: l ),
(133:5), (137:7), (138:7)
meetings, (58:2), (60:2), (64 :2), (66: 1), (69: 1),
(82:4), (87:3), (88:3), (93 :2), (99:2), (100:2),
(106:2), (107:3), (112:3), (113 :4), (118:6),
(122:4), (123:6), (129:7), (135:6), (137:7)
officers, (66:1), (67:2), (115 :1), (128:4), (132:4),
(133 :5), ( 137:7)
Ohio State University exhibition (statement
regarding), (77: 1)
programs, (87:3), (99:2), (107:3), (123 :6)
publications, (56:2), (81 :4), (122:4)
workshops, (78:4), (99:2), (106:2), (109:5), (122:4)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
Miklaf, Yehuda, (61 :2), (71 :2), (122:4)
Miles, Mary, ( 113:5,12)
Milevski, Robert, (44: 10)
Miller, Joann, (39:2), (67:3), (82:5), (102:2)
Miller, Julia, (69:4), (74:5), (76:3), (101 :3), (102:6),

(135 :7)
conference reviewed by, (102:5)
offices or positions held, (66:1), (67:2), (84:1),

(85:4), (88:7), (89:2,6)
publications reviewed by, (63 :8), (86: 13)
report of book arts in Australia, (77:3), (79:7), (81 :7)
workshop reviewed by, (62:11)
Miller, Richard, (107:15), (110:16), (139:13)
Miller, Steve, (48:4), (59:3), (61 :2), (102:5,6), (120:5)
See also Red Ozier Press
Mills College, (31 :6), (65 :4)
Milot, Odette Drapeau, (20:3), (22:4), (30:2), (31 :3),
(59:3)

(GBW); annual reports (GBW)
membership (GBW), (4:1), (8:1), (13 :1), (23:1)
See also deaths and obituaries; Honorary Members
(col.); names of chapters or members
Mendez-Diez, Jaqueline, (77:3)
Meppelink, Robert, (50:8)
Merian, Sylvie, (123:6)
Merker, Kim, (46: 15), (54 : 1), (70:2)
Mersian, Sylvie, (122 :4)
methyl cellulose, (48 :11), (50:6)
Metiers d'Art de Paris, (100 :17)

Milton S. Eisenhower Library (Johns Hopkins
University), (48 :9), (66:9), (102:5)
Miniature Book Society (MBS), (115:7)
miniature books, (108:8), (115 :7), (125:7), (133:10)
Minnesota Book and Literary Arts Building, Inc.,

METRO, (86:5), (91 :2), (127:7)
Metz, Barbara Lazarus, (109:1), (114:2), (121 :10),
(128:6), (133:4)
Metzler, Valerie, (93 :2)

( 122:7), ( 129:9)
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Minnesota Center for the Book Arts (MCBA), (38:3),
(58:2), (64:5), (88:4), (122 :7)
Minter, William (Bill), (31 :4), (57:2), (64:4), (71 :3),
(83:1,12), (133:11)
eulogy for William (Bill) Anthony, (63 : 1)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (31 :3), (55:6), (89:2),
(91: 16)
lectures and presentations, (46:3), (91 :5)
offices or positions held, (42:2)
publications by or about, (9:3), (39:2)
receives award, (79:4)
reviews of workshops offered, (92:4), (133: 11)
workshops offered by, (92: 1,4), ( 130:4), (136: 11 ),
( 138:7)
Missbach, Nancy, (76:3), (96:8), (97:1), (111 :4),
( 115 :2)
Mitchell, John, (91 :13), (99:1), (103:7)
Mitra, Ursula, (106:3), (109:5), (111:3), (114:7),
(135:7)
GBW offices or positions held, (118:6), (122:4),
(125:3), (137:7)
lecture reviewed by, (123 : 12)
other offices or positions held, (115:2), (125:4)
Miura, Einen, (61 :5), (79:1), (79:14), (81 :1)
Miura, Kirstin Tini, (66:1), (79:1), (81:1), (89:5)
exhibitions of work, (51: 1), (57:2)
lectures and presentations, (24:4), (51 :2)
publications by or about, (19:3), (23:2,3), (29:3),
(32:2), (55 :9), (126:9)
reviews of workshops offered, (73:5), (78:4)
workshops offered by, (26:4), (28:2), (37:1), (68:1),
(70:1), (106:3), (120:5)
MOK (Inter11ational Society of Booklovers), (84:6)
mold, (39:3), (54: 10), (68:8), ( 139: 12)
Montefiascone School (Italy), (138: 12)
Mood, Tetry Ann, (98 : 18)
Moore, Pamela, (89:2), (91: 16)
Moore, Suzanne, (34 :2), (71 :2), (82:6), (95 :2)
exhibitions of work, (92:2), (111 :6), (120:5)
lectures and presentations, (55: 1), (57: 1), (93:2)
workshops offered by, (93:3), (124:7), (136:4)
Morgan, Roy, (23 : 1)
Morgan, Sarah L., (83 : 1)
Morgan Library, (87:4)
Morris, Amy (rvwr.), (112:14)
Morris, Bridget, (94:2)
Morris, Ellen K. (au.), (134 :15)
Morris, Henry, (11 :4), (74:6), (82:7)
Morris, Jan, (95: 11)
Morrison, Robert C., (86:20)
Morrow, Carolyn Clark, (16:5), (19:4,8)
Morrow, Geoffrey, (70: 1)
Morse, Elizabeth, (83:12), (86:4), (88:7), (100:4),
(112:2), (113:4), (114:1)
Mortimer, Ruth, (106:7), (107:11)
Moser, Dennis, (61:1), (64:11), (65:1), (68:2), (71:1)

Moser-Cronin, Kay, (31 :4)
Motylewski, Karen, (99:5)
Mountain Plains Regional Library Collections
Conservation Training Program, ( 107: 10)
movable and pop-up books, (91 :5), ( 121 : 11 )
Movable Book Society, (91 :5)
Movable Stationery, (91 :5)
Mowery, J. Franklin (Frank), (39:2), (42:3), (74 :4),
( 1 14 :7), ( 1 I 8: 17)
elected GBW President, (40:1)
exhibitions of work, (25:1), (26:2), (55:6), (57:2),
(59 :3), (89:2), (101:2), (105 :8)
exhibitions reviewed by, (57:4), (91: 16)
GBW offices or positions held, (35 : 1), (40: I),
(77:2), (79:2), (94:2), (108:3)
lectures and presentations, (24: 1), (95:2), (114:7),
(124:4), (127:4), (138:11)
photographs of, (77:2), (83:12), (86:4), (92:19)
publications by or about, (31 :4), (60:2), (89:6),
(90:8), (105:8), (126:9)
publications reviewed by, (63 :7), (82:9), (87: 11 , 12)
represents GBW at other meetings and conferences,
(56:1), (57:3), (69:1)
retires as GBW President, (91 :1), (92:1,5), (97:1)
reviews of workshops offered, (31 :3), (73 :6),
(88:10), (121 :11)
workshops offered by, (30: 1,2), (3 1:2), (43 :3),
(68:1), (70:1), (95:1), (96:2), (99:2), (100:3),
(101:4)
Mowery, M. Cynthia (Cindy), (85 :4), (100:9), (1 17:3),
(139:11)
Mueke, Kyoku, (81 :9), (85: 11)
Muens, Bob, (107:5), (120:4)
Mullen, Denise (rvwr.), (99:9)
Munn, Jesse, (124:10), (128:7)
Murray, Timothy, (99:3)
Murt, Kim, (76:2)
Museo del Li bro (Madrid), ( 107: 11)
Museu de Artes Decorativas (Lisbon), (136: 16)
Musewn of History of Moscow, ( 111 : 16)
Museum of Natural History (New York), ( 10: 1)
Myint, Sisi, (123 :6)
N

Naggs, Julie, (79:4), (83 : 1)
Nakazawa, Hisako, (26:2), (135: 12)
Napier, Beth, (102 :5)
Nash, Paul W. (au.), (99: 10)
National Agricultural Library, (60:7)
National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA), (92:7), (123 :8)
National Association for the Self-Employed (NASE),
(104: 1)
National Committee to Save America's Cultural
Collections, (89:9), (98: 16)
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New Generation Book Arts Award, (106:5)
New School for Social Research , (81 :7)
New South Wales Guild of Craft Bookbinders, (102:3),
(114 :6)
New York Botanical Garden, (16:6), (18:6), (20:5),
(101 :6)
New York Central Supply, (12:1)
New York Chapter (GBW), (36:2), (66:1), (67:3),
(69 :1), (114:6)
exhibitions, (62:2), (64:2), (69:2), (70: I), (114: 1)
honors Laura S. Young, (111 :5), (112:4)
lectures and presentations, (78:3), (91 :2), (98:2),
(112 :3), (123:6), (131 :6), (135:5)
meetings, (80:3), ( l 01 :3)
officers, (93 :2), (95 :2), ( 118:6), ( 122:4), ( 125:3),
(128:4), (133:5), (137:7)
programs, (42:1), (48:1), (50:1), (55:1), (81 :3),
(86:3), (91 :2), (100:2), (105 :4), (106:3),
(I 18:6), (127:8), (128:4), (138:7)
workshops, (37:1), (49:1), (86:3), (93 :2), (98 :2),
(99:2), (100:3), (106:3), (109:5), (111 :3),
(125:6), (128:4), (131 :6), (135:5), (139:5)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
New York Community Trust, (93:1), (97:1), (104:2)
New York Public Library, (49:8), (51 :5), (96:14),
(100:16), (113:9)
New York State Archives, (32:4), (88:4)
Newirth, Scott, (37:1)
Newland, John, (112:3), (114:6)
Newman, Joseph, (22:4), (30:2), (31 :3), (73:7), (92:2),
(106:3)
lectures and presentations, ( 51 :2), ( 55 : 1), ( 57: 1),
(100:6), (104:2), (105 :3)
offices or positions held, (86: l ), (87 :2), (91: 1),
(92: 1,5)
publications by, (55:9)
newspapers, (132:4)
Nicholls, Heather, (131 :5)
Niffennegger, Audrey, (128:10)
Nikirk, Robert Lee, (18:1), (19:2), (22:1), (72:2)
9/ 11 , (138:4), (139:14)
Ninja Press, (117:4), (137:11)
nipping presses. See copying presses
Nitzberg, Nancy, (48: l ), (61 :2), (66:2), (73 :6), (84:3)
Noack, Gisela, (17:1), (29:2), (58:2), (71:2)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (31 :3)
offices or positions held, (20:5), (44:2)
Noble, Don, (25:2), (31 :4)
Noel , Dr. William, (139: 11)
Noennig, Anita, (88 :3)
Nominating Committee (GBW), (21: 1)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW)
Nordhoff, Evelyn, (81 :4)

National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), (20:4), (46:5),
(83 :5), (84:5), (88:4), (94:2), (95 :6)
National Endowment for the Humanities (NE H), (72:6),
(76:6), (83:5), (84:5), (11 3:8)
National Historic Preservation Act (1992), (98:6)
National Library (Madrid)
National Trust, (1 20:8)
Neal, John, ( 126: 15)
Needham, Paul, ( 135:7)
Neff, S. A. Jr., (87:8), (123: 13)
exhibitions of work, (68:2), (76:6), (121 :4), (123 :7),
(129:5), (1 30:11), (132:cover, 14),
workshops offered by, (112 :3), (128 :4), (1 29:3
Corr.), (131 :6), (132 :3), (136:3), (138 :7)
Neil A . McConnell Trust, (22:2)
Nelson, Elaine, (109:4), (1 35: 11 , 12), (137:7, 11)
Nelson, John, ( 137: 11)
Nemazee, Susan (au.), (64: 12)
Nevins, Iris, (75:12), (102:5), (107:8), (109:5), (125:9),
(129:8)
GBW offices or position s held, (86:7), (1 37 :8)
publications by, (51 : 11 ), (72:5)
publications reviewed by, (56:4), (66: 13), (76:8)
See also Marbling News (col .); Marbling Note.I)
(col.)
New Bedford Whaling Museum, (48:8), (52: 1)
New England Archives, Library and Museum , (39:3)
New England Chapter (GBW), (20:2), (24: 1), (74:4),
(81 :3 ), (86 :3), ( 106: 8)
exhibitions, (26:3), (29:3), (30:2), (36:2), (37:6),
(40:3), (48:1), (49:1), (62:2), (63 :1), (64:2),
(70:1), (78 :3), (81 :3), (82:4), (99:2), (102:1),
(104: 14)
lectures and presentations, (24:4 ), (25 :3), (26:3),
(27:4), (39:2), (49:1), (55:1), (57:1), (64:2),
(69:2), (88:2,6), (93 :2), (95:2), (100:2),
(102:2), (104:2), (108:2), (118:5), (125 :3),
( 139:5)
meetings, (22:3), (23 :2), (25 :3), (27:4), (34: 1),
(37:1), (39 :2), (40:3), (49:1), (55 :1), (57:1),
(58 :2), (64:2), (68: 1), (78:3), (88:2), (93:2),
(95:2), (98 :2), (104:2), (108 :2), (109:5),
(111 :3), (112:2), (115 :1), (118:5), (123 :6),
(125:3), (135:6), (136:10)
officers, (20:2), (24:1), (55 :1), (101 :3), (105:3),
(106:3), (107:3), (109:1), (111 :3), (132:4)
program s, (52:1), (57 :1), (58:2), (70:2), (75 :1),
(79:3), (86:3), (87:3), ( 105 :3 ), ( 107:3)
workshops, (25 :3), (54:5), (87:3), (91 :1), (104:2),
(105:3), (108:2), (111 :3), (112:2), (113 :4),
(115 :1), (127:8), (130:9), (138:7)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
New England Conservation Association, (21 :6)
New England Document Conservation Center, (10:2),
(14:5)
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North American Permanent Paper (McCrady, Ellen),
(95:5)
North Bennet Street School, (68:2), (69:2), (75:5),
(96:9), (97:7), (1 19:7), (126:10), (133:8)
10th anniversary show, (129:6), (130:11)
North Redwoods Book Arts Guil4 (111 :9)
Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC),
(48:9), (68:3), (76:5), (77:5), (86:20), (92:2),
(109:9)
Northern California Chapter of the American Printing
History Association, (112:5)
Note,r; on Marbling (col.), (52:2)
book/periodical abstracts, (52:5), (59:4), (61 :6),
(65:5), (66:4), (69:5), (75 :3)
books about marbling, (52:5), (54:8), (56:4), (61 :5)
Christopher Anthony Tyl Weimann, (62:5)
deaths of Michael Duval and Musta Duzgunman,
(72:3)
International Marblers' Gathering, (84:6)
exhibitions and meetings, (52:5), (57:3), (59:4),
(64:8), (65:4), (66:4), (83 :7)
postage stamps depicting marbling, (65:5)
Sydney Maurice Cockerell, (56:4)
Turkish marbling, (74:6)
Ventura Society of Bookbinders and Book
Restorers, (73:8)
See also Marbling News (col.)
Nowak, Ronald, (81 :8)
Nussio-Rennie, Silvia, (81 :5), (83 : I), (89:2), (91: 16),
(95:10), (96:4)
See also Rennie, Silvia
Nystrom, Jan-Olov, (72:5)

Oliveira, Fernanda de, (136: 16,17)
Olmstead, Duncan, (30:2), (130: 10)
Olson, Ole, (38:1), (40:3)
Olson, Rik, (8 1:9), (85: 11)
onlay, (21:2), (22:3), (37:1), (57:11), (62:11), (73:5),
(138 :11)
Open Book (Minneapolis), ( 129:9)
Open Space (GBW), (134:4,6)
Opinions (col.), (72:4)
Opportunities for Study in Hand Bookbinding and
Related Crafts, (23 :2)
Opus Salvelinus (Rarach Press), (91 : 16)
Oram, Derek, (8l :1)
O'Regan, John, (118:6)
Oregon Book Arts Guild, (109 :9)
Oregon College of Art and Craft, (108:8)
Oregon School of Arts and Crafts, (86:5), (97:8),
(107:10), (108:8)
oriental binding styles, (23 :2), (26:3), (27:4), (28: 1),
(29: 1)
See also Chinese bookbinding; Japanese
bookbinding
Orlenko, Kathleen, (76:3), (98:5)
Orr, Bonnie, (95:4)
O'Shea, Milo, (95:4)
Osler, Cory, (66:2)
Otto, Cal, (121: 1)
Ouvrar4 Pierre, (59:3)
Owen, Claire, (76:3), (99:4), ( 100:3), (1 l l :5)
conferences reviewed by, (106:7), (107:11)
exhibition reviewed by, (104: 14)
exhibitions of work, (49:5), (96:8), (l 15:2), (122:5)
GBW offices or positions held, (93 :2), ( 101 :8),
(108:2), (111:3), (117:3), (119:5)
See also Turtle Island Press
Owen, Elizabeth Vincent, (133:13), (137 :8)
Owen, Patricia, (109:4), (120:3), (122:4), (1 23:5),
(125:4), (137:11)
Owings, Ellen, (46:3)

0
Oak Knoll Books/Oak Knoll Press, (102:4), (105 :6,7),
( 109:9)
Oatman, John, (15:7)
Oatman, Sheila, (15 :7)
obituaries. See deaths and obituaries
Ocker, Ralph, (103:3), (114: 1), (138:7)
Octavo Corporation, (121 :7), (122:6)
Octavo Digital Editions, (133:16)
"Ode to Mary" (poem), (128: 12)
Ogden, Linda, (34:1), (36:1), (43 :3), (100:4)
Ogden, Sherelyn, (15:3), (35:2), (39:2), (78:3), (92:2),
( 106:4), (126:4)
publications by or about, (50:1), (85:6), (92 :15),
(118:6)
"Treatment of Wooden Shelving for Books"
(article), (48:9)
workshop reviewed by, (56:3)
Ohio Chapter (GBW). See Midwest Chapter (GBW)
Ohio State University, (77:1)
Okamoto, Camilla, (111 :6)
O'Laugblin, Elissa, (118:5)
Old Market Craftsmen Guild, (14:3)

p
"P-Circ Box," (118:7)
Pacific Center for the Book Arts, (75:6), (82:3)
packing, (36:9)
Page, Joanne, (93:3), (102:2), (103 :2,3 ), (105 :2),
(109:2), (110:1), (137:11)
exhibition of work, ( 127:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (122:4), (123 :5)
publication about, (116:6)
Palowoda, Marie, (102:5)
Pankow, David, (131:18)
Papantonio, Michael, (14:6)
Paper Group, The (International Institute for the
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works),
(7:2)
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Pennybacker, Inez C., (4:3), (20:8), (21 :4), (81 :4),
(81 :5)
Pennyroyal Caxton Bible, ( 125:6)
Pennyroya l Press, (125:6)
Pensky-Adam, Heinke, (24:6), (64:3), (64:4), (96:8),
(120:3), (139:8)
reviews of workshops offered, (27:insert), (37:5)
workshops offered by, (25 :1), (34:1), (41 :2)
"perfect bind," (114: 11 )
peroxide tests, (50:6), (5 1:9)
Persuy, Annie (au.), (36:3,8), (3 9:6), (44: 11)
Petersen, Dag Ernst, (115:9), ( 123:6), (123 :12)
Petherbridge, Guy (au.), (63 :7)
Pew Charitable Trust, (88 :4)
Pflug, Gilnther (au.), (66: 11 )
pH, (50:6), (51 :9), (68:8)
Phelan, Mary, ( I 06:2)
Philippoff, Jennifer, (102:5)
Phillips, Diana, ( 111 :4)
Phoebe Jane Easton Collection of Contemporary
Marbled Papers (Harvard University), (120:4,8),
( 12 1: 16)
Photographic Activity Test (PAT), (72:5)
photographs (GBW Newsletter)
1870's binding featured at RBS, ( 121 : 10)
Allen, Sue, (12 1:9)
Balloffet, Nelly, (139:8)
Barrios, Pam, (109:3)
Batcheller, Kim, ( 11 7:cover)
Batchell er, Rosie, ( l l 7:cover)
Bird, Harold, (123 :5)
Bird, Millie, (123 :5)
bookbinding schools, ( 13 I : 16)
Boone, Terry, (128:7)
Bovill, Clive, (138:11)
Buchen, Virginia, (80:3)
Buckley, Terry, (110:10), (133:10), (138:9)
Bultman, Jane, ( 139:8)
Burkhard, Catherine, ( 139: 1)
California Chapter (GBW) meeting, (123:5)
Callery, Bernadette G., (139:9)
Cambridge University, ( 138:9)
Chicowgo, (128:cover)
C linton, President William J., (86:4)
Cowlishaw, Nick, ( 138: 10)
Crisalli, Karen, ( 133 :4)
DeMerritt, John, (131 :4)
Duke, Maureen, ( 125: 10), ( 128:8)
Eberhardt, Fritz, (85:2), ( 117:6)
Eberhardt, Trudi, (85 :2)
86th anniversary exhibition, (85 : 1, 18)
Eldridge, Betsy Palmer, (92:4), (134:3), (139:8, 11)
Ely, Timothy C., (78:4), (96:2)
Etherington, Don , ( 115: 11)
Evetts, Deborah, ( 139:8)
exhibitions, (85 : 1, 18), (88: 1), ( 100: 18), (111 : 14, 15)

paper treatments, (65:8), (70:9), (7 1:4), (105:8),
( 111 :11 )
See also deaciclification
paperrnaking and mills, (49:8), (50:6), ( 11 6: 11 ),
(125:8), ( 138:11 )
books about, (61:5), (9 1:12), (93 :12), (95 :5),
(98: 17), (102:1 1), (1 12: 12), ( 118:17),
( 11 9 :14), ( 129: 14)
conferen ces, sym posia, and worksh ops on, ( 12: 1),
(83 : 11 ), (88: 10), ( 125: 13)
Cranberry Mills, (95:6), (104 :2), ( 108:15), (131 :8)
Di eu Donne Paper111ill, (85 :4), (86:5), (96:9), ( 102 :4)
Dobbins Mill , (99:8)
Hiromi Paper International, (132:7)
Japanese paper, ( 11 5: 11 )
Paper and Book Intensive (PBI), ( I 02:5,6), ( 114 :9),
(119 :10)
video about, (94:4)
See also Cranberry Corner (col.); deacidification
Papermaking (video), (94:4)
Paquin, Jocelyne, (59:3)
parchment, (39:3), (45: 14), (46: 12), (47:10)
Parisi, Paul, (79:3), ( 104:2), (105 :3)
Parke-Johnson, Mary, ( 118:5), ( 11 9:5)
Parkinson, Maurice, (91 : 16)
Parkinson, Richard (au.), (112 :12)
Parrot, Gray, (30:2), (3 1:3), (37: 11 ), (72 :2), (82:8),
(84:4)
lectures and presentations, (25: I ), (27:insert), (40:3),
(9 1:2)
Parsons, Brenda, (114:2), ( 115:2)
Parsons School of Design, (8 1:7)
paste paper, (79:14), (92 :2), ( 139:12)
patents, ( 111 : 10)
Patri, Stella Nicole, (67 :3), (88: 1), (90: I), (99:3),
( 102:7), (136:11 )
death of, (136:11), (137:10)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (109:4)
made honorary GBW member, (88: 1)
publication about, ( 102:2)
retirement of, (55 :2)
tribute to, (109:5), ( 110:2)
Pattberg, E ugene P ., (23 :3)
Patterson, Robert H., (92:6)
Paul N. Banks Endowed Fellowship, (132 :5), (133 :9)
Pavelka, Karen L. (rvwr. ), ( 13 7: 15)
PC Crisis line, ( 115 :7)
Peabody, George, (89:4)
Peachy, Jeffrey S., (105:4), (111 :3), (121 :14)
peacock/bouquet frame, (138: 15)
Pearce, Jane W., (89:2), (98:5), (100:5), ( 120 :5)
Peavey, Asa, (11 7 : 11 ), ( 131:6)
Peckham, Dr. Lawton P . G., ( 17: 1)
Pelikan, Anne, (49: 1)
Peller, Hugo, (36: I), (37:5), (5 1:9), (70:2)
Pennebacker, Tom, (10 1:3)
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"Fine Printers Finely Bound Too," (exhib.), (88: 1)
Flores, Diana, (137: 11 )
Foot, Miriam, ( 131: 19)
Franklin, Colin (work of), (135 :cover)
Galante, Patricia (work of), ( 135:cover)
GBW exh ibition, (111 : 1)
Genest, Louise, (110:4), ( 139:8)
Geraty, Peter, (92:2)
Getty Museum, (137: 11 )
Glaister, Don, (11 5: 11)
Goggans, Terri, ( 131: 16)
Gohstand, Bob, ( 137: 11)
Greenfield, Jane, (96: 1)
Grolier Club, (76:2)
Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales, (120:cover)
Horton, Carolyn, (81 :2), (139:6)
Horton, Donald, (139:6)
Houghteling, Signa, ( 139: 1)
Jacobi, Nancy, (11 5: 11 )
Johnson, Chad, (137:11 )
Johnson, Margaret, (96:2)
Jones, Charles, ( 131: 16)
Jordao, Graca Anjos, (136: 16)
Kavin, Mel, (123:5)
Kellar, Scott, (128:8)
Kelm, Daniel, (86: 1), (128:8)
Kretzt11ann, Barbara, ( I 00:5), ( 125: I 0)
Kretztnann, Barbara (work of), ( 135: 12)
Kuflik, Louise, (139: 1)
Kunikata-Cockram, Mark, ( 138: I 0)
Kunikata-Cockram, Midori, (138:10)
Lada-Mocarski, Polly, (80 : 1), (115 :2)
Lallier, Monique, (92: 19), ( 111 :15), ( 133 :4)
Levy, Bruce (work of), (131:10), (13 l :cover)
Lewis, Dr. David, ( 131: 16)
Ligorano, Nora, (80:3)
Loftus, Erin, ( 109:2)
Manola, Frances, (11 2:7,8)
Martin, Susan, (139:8)
Maziarcyzk, Claire, (92:2)
Metz, Barbara Lazarus, ( 109: l ), ( 133 :4)
Middleton, Bernard, (86:2), ( 131: 18)
Minter, Bill, (83: 12)
A month in the Czech Republic! , ( l 17:cover)
Morse, Elizabeth, (83: 12), ( 133: 11)
Mowery, Frank, (77:2), (83: 12), (86:4), (92: 19)
Munn, Jesse, (128:7)
Museu de Artes Decorativas (Lisbon), ( 136:16)
Neff, S.A. Jr. (work of), ( 132:cover)
New Horizons Conference, 1994, (96:2,4,6)
Newman, Joe, (92:2)
Ogden, Sherelyn, (92:2)
Oliviera, Fernanda de, (136: 16,17)
Otto, Cal, ( 12 1:cover)
Page, Joanne, (137:11)
Pankow, David, (131 :18)

Patri, Stella Nicole, (88: 1), ( I 36: 11)
Pearce, Jane, (100:5)
Pensky-Adam , Heinke, ( 139:8)
Petersen, Dag Ernst, (11 5:9)
Rare Book School, (121 :cover)
Rash, Don, (84 :3)
Reid-Cunningham, James, ( 109: 1)
Rosner, Maggy Magerstadt, (139:8)
Schiefer, Elaine, (83: 11 )
Schlosser, Mary C., (83 : 11 ), (127:cover)
Schrock, Nancy, (83: 11 )
Simon, Giselle (work of), ( 111 : 1)
Skinner, Marilyn J., (126:4)
Smith, Philip, (96:2)
Sobota, Jan, (85:8), (86:2), (109:9), (11 0:8),
(l l 7:cover)
Sobota, Jarmila, ( l l 7:cover)
Society of Bookbinders conference, 200 I ,
(138:9,10, 11 )
Sonnichsen, Joanne, (85: 1), (96:2), ( 111 : 14)
Spawn, William, (139:11 )
Spitler, Priscilla, (85 : 1)
Spitztnueller, Pam, (83: 11 )
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1993, (92:2,4, 19)
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1995, (103:5,6)
Standards ofExcellence Seminar, 1996, (109:9,11 ),
(110:8,9,10)
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1997,
(11 5:9, 10,11)
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 1999,
(128:cover,7,8,20)
Standards of Excellence Seminar, 2000, (133:cover)
Stanescu, Catherine, (121 :4)
Stephenson, Jean, (109:9), (139: 1)
Szir1nai, Prof. J.A., (96:4)
Tapley, James (work of), (135: 12)
Ulysses, (131:cover)
unidentified, (103:5,6), (107:2), (110:8,9,10),
(137:7)
Van Vliet, Claire, (85: 1)
Verheyen, Peter, (85: 1)
Vigneau, Erin, ( 121:9)
Waddesdon Manor (England), (96:6)
Wait, Laura, (109:3)
Wall, Dominic, (138:9)
Washington summit meeting, (86:4)
Waters, Peter, (131:19)
Waters, Sheila, (131: 19)
Wells College Bookbinding and Book Arts
Symposium, 1995, (100:5)
Werner, Amo, (83: 1)
Westapher, Dorothy Jean Krall, ( 127 :6)
Wootton, Mary, (128:7)
Young, Laura S., (82: I), (105: l)
Zukor, Karen (studio of), (131 :4)
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Preservation and Conservation Program (PCS)
(University of Texas at Austin), (8 1:7), (86:6),
(99:5), (124:8), (13 1:13)
fellowships and scholarships, (95 :6), ( 102:5),
(132:5)
Preservation of Library Materials Section (ALARTSD), (20:6)
Preservation Publication Award (SAA), ( 132:6)
Press, Alice, (29:2)
Press Inter111ezzo, ( 131: 13)
Primanis, O livia, (71 :2), (79:3), (83:5), (93 :2), (1 17:4),
(129:7)
Prince, Monique L., (29:3)
Princeton Preservation Group (PPG), (69:5), (75:5)
printing, (11 :4), ( 134: 13), (135:7)
printing and printmaking, (99:9), ( 130: 19)
Printing Museum of Northern California. See Explore
Print! (new name)
Printing Notes (col.), (59:5)
Private Libraries Association, (96: 17)
Private Press Book Fair, ( 109: 11 )
Prize for Plan Award, (105 :6)
Program Committee (GBW), (14:2), ( 19:2)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); lectures and
presentations (GBW); programs (GBW)
programs (GBW), (24 :4)
"A Day in New Haven," (18:1), (19:2)
"American Book Design Influenced by William
Morris" (Thompson), (24:4), (26:2)
"Bookbindings from the Collection of Hope G.
Wells," ( 17: 1,2), (18:3)
"Columbia University Conservation/Preservation
Program" (Banks/Frost), (22:4), (27:3)
"Design for Fine Bindings" (Wilson), (15:8), (16:1)
Eberhardt's Bindery, ( 14:2)
fore-edge painting (Noble), (25:2)
Frank Mowery Exhibition, (25: 1), (26:2)
Gerard Charriere, (29: 1)
handmade paper (Carruthers), (29: 1)
Horowitz Bindery, (24:4), (25:2)
"Huntington Free Library/Library of the Museum of
the American Indian" (Davis), (22:4)
"Knife Sharpening" (Smith), (3 1 :3)
"Legal Aspects of Conservation" (Krasn ow), (29: 1)
New York Central Supply, (12:1)
proposed, 1977, ( 5 : 1)
proposed, 1982, (29 : 1)
"Tax Tips for Self-Employed People" (Brown),
(31:3)
Temple University, ( 12: 1)
"The Conservation Program at Columbia University"
(Banks), (16: 1)
"The Restoration of a 14th Century Egyptian Leather
Puppet" (Kahle), (26:2)

photography, (37:1), (39:1), (68 :10), (93 :15), ( 110:8),
(1 15: 16), (127:9)
photoreproduction, (126:7), (132: 19)
piano hinge a lbums, (43:6)
Pickwoad, Nicholas, (86:4), (87:4), (93:2), (94: 1),
(95: 1)
lectures and presentations, (64:5), (68 : 1), (70:2),
(105:3)
Pierpont Morgan Library, (23 :3), (75:5), (86:7), (91 :5),
( 101 :5), (116:7), ( 12 1:7)
Pilette, Roberta (Bobbie), (68:2), (74:5), (93:3),
(117:4), (137: 15)
GBW offices or positions held, (10 1:3), (107:3),
(133 :6)
publications reviewed by, (I 05 : 16), ( 111: 17)
See also Chalfant, Roberta (Bobbie)
PIRA markings, (50:6), (5 1:9)
Pisano, Maria G., (79:3), ( 126:3), (135:7), (136 :11 ),
( 137:7)
Planetary College, ( 116:8)
plasticized wax, (57: 11)
Plemons, Virginia, ( I 07 :5), ( 123 :6)
poems (text of), (86:20), (11 3:16), (128 :12)
Pohlmann, Fred, ( 130:9)
Pohlmann, Gundy, ( 130:9)
Pollei, Mark, (99:2), (11 6:6), (117:8), (119:4)
polyvinyl acetate (PVA), ( 114:11)
Pontifell, Luke Ives, (127:9)
Poole, Dr. Eric, (20:6)
pop-up and movable books, (91 :5), ( 12 1: 11 )
Porridge Papers and Signature Bindery, ( 107: 11 )
Porter, Cheryl, ( 138: 12, 13)
portfolio books, (68 : 10)
Positive Steps Award, ( 120:7)
Possessky, Laura, (138:7)
Potomac Chapter (GBW), (93:2), (94:2), (96:8), ( 138:7)
exhibitions, ( 108:2), (1 11 :4), (114:1)
lectures and presentations, ( 104:2), (122:4)
m eetings, (99:2), (100:3), ( 124:4), ( 136: 10)
officers, (94:2), (107:4), ( 108:2), (109 :1), ( 118:5),
(119 :5), (132:4), ( 133:5)
publications, (103:3), ( 104:2), (106:4), ( 114:1),
( 11 6:8)
workshops, (100:3), (101:4), (1 18:5)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
Potter, Norrnan (au.), (107:14)
Powell, Roger, (49:8), (73 :9)
Powers, Virginia, ( 133 : 12, 13), (137:8)
Powers-Torrey, Mamie, (133:5), (135:6)
Premchand, Neeta (au.), ( 11 2 : 12)
preservation. See conservation and preservation
Preservation and Conservation Education Programs for
Libraries and Archives (PCEP) (University of
Texas at Austin), (8 1:7), (86:6)
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See also lectures and presentations (GBW);
Standards of Excellence Seminars (GBW);
workshops (GBW); under name of GBW
chapter
Providence Public Library, (94:9)
"Psalm of the Center" (poem), (86:20)
Publications Committee (GBW), (7:4), (1 3:1), (14:2),
( 19: 1), (35:1)
1.')ee also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW)
Publicity Committee (GBW), (1:3), (7:4), (13 : 1),
(14:2), (23:1)
See also annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW)
Puissant, Julia, (91 : 1,3)
Pullman, Janna, (101 :4), ( 109:4)
Pyramid Atlantic, (91 :4), (94:2)

Rahme, Lotta (au.), (1 24: 15)
Ram sey, Eleanore, (67:3), (84 :3), (90: 1), ( 120:3)
exhibitions of work, (36:3), (41 :3), (47 :2), (89:2),
(91 :16), (109:4), ( 120:5), (1 21:10), (131 :6),
(135: 12)
Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tale."i, (120: 1),
(1 21:8)
lectures and presentations, (51 :2), (98:3), (98:5)
publications by, (31 :4), ( 102:2)
workshops offered by, (94: 1), (111 :7), (118:5)
Randolf, Kenneth R., (29:9)
Rarach Press, (89:2), (91 : 16), (93: 14), (98 :4)
Rare Book School (Columbia University), (78:5),
(81 :7)
Rare Book School (RBS) (University of Virginia),
(12 1:1,8)
Rare Books and Manuscripts Section (American
Library Association), (11 :3), (58:2)
Rash, Donald, (51 : 1), (54: 1), (59:2), (71 :2), (83 : 1),
(84:3), (94:2)
death of wife, (62:3)
exhibitions of work, (29:3), (8 1:4), (86:5), (89:2),
(9 1:16)
lectures and presentations, ( 131 : 19)
offices or positions held, (26:5), (81 :4)
on the death of Fritz Eberhardt, ( 117:6)
portrait of Fritz and Trudi Eberhardt by, (85: I)
publications by or about, (73:2), (84:3), (84 :4)
submits proposal to GBW members, (57: 10)
workshop offered by, (57:2)
Rash, Pamela, (29:3), (51 :1), (54:1), (57:2, 10), (59:2),
(62:3)
GBW offices or positions held, (26 :5), (33: 1),
(35:1), (36: 1)
Ratigan, Donna, (137:7)
Reagh, Patrick, (85 : 10)
Rebsamen, Werner (au.), (96: 15)
Red Ozier Press, (48:4,12), (49:1), (59:3), (64:6)
Redu (Belgium) Initiative, (42:3)
Reed, Jim, (19:4), (35 :2)
Reed, Judith A., (10:4), (92: 16), (131 :19), (137:8),
( 139:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (7:4), (16:6), (34:2)
other offices or positions held, ( 18:6), (20:5), (91 :2),
(99:2)
Reedy, Chandra L., (102:3)
Reeves, Marc, (64:4)
Regional Alliance for Preservation (RAP), (1 34:9)
Regional Center for Book Conservation, (56:8)
Regis University, ( 118: 10)
Rehak, Theo (au.), (94: 10)
Reid, Sonja, (120:5)
Reid-Cunningham, James, (109:1), (111 :3), (1 29:6),
(134:5), (1 35:6)
GBW offices or positions held, (98:2), (101 :3),
(105 :3), (106:3), (107:3), (126:1)

Q
Quandt, Abigail, (93:3), (1 20:4), (136:13), (139:11)
"quarter-sawn," (45:11)
queries. See inquiries, letters, and queries (to GBW)
Question Box (col .)
acid-free papers for handwritten manuscripts, (50:6)
boards, (54:9), (62:13)
equipment and supplies, (43:14), (62:13)
glaire, (43: 14), (44:4), (45 : 11 )
gold tooling, (54:9)
hinges, (54:9)
leathers with a napped surface, (50:6)
materials for lining boxes, (65 : 15)
methyl cellulose, (48 :11 ), (50:6)
mold, (54: 10)
PIRA markings, (50:6), (51 :9)
preparation of transparent vellum, (43: 14)
restoration materials, (43 :14)
tapes and cords, (54:9)
tying up boards, (62: 13)
use of dyes on leather, (43: 14), (44 :4), (45:11),
(46:5,10), (48 :11), (50:6), (51 :9)
using weights on covers, (43 :14), (44:4), (45 :11),
(48 :11), (50:5)
See also inquiries, letters, and queries (to GBW);
Questions and Answers (col.)
Questions and Answers (col.)
on lay, (57: 11)
pros and cons of heat set tissue, (57:12)
treating leather with plasticized wax, (57: 11)
See also inquiries, letters, and queries (to GBW);
Question Box (col.)
Quill (journal), (73 : 11)
Quinlan, Nora Jane, (22:4)
Quirke, Stephen (au.), (1 12: 12)
R
R. Marchetti & Bros., (106:3), (108:1), (112 :1)
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Bernard C . Middleton Collection, (34:3), (131 :18),
(132:9), (137:1)
Rocky Mountain Chapter (GWB), (92 :7), (111 :4),
(124:5)
exhibitions, (105 :4), (107:4), (111 :4), (113:4),
(115:1), (118:6), (119:5), (123:6), (128:4),
(133:17)
forrnation of, (96:8), (101 :4), (102:1)
officers, (103:2), (107:4), (109:1), (119:5), (132:4),
(133:5), (135:6)
programs, (102:3), (108:3), (127:8)
publications, (102:3), (108 :3), (116:5), (119:5),
(125:3), (127:8), (138:7)
workshops, (105:4), (111 :4), (113:4), (115 :1),
(116:5), (135:6)
See also annual meetings (GBW); annual reports
(GBW)
Rodger, V. David, (47:2)
Rogers, Brian (rvwr. ), ( 112: 11)
Rogers, Frank B., (55 :2)
Rohman, Ruth-Ann, (102:1 ,2), (109:4)
Rollins, Linda, (120:3)
Rome-Hyacintha, Michele, (47:1), (49:5), ( 61 :9)
Roosa, Mark, (139: 11)
Rosa, A .V. Dela, (9:3)
Rose, Jonathan, (93 :5)
Rosenberg, Barbara, (11 :3), (62: 10)
Rosenzweig, Robert, (109:4)
Rosner, Maggy Magerstadt, (81: 1), (90: 1), (92:5),

Renaldo, Chiara, (26:4)
Rendell, Kenneth W. (au.), (96: 16)
Rendt, Gloria, (43: 14)
Rennie, Silvia, (57:9), (64:3 ,4), (75 :5), (81 :5), (106:5)
exhibition reviewed by, (57:5)
exhibitions of work, (42:2), (43: 3), (50:2), (51 :9),
(53 :2)
lectures and presentations, (46:3), (76 :4)
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Twenty-Second (2002), announcements of, (139:3)
auctions, (105 :2), (1 10:10), ( 11 2:1), (115:11),
(119:3), ( 131 :3), (13 3: 10), (139:3), (139: 11 )
scholarships to attend, (94:1), (97:1), ( 102: 1),
( 106:2), ( 111 :2), ( 114 :1), (118:3), ( 120:3)
Stanescu, Catherine, (121 :4), ( 122:5)
Stealy, Jo, (1 18:6)
Stein, Howard, (56:8), (65 :2), (7 1:2), (76:2), (85 :4),
(99:2)
workshops reviewed by, (55 :4), (6 1:7)
Stein, Ruth, (83: 1), ( 115 :2)
Stein berg, Steve, ( 12 : 1)
Stephan , Barbara B., (53 :5), ( 135: 14)
Stephenson, Jean S., (76:1), (82:4), (109:9), ( 12 1:10),
( 137:8), (139: 1)
"Ode to Mary" (poem), ( 128: 12)
publications reviewed by, (79 : 14), (88:8), (100: 16),
(125:6)
workshop reviewed by, (6 1:8)
Stem, Madeleine (au.), (92: 12)
Sternberg, Ursula, (11 6:6)
Steven F. Austin State University, ( 13 1: 16)
Stewart, Eleanore, (55 : 1)
Stiber, Linda, ( 11 8:5)
Stick, Maggie, (79 :3)
Stikeman, Henry, ( 130: 12)
Stikeman, Jeffrey, (130 :12)
Stinehour, Roderick, (49: 1)
Stone, Sumner, (1 19:9)
Storrn Bindery, ( I 0:2)
Streeter, Bill, (33 :1), (92:2), ( 109:5), ( 126:14)
inquiry into copying presses, (88:6), (92 :9), (96: 10),
(97 :8), (106: 12), (108 :2)

T
T . J. Cobden-Sanderson, (49:8)
tacketing, (116: 13)
Takacs, Cris C lair, (99:4), ( 101 :3), (120:3)
exhibitions of work, (69:4), (89:2), (9 1:16)
GBW offices or positions held, (79:2), (86: 1),
( 11 5:1), ( 118:6)
publications reviewed by, (83: l 0), (91: 15), (99: 11 ),
(100:9 Corr.)
report on Standards of Excellence Seminar, (98:3)
Takahashi, Janet, ( l 09:2)
Tanselle, G. Thomas, (15:4)
tapes and cords, (54:9), ( I 08: 12)
Tapley, James, ( 135: 12,1 3)
Tarascio, Jean, (43:3)
Tarlau, Jill Oriane, (73:1), (83 :1), (109:4), ( 119:7),
( 123:7), ( 13 5: 14)
tax-exempt status, (12:2)
Taylor, Barnard, (59:2)
Taylor, Terry, ( I 11 :4)
Taylor, W. Thomas, (22:7), (52:2), (67:5), (93:4)
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publications by, (31:4), (32:2), (51:1)
Taylor, Warren D., (83:1)
technical diagrams. See illustrations and technical
diagrams (Newsletter)
Technical Notes (col.), (32:2)
See also Tips and Techniques (col.)
Tedeschi, Anne, (64:3)
temperature, (90:2)
Temple University, ( 12: 1)
Terpak, Vaughn, (47:2)
Tetenbawn, Barbar~ (64:3), (89:2)
theft in libraries, (89:4), (90:2), (95:5), (113 :7)
Thenen, Alen, (100:4)
Therond, Pascale, (81 :3)
Thielman, James, (105:6)
Thomas, Donna, ( 107:6), (121:4), (129:14), (136:11)
awards received, (113 :5,12), (127:5), (131:10)
"Paper Bound" (exhib.), (95:1), (97:1), (99 :3),
(100:2), (102:1), (103:2), (104:1), (106:1),
(109:6), (111:1 ,14)
Thomas, Peter, (107:6), (121 :4), (129: 14), (136: 11 )
awards received, (113 :5, 12), (127:5), (131: 10)
"Paper Bound," (exhib.), (95:1), (97:1), (99:3),
(100:2), (102:1), (103 :2), (104:1), (106:1),
(109:6), (111:1 ,14), (139:11)
Thompson, Dr. Susan 0 ., (24:4), (26:2)
Thompson, Jack C., (19:3), (35: 1), (54:3), (56: 1),
(65:3), (86:5), (117:11)
publication by, (88:3)
publications reviewed by, (63 :9), (9 1: 13)
See also Question Box (col.)
Thornton, Ann, ( 101 :4 ), ( 118 :7)
Thornwillow Press, (127:9)
thread, (105: 11)
Tidcombe, Dr. Marianne, (81 :3), (113 :7), (114:14),
(126 :9), (131 :18)
Tienhaar~ Kaarina, (122:4), (123:5)
Tilcock, Sandr~ (46:4), (102:2)
Tips and Techniques (col.)
board reattachment, (138: 14)
cased microclimates, (118 :8)
cone-wound thread, (105:11)
cradle, (139:14)
foot operated sheet metal shears, ( 111 :9)
Gore-Tex sandwich, ( 123: 15)
guarding jig, ( 11 5: 14)
homemade light box, (133:14)
joint construction, (134:9), (135:16), (137:12)
"P-Circ Box"/Tyvek enclosure, (118:7)
"perfect bind" using PVA with a "cleat," (114: 11)
rounding upside down, (118:9)
spine-sewing, (108:12), (109:12)
tacketing/joint repair, (116: 13)
weaver's knot/Ascona Knot, (112:8)
See also Technical Notes (col.)
Tomasko, Nancy Norton, (124:6), (139:5)

Tomasso, Ray, (76:3)
Tomlinson, Ann, (37:9)
Tomlinson, William, (82 :7), (135:8)
Tonkin, John, (130:12), (133:10)
Tonkin, Joy, (130:12), (133:10)
Toof Bindery, (92:9)
tools. See equipment and tools
Toschlog, Connie, (69:4)
Toulet, Jean, (108: 13)
Townsend, John, (37:6)
Trinkley, Michael (au.), (92:13)
Tschichold, Jan (au.), (93 : 13)
Tucker, Daniel, (29:3), (37:5), (76:3), (85 :6), (89:5),
(99:4)
exhibitions of work, (49:2,5), (60:2)
Turtle Island Press, (74:5), (93:3), (99:4)
Turchan, Carol, (91 :2)
Turkish marbling, (14:1), (15:3), (74 :6), (113: 12),
(120:14), (122:6), (133 :19)
Turner, Decherd, (20:4), (22: 1), (24:2), (64: 11 ), (94 :1),
(95: 1), (100:4)
Turner, Silvie (au.), (93: 12)
Turtle Island Press, (74:5), (93 :3), (99:4)
Twinrocker Paperrnill, (81 :7), (83 :4)
Twomey, James E., (57:2), (58 :8)
Twyman, Michael (au.), (134: 13)
typography, (100: 13), (107: 15), (120: 11 ), (128: 13),
(138: 16)
Tyvek, (118:7), (123:9)

u
Ullman, Charlotte, M., (23:3), (34:2), (59:2)
Ulysses (Joyce), ( 131 :1, I 0)
Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Co. Inc., (72:5)
University of Alabam~ (59:3), (69:5)
University of Calgery, (29:3)
University of California, Berkeley, (49:8)
University of California, Santa Barbar~ (117 :4)
University of Chicago, (76:6)
University of Colorado, (92:7)
University of Florid~ (49:8)
University of Indiana, ( 121:7)
University of Iowa, (86:5), (94:4), (108:8), (114:4)
University of Texas at Austin, (64:11), (81 :7), (99:5),
(124:8)
Graduate School of Library and Infor1nation Science
(GSLIS), (92:6), (93 :9), (95 :4)
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center
(HRHRC), (46:10), (64:11), (131 :14)
Preservation and Conservation Education Programs
for Libraries and Archives (PCEP), (81 :7),
(86:6)
Preservation and Conservation Studies (PCS),
(81 :7), (86:6), (95:6), (99:5), (I 02:5),
(124:8), (131:13), (132:5)
University of the Arts (Philadelphia), (123 :9)
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University of Tulsa, (92 :6)
University of Utah, ( 10:2), ( 119: 10)
University of Virginia, (78:5), (81 :7), ( l 02:4), ( 121 :8)
University of Wisconsin, (29:3)
University Press of Virginia, ( 102:4)
University Products Award, (101 :4)
Upjohn, Guy (au.), (104: 14)

v
Valero, M. Teresa (rvwr.), (95:11), (128 :13)
van der Marek, Jan , (1 10:6), (115 :9)
van Eyndhoven, Marianne, (97:4)
Van Kampen, Kimberly (au.), (119: 14)
Van Keuren , Sarah, (102:6)
Van Stone, Mark, (81: 12), ( 102:6)
Van Vliet, Claire, (65 :2), (74:4), (83 : 1), (85:1)
exhibitions of work, (59:3), (64:3), (70:2), (73 :7),
(93:4), (96:8), ( 11 3:5), (11 7:5)
lectures and presentations, (69:3), (102:6)
publications by or about, (32:2), (51: 1, 11 ), (55 :9),
(1 13:5)
review of workshop offered, (86: 1)
workshops offered by, (80:2), (82: 13), (87: 1), (97:7),
(98:2)
Vasquez, Veni~ (91 : 1)
Vatican Library, (86:5)
Vaughan, Alice, (109:2), (110:1), ( 122:4), (123 :5),
(131 :6), (137:7,8), (138:7)
Vaughn, Alex J. (au.), (1 11 :17)
vellum bindings, (37 :5), (39:3), (43 : 14), (98:3),
(123: 15)
"Binding a Book in Parchment or Vellum" (article),
(45: 14), (46:12), (47: 10)
workshops on, (32: 1), (138 :12)
Ventura Society of Bookbinders and Book Restorers,
(73 :8), (81 :8)
Verheyen, Peter D., (64:4), (81 :1), (85:1), (94:2),
(105:8), (1 15:2)
Book_Arts-L facilitator, (95:4), (98:7), (99 :5),
(100:1), (102:1), (106:6)
designs GBW homepage, (99:5)
exh ibition reviewed, ( 132: 16)
exhibitions of work, (89:2), (91 : 16)
GBW ListServ facilitator, (127:4), (129:3)
GBW Newsletter, (75 :2), (79:3), (98:1), (100 :1,9),
(104:6), (113 :9), ( 11 7:9), (137:8)
GBW offices or positions held, (70 : 1), (71 :2),
(72:1), (103:2), (109 :1), (121 :3)
lectures and presentations, (135:6)
other offices or positions held, (76:3), (100:3),
(118:6), (127:4)
publication reviewed by, (97: 16)
workshop reviewed by, (70:9), (7 1:4)
workshops offered by, (131 :6), (136:5)
See also Internet News (col.)

videos and video reviews, (43 :2), (87:3,4), (88:3),
( 11 5:1)
Art of Bookbinding, (100:5)
Beyond Words: The Marriage of Art and Literature
in Bookmaking, (95:4)
Binder, A Portrait ofBernard Middl.eton, (73: 11)
Binder Vision 2, (9 1: 15)
Binder Vision 3, (9 1: 16)
Binder Vision I, (91: 15)
Binder's Vision, (87:3)
Experience the Magic ofMarbling, ( 100:1 3)
How to Operate a Book (73: 10)
Mark of the Maker, The, (81 :7)
on gilding and illumination, (107:9), ( 11 2: 1)
Papermaking, (94:4)
Standards of Excellence Seminars, (138 :3)
Words and Pages: The Small Press in America,
(92:5)
Vigneau, Erin, (99:2), (12 1:9, 10), (128:4), (132:6,19)
See also Dimmick, Erin Vigneau
Vile, Scott (rvwr.), (82:8), (94: 10)
Vincent FitzGerald and Company, (95:4)
Vinson, Michael (rvwr.), (100: 14)
Vnoucek, Jiri, ( 136:6)
VOK (All Union Society of Lovers of the Russian
Book), (84:6)
von Arnirn, Manfred (au.), (87: 12)
von Keoppen, Victoria, (93 :4)

w
Waddesdon Manor (England), (96:6)
Wagner, Betty, (102:5)
Wagner, Katharine Casselman, (132:4)
Wait, Laura, (43:3), (68:2), (86:4), (98 :5), (103:2),
(109:3), (120:3)
exhibitions of work, (1 17:5), (118 :10), (128:4),
( 130:10)
GBW offices or positions held, ( 103 :2), (107:4),
(109:2), ( 111 :4), ( 11 9:5), (132:4), (133 :6)
lectures and presentations, ( 13 l :11)
publication about, (82:6)
review of workshop offered, (132:13)
workshops offered by, (115: 1), ( 127:8), (129:7)
Walker, Mary, (89:2)
Walker, Stuart, (125:3)
Walker's Mammals of the World, (81 :8)
Wall, Dominic, (138:4), (138:9)
Wallace, Eileen, (102:5,6)
Wallis, Terry Boone, (88:3)
Wallman, Jean T., (47: 1)
Warr, Griselda, (30:2), (3 1:3), (32: 1), (41 :3), (44:3),
(51:1)
Warren, Yolanda, (61: 1,9)
washi, (132:7)
Washington, George, (135:9)
Washington ArtBook Fair, (9 1:4)
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Washington (D.C.) Research Library Consortium
(WRLC), (87:5)
Washington Hand Bookbinders, (91 :3), (96:8)
See also Potomac Chapter (GBW)
Washington State University, (104:7)
Wasny, Connie, (102: 1)
Waters, Michele, (105 :4), (106:3), (107:3), (111 :3)
Waters, Peter, (30:1), (31 :2,3), (131:18,19), (135:6)
Waters, Sheila, (46:2), (50:8), (102:3), (121 :7),
(131:19)
Watt, Marcia A. (rvwr.), (92:14, 15)
Wayzgoose One Gournal), (54:9)
weather, (90:2), (97:12), (113 :9), (131:9)
weaver's knot, (/ 12:8)
Webster, Cecile, (123:6)
Weeks, Anne A., (36:3)
Wehmais Group, (64:5)
Wei T'o Associates, Inc., (28:2), (29:3), (72:5)
Weidner, Marilyn Kemp, (120:8)
Weil, Hope G., (17:1,2), (18:3), (47:1)
Weimann, Christopher Anthony Tyl, (62:2,5)
Weimerskirch, Philip J. , (94:9), (97: 16), (124:5)
Weinburg, Shoshana, (92 :2)
Weis, Carl, (95:7), (102:5)
Weller, Ralph H., (58:9)
Wells College, (91 :5), (100:4)
Welsh, Howard E., (77:3)
Wender, Deborah, (91: 1), (92: 1)
Werner, Arno, (22:3), (39:2), (64:3), (70:2), (78:4),
(83:1)
death of, (101 :1), (102 :7), (103 :4)
Werner, Dr. Paul, (125 :3)
Wesley, Brother J., (98 :4)
West Coast News (col.), (91 :4), (93:7), (95:3), (99:4)
See also Bay Area News (col.)
West Dean College (UK), (137:9)
Westapher, Dorothy Jean Krall, (113 :5,12), (127:6)
See also Dorothy Westapher Memorial Scholarship
Western Association for Art Conservation (WAAC),
(103:8)
Weyrauch, Carol, (89:2,6)
Weyrauch, Curtis, (89:2,6)
Wheeler-Sullivan, Cita, (116:8)
White, Holley, (74:5)
White, Jo, ( 116:7)
White, Susan B., (19:4)
Whitman, Sarah, (98: 13)
Whitmore, Paul, (102:4)
Wick, Kathleen Lord, (21 :3), (22:2), (29:3), (116:6)
Widdoes, Kathleen, (95:4)
Wiggins, Wilton, (22:1), (134:12)
Wilcox, Annie Tremmel, (97:1), (107:4), (124:13)
GBW offices or positions held, (115: 1), (128:4)
lectures and presentations, (113:4), (118:6), (124:7)
publications by, (123:6,7), (126:3)
Wilcox, Michael, (37:2), (42:2), (131 :18)

exhibitions of work, (29:3), (32 : 1), (57:2), (59:3 ),
(79:3), (101 :2)
publications by or about, (11 :3), (26: 10), (31:4),
(32:2), (34:2), (40:10), (41 :6), (55:9), (79:3),
(99:5)
workshops offered by, (34: 1), (41 :2), (43: I 0)
Wilderett, Manfred, (37:5)
Wiley, James, (91 : 1), (101 :3), (107:3), (11 3:4)
Wilhelm, Henry (au.), (93 : 15)
Wille, Ursula, (93:2), (95 :2), (101 :3), (104 :3)
William Blake Archive, (127:9)
Williams, Tim, (55 : 1)
Willmott, Jill, (37:3), (47:4)
Wilson, Adrian (au.), (88 :8)
Wilson, Joyce Lancaster, (106:5), (107:7)
Wilson, Susan Spring, ( 15:8), (16: I), (31 :4), (38:2)
Wisniewski, Virginia, (30:3), (64:4), ( 107:5), ( 132:3)
Wisniewski-Klett, Virginia, (37:5), (38:2), (45 :2)
offices or positions held, (61 :1), (66 : I), (67:2),
(75:2)
Witthus, Rutherford W., (98: 18)
W.J. Barrow Restoration Shop, (10: 1)
W.O. Hickok Mfg. Co., (121 : 12)
Wolf, Edwin, (76:5,8)
Wolfe, Richard J. (au.), (82:9)
Wollenberg, Harold, (I 02:2), (137: I 0)
Wollenberg, Leah L., (29:4), (36 :6), (70:2), (82:9),
(102:2)
exhibitions of work, (30:2), (35: 1), (36:3), (41 :3)
See also Leah Wollenberg Prize for Excellence in
Hand Bookbinding
women in the book arts, (92 :9), (114:14), (116:7),
(130:11)
Wong, Benjamin (au.), (98:15)
Wong, Wucius (au.), (98 : 15)
Wood, Barbara, (109:2,4), (110:1), (122:4), (123 :5)
Wood, Mary Lee, (102:3)
Woods, Jennifer, (43 :8), (50:6), (71 :2), (86:5), (97:8),
(101 :2)
GBW offices or positions held, (94 :2), (126:3)
publications by or about, (30:3), (31 :4), (58:2)
Wootton, Mary, (55:1), (68:1), (71 :3), (95 :2), (124:10),
(128:7)
Workshops Committee (GBW), (15 :1,8), (19:1)
See al.~o annual elections (GBW); annual meetings
(GBW); annual reports (GBW); workshops
(GBW)
workshops (GBW)
Bernard Middleton, (10:4), (15:1), (16:2), (20 :1)
blind and gold tooling techniques (Charriere), (18: l)
"Cloth or Paper Bindings Restoration"
(Davis/Young), (29: 1), (30:2), (31 :4)
"Construction Techniques of Built-Up, Tight-back
Leather Bindings (Eberhardts), (26:2),
(29:2), (31 :4)
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"Ebru: The Turkish Art of Marbling" (Guyot),
( 14: l ), ( 15 :3)
"Experimental Structures for Hand Bookbinding"
(Frost), (21: 1), (23 :2)
fore-edge painting (Noble), (31 :4)
"Gold Tooling, Titling and Mosaic" (Charriere),
(24:4)
intermediate level tooling and titling (Charriere),
(34:1), (35:1)
Jan Sobota benefit, (31 :6), (32:5)
"Japanese Bindings: Soft Books in Two Style and a
Case for Them" (Nakazawa), (26:2)
"Leather Onlay, Spine and Edge Decoration"
(Miura), (37: l)
"Limp Vellum Bindings" (Giuffrida), (32: 1)
Ole Olson, (38: 1)
"Paper Marbling,"1981 (Guyot), (21 :2), (22:3),
(23 :2)
"Paper Marbling,"1983 (Guyot), (30:2), (31 :4)
"Paper Marbling," 1984 (Guyot), (34: l)
"Paper Marbling," 1985 (Guyot), (39: I)
Philip Smith, (3:4), (15:1), (16:2)
"Photographing Your Work" (Ballofet/Newirth),
(37: 1), (39: 1)
proposed, 1985, (38:1), (38:insert)
"Restoration of Leather Bindings" (Middleton),
(27:4), (29: 1)
titling and mosaic onlay (Charriere), (21 :2), (22:3)
See also lectures and presentations (GBW);
programs (GBW); Standards of Excellence
Seminars (GBW); under name of GBW
chapter
World Wide Web (WWW), (99:5), (113 :2), (116:12),
(127:9), (139:14)
Conservation OnLine (CoOL), (98:6), (102:1),
(110:6), (116: 12)
exhibitions on the WWW, (99:3), (106:1)
GBW homepage, (99:5), (106:6), (120:3), (137:8)
See also Internet News (col.)
Womy, Constance K., (123:6), (128:4)
wrappers and enclosures, (49:3), (52: 7), (80:6), (86:2)
Wright Brothers, (138:4)
Wronker, Lili, (6:3), (99:6)
Wyckoff, Valerie, (129:6)

Yolles, Catherine, (35:4)
Young, Belle McMurtry, (131 :6)
Young, Gayle, ( 116:5)
Young, Laura S., (15:1), (22:2), (29:1), (31 :4), (82:1),
(105:1)
death of, (105:1), (111 :5), (112:4)
offices or positions held, (20:5), (34:2)
publications by or about, (47: 1), (76:3)

z
Zachary, Shannon, (52:2), (109:3,4), (111 : 1),
(115:9, 12)
Zahn, Otto, (92:9), (I 00:5)
Zamorano Club, (I 00:6)
Zayats, Paula, (132:4)
Zeier, Franz (au.), (77:6)
Zeneca Grangemouth, (120:7)
Ziemann, Joan, (20:5)
Zimmerman, Jaqueline, (77:3)
Zinman, Michael, (136: 14)
Zukor, Karen, (88:3), (99:4), (130:4), (131 :4),
(133:4,11)
Zyats, Paul~ (126:3)

x
Xerox PARC, (128:7)
Xiao Zhentang (au.), (127: 15)

y
Yagi, Tokutaro (au.), (81:9), (85 :11)
Yale University, (20:5), (45 :2)
Yax, Maggie (rvwr.), (96:17)
Yeager, Nicholas, (71 :3), (74:4)
Yeh, Madeleine, (60:8)
Yerkes, Lawrence (rvwr.), (124:15)
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